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Introductory Note 

Over the years it has often been suggested to me that there is a 
need for an Arabic grammar that will enable readers of English to 
learn enough Arabic to be able to read the Qur'an in its original 
language. This book attempts to fill that gap. 

In its 40 lessons the book covers all the important points of 
the grammar of Quranic Arabic—though not every point, as there 
are some problems of Qur'anic grammar that the grammarians, 
Arab and non-Arab alike, have never solved. Like grammarians 
in the past, I have occasionally taken a sentence somewhat out 
of context or changed a case-ending so that a phrase can stand 
alone. Without these minor and traditional pedagogic liberties, 
examples of some grammatical points would be very scarce. This 
is hardly surprising, given the relatively small size of the text of 
the Qur'an. Nevertheless, Quranic examples are used in most 
places in the explanatory material, and all the exercises consist of 
Quranic quotations. The three topics in which I had to use most 
non-Quranic examples were the numerals, relative sentences and 
exceptive sentences. Here I have used a number of non-Quranic 
examples to help me to provide a full explanation. Elsewhere such 
examples are rare. 

I have tried, wherever possible, to show the grammar of 
the Qur'an within the broader framework of Arabic as defined 
by the classical grammarians and also that of later Arabic. For 
most of the book this is a relatively straightforward task, even 
though the language of the Qur'an predates that of classical Arabic 
and though it contains a range of expressions and constructions 
that are not normally found in later texts (unless, of course, 
they crop up in a Qur'anic quotation). For the greater part 
of the book the reader may be assured that there is relatively 
little difference between Qur'anic and later Arabic, except in 
vocabulary. However, the topics covered in the last five lessons 
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Introductory Note 

show greater or lesser variation from later developments. In 
particular, conditional sentences became, for a time at least, more 
uniform than those we find in the Qur'an—and more recently 
they have become less so. 

Though some of those who use this book will be familiar with 
Arabic script, many others will not be. For the latter the exercises 
of the first five lessons have transliterations to help them to master 
Arabic script thoroughly. A certain amount of transliteration is 
used throughout the rest of the book, particularly when it helps 
the grammatical explanations to run smoothly. 

The text of the Qur'an referred to throughout this book is 
that of the Egyptian standard edition, first issued in 1342/1923 
and revised in 1381/1960 and subsequently. There are, however, 
certain problems. First, the style of writing used in the standard 
edition is somewhat ornate, and it also looks decidedly archaic in 
comparison with the printing norms of the period when it first 
appeared. Secondly, in more recent times the move to computer 
type-setting of Arabic has somewhat reduced the options that used 
to be available with hot metal type-setting. The result is that 
the Arabic printed in this book lacks the ornate and calligraphic 
touches of the standard edition, though there is the consolation 
that it is slightly easier to read. However, two attempts have been 
made to provide something of the feel of the standard edition. The 
first is the intermittent use of short alif (see p. 3), and the second 
is the use of the archaic spellings of a handful of common words 
(see p. 4). 

Grammatical terms, largely English but sometimes Arabic, are 
used throughout the book. For those not familiar with grammati
cal terminology there is a glossary of technical terms (pp.290—295), 
which may be of some help, even though explanations of gram
matical terms are always turgid. 

It is assumed that most readers will be studying alone, and it is 
to them that the following remarks are addressed. (Those fortunate 
enough to have teachers will find that the teachers will have plenty 
of their own guidance to offer.) Each lesson consists of three parts: 
(a) exposition of a number of grammatical topics. Each piece 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE Q U R ' A N 

of grammar should be mastered before moving on to the next. 
Particular attention should be paid to understanding the examples 
given in a section. The grammatical sections are followed by (b) 
the Vocabulary for that lesson. The vocabularies are intended to 
be read from right to left. In the first 7 lessons the first column 
contains the singular form of nouns, together with pronouns, 
adverbs, prepositions, etc.; the second column contains such plurals 
as are needed; and the third column has the English translation. 
From Lesson 8 onwards there is a further column of Arabic to 
allow the Perfect, Imperfect and Verbal Noun (masdar) forms to 
be printed together. In Vocabularies 15—40 the Perfects of derived 
forms are preceded by a number (e.g. 2 ) to show which derived 
form is involved. There is also a General Vocabulary, which puts 
together all the words in Vocabularies 1—40 in Arabic alphabetical 
order. This is to enable a reader who has forgotten a word to look 
it up without having to remember which lesson it was first used 
in. 

Every attempt should be made to become familiar with the 
words in a lessons vocabulary before the reader moves on to (c) 
the exercise for that lesson. One can then test one's absorption of 
the lesson by tackling the exercise. Some of the sentences will turn 
out to be less straightforward than they might at first appear. This 
is often because they are without a wider context. Each exercise 
should be attempted in the first place without reference to the Key. 
If readers find that they still have problems, they should turn to the 
Key, and look at the sentence and its translation together. Once 
the sentences in an exercise are understood, the vocabulary should 
be revised and fully mastered. 

At various points there are exhortations to the reader to learn 
the vocabulary and to learn it in a certain way. These are based 
on experience with students over a nearly half a century and are a 
reminder of how readers might help themselves. The same applies 
to exhortations to learn declensions and conjugations. Effort put 
in at an early stage has real rewards. 

Let me stress again that this book's basic aim is to help the 
reader to learn to read the Qur'an. To go beyond the texts referred 
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Introductory Note 

to in this work, the reader will need a text, a translation, such as my 
own, and a dictionary. Dictionaries are a problem. Hava's Arabic 
Dictionary is quite helpful, but it has long been out of print and it 
is difficult to find. Penrice's Dictionary and Glossary of the Qur'an 
was hardly at the cutting edge of scholarship when it was first 
printed in 1873. However, it was reprinted by the Curzon Press 
in 1971 and is sometimes available. It should be noted that Wehr's 
Arabic Dictionary, whether in the original German or in Milton 
Cowan's English translation, is a dictionary of modern Arabic. For 
the Qur 'an it is largely useless. However, it is an excellent work, 
and those readers of this book who go on to modern Arabic (and 
I hope that most of them will do) will find it indispensable. The 
great reference grammar for early and classical Arabic is Wright's 
Arabic Grammar, still being issued by the Cambridge University 
Press. However, the first edition was published in 1859/1862, and 
thus it does not cover modern Arabic. 

This book is largely concerned with reading the Qur'an. 
However, it is essential to remember that al-Qur'an means 'the 
Recitation', that the Prophet delivered the Qur'an orally, and that 
its oral dimension is crucial. With the knowledge that the reader 
has acquired, I hope that he or she will learn to understand the 
text both in written and recited form. 
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The Arabic Alphabet 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ARABIC ALPHABET 

Arabic is written from right to left in a script that has an alphabet 
of 29 letters. (Perhaps 28 would be more accurate—see the notes 
on hamza below). Various forms of the script developed over the 
centuries, one of them, Kufic, being particularly associated with 
the writing of the Qur'an in the early centuries of Islam. The 
user of this book will need to be familiar with only one form. 
This is known as naskh, the primary printed form. The standard 
Egyptian text of the Qur'an is written in a more elegant way than 
one finds in ordinary printing and has certain modifications that 
are explained below. (It should be noted that copies of the Qur'an 
from North Africa are written in a different script, Maghribi, with 
different forms for the letters Ja' and qaf.) 

The alphabet set out on the opposite page has developed in a 
number of ways since the time of the Prophet Muhammad. At that 
period dots were used relatively rarely to differentiate the letters, 
and for a time, as the early Kufic script evolved, they appear not to 
have been used in the writing of the Qur'an. However, by the end 
of the first Islamic century, determined efforts were being made to 
differentiate the letters fully by the use of dots, though it was some 
considerable time before all scribes used them. During the same 
period, the writing of hamza was introduced, and signs to indicate 
the short vowels were also added. A hybrid letter, ta' marbuta, was 
introduced to indicate the final letter of words that take the main 
feminine grammatical ending. This is a ha' to which the dots of 
the letter ta' have been added. From time to time the standard text 
uses an ordinary ta' where a ta' marbuta might have been expected. 
Printed naskh, and handwriting akin to it, have fewer combinations 
of letters, usually known as ligatures, than other styles of writing. 
The letters concerned are normally clear enough. One ligature has 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

almost attained the status of a letter. This is the combination of lam 
andafif (S). 

Hamza ( *) 

With the passage of time Arabic developed various spellings to 
indicate the presence of a glottal stop, hamza (full name hamzat 
al-qaf). The rules for these spellings are complicated, and are 
something of a nuisance for beginners. They owe their existence 
to historical circumstances. In seventh-century Arabic, the hamza 
had more or less dropped out of use in some dialects, including that 
of Quraysh, Muhammad's tribe; but in other dialects it survived, 
as it did in the higher registers of language, including most poetry. 
Classical Arabic owed more to those dialects that preserved the 
hamza than to those that did not. The resulting orthography of 
hamza, where a 'seat', or kursiyy, indicated an absent hamza, was a 
compromise, allowing for texts to be comprehensible whether the 
hamza was actually written in or not. As time went on, forms with 
hamza prevailed over those without, and the need for complex 
spellings disappeared. However, by that time the writing system 
was largely fixed, and it preserved what is in effect various forms 
of double spelling, with the majority of forms having both a 
hamza and a 'seat' (kursiyy). The latter gives an indication of the 
pronunciation without hamza. There is a further complication. 
The writing system also developed a way of indicating a vowel 
placed before a word or a cluster that would otherwise begin with 
a vowelless consonant. This secondary form of hamza (full name 
hamzat al-wasl) was born from theories about pronunciation held 
by the Arab grammarians, who took the view that such words and 
clusters could not begin without a vowel. To avoid the problem, an 
alif and a vowel without the hamza sign are placed at the beginning 
of the word or cluster. If that were all, the process would be 
relatively simple; but if the word preceding the word or cluster that 
begins without a vowel ends with (or can be given) a final vowel 
to which the vowelless letter can be linked (and thus pronounced 
without an extra vowel being added to the vowelless word or 
cluster), an alif and a joining sign, wasla, are written instead. If 
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you cannot immediately understand the last sentence, do not be 
surprised. It takes time to absorb the complicated logic of these 
rules, but they are not such a problem for those whose initial aim 
is to read texts. Those wanting to write vocalised Arabic need a lot 
of practice to enable them to co-ordinate their use of these rules. 

Vowels 

The Qur 'an has long been written with full vocalisation. This 
is a feature found in few texts. Most Arabic, from the earliest 
times to the present day, carries no indication of short vowels. 
The signs for the short vowels were developed in Umayyad times. 
This is in contrast to the long vowels, which often occur in the 
earliest surviving documents from the Islamic period. The system 
of vocalisation that evolved is able to indicate three short vowels, 
three long vowels and two diphthongs. The short vowels are: 

a (Arabic name fatha), written ", e.g. 1 

i (Arabic name kasra), written -, e.g. I 

u (Arabic name damtna), written ' , e.g. I 

The basic ways of writing the long vowels are: 
a, indicated by writing an alif after zfatha, 
f, indicated by writing a yd' after a kasra, 
u, indicated by writing a wdw after a datnma> 
However, there are alternative ways of writing the long vowels, 

and some of these are to be found in the standard text of the 
Qur'an. Those for F and u are simple. A small independent form 
of yd\ now obsolete, is used to indicate F; and a small independent 
form of waw is used to indicate w. The writing of the alternative 
forms of a is more complex. There are two principal forms: 

i . SHORT ALIF. In this form afatha is written perpendicularly, so 
that it resembles a short alif written independently. Thus one finds 

both ^ l l ^ a n d ( ^ ^ f o r kitdb. With many words, and kitdb is one 

of these, the short alif predominates. It should be noted that this 
use of short alif has become less frequent as time has passed. It is 
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relatively uncommon in modern Arabic for the alif indicating long 
a not to be written as a full letter, except in the demonstratives, 
where the written forms have become fossilised. (See Lesson 6.) 

2. ALIF IN THE FORM of a ya} [alif maqsura]. Under rules that 
need not be set out in this book, the letter that indicates a at the 
end of a word may be written as a yd' instead of an alif. This 
is known, perhaps not surprisingly, as alif in the form of a ya\ 
In the Qur 'an it frequently has a short alif written above it. The 
Arab grammarians had various theories about its origin, and the 
argument that it indicated some variation in pronunciation appears 
to have some validity. It must be noted that alif in the form of a 
yd' can occur only at the end of a word. If a word is extended by 
the addition of a suffix, yd' reverts to alif Thus ramd 'he threw' 
is written with alif in the form of a yd': ^y j . When the suffix 

for 'it' is added, this becomes ramd-hu, written otoj. It should also 

be noted that in a small number of words a is indicated by a wdw 

and a short alif. The most common of these words are 5 J 5 J zakat 

'alms-giving', 5^L£ saldt 'ritual prayer', iy**- hayat 'life', and \yu^}\ 

al-ribd 'usury'. This special spelling may originally have indicated 
an o sound. 

The diphthongs are aw and ay represented by fatha + wdw ( j l ) 

mdfatha + yd} (,^1) respectively. 

Madda 

It has become standard for a hamza followed by a Jong d to be 
written as two alifs, one vertical and one horizontal (I) . This piece 
of orthography is not used in the standard text of the Qur'an, a 

convention that is not always easy to follow. In this book \ is used 
for purposes of clarity. 

Sukiin 

This is the sign to indicate the absence of a vowel. The usual form 
is a little circle placed above the consonant concerned(*),but the 
standard Egyptian text more frequently uses the sign ~. 
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Tanunn 

The final vowel of a noun or adjective may have an n sound to 
indicate that it is indefinite. This is shown by writing the vowel 
twice, to give * un, * an or * in. 

Tashdtd 

The sign " (shadda) indicates the doubling (tashdtd) of a letter. 
Kasra with a shadda is printed immediately under the shadda in this 
book. 

PRONUNCIATION 

It is impossible to give a proper explanation of pronunciation by 
written description alone, and the notes that follow give only 
brief indications. Much can be learned from listening to recorded 
recitations of the Qur'an, particularly if these are not too highly 
stylised. 

alif 
bd} 

taf 

tha} 

jtm 
ha} 

kha> 

dal 
dhdl 

rd> 

zay 
sin 
shin 
sad 
'dad 
ta' 

nil 
b 
t 

th 

J 

d 

r 
z 
s 

sh 

bearer for hamza or sign of long a. 

as in 'think'. 
as in jam' . 
a hoarse, much stronger aspiration than 
ha'. 
like the ch in the Scottish 'loc/z' or the 
German lzch\ 

transcribed as dh7 but sounds like the th in 
'the. 
a rolled r, always fully sounded. 

as in 'shingle'. 
an emphatic form of s, 
an emphatic form of d. 
an emphatic form of t. 
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?*' 
cayn 

ghayn 

fi' 
<$ 

kaf 
lam 
mtm 
nun 
ha} 

waw 
ya} 

f 

k 
I 

m 
n 
h 
w 

y 

an emphatic form of dh (not of z). 
a guttural produced by compression of the 
throat, found in very few languages and 
best learned from a native speaker. 
a gargling sound, much like the gr in the 
French '^rand'. 

a k sound produced from the back of the 
throat. 

always pronounced. 
also part of w and aw. 
also part of T and ay. 
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Lesson One 
Nouns and Adjectives 

Grammatically Arabic nouns and adjectives may be either definite 
or indefinite. 

INDEFINITE 

There is no indefinite article equivalent to the English 'a', 'an'. 
However, the large majority of nouns and adjectives have tanunn 
(the addition of the sound n to the final vowel of a word) to 
indicate that the word is indefinite: 

>l 
J J U P 

4^f 

* 

ajrun 

cadhabun 

kitabun 

dyatun 

rahmatun 

qur'dnun 

a reward 

a punishment 

a scripture, document 

a sign, verse 

a mercy 

a recitation 

However, you will come across a considerable number of words 
that do not take tanunn when they are indefinite. At this stage you 
can only learn what these words are by experience. Two examples 
are: 

y>\ dkharu other 

J JI awwalu first 

You must remember that it is impossible to add tanunn to words that 
are shown as not taking it (either in the text or in the vocabularies), 
and any attempt to do so is incorrect. 
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DEFINITE 

A noun may be made definite in one of two ways: 
i . by being preceded by the definite article, equivalent to the 

English 'the'. 
2. by being followed by the genitive of possession. 

We shall deal here only with the definite article; on (2) see Lesson 

7-

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 

Traditional wisdom tells us that the definite article is J l (al) 

prefixed inseparably to a word, and that is the way that it has always 
been written: 

jJull al-baladu the town 

(JJ!A*JI al-cadhabu the punishment 

In fact, the definite article is in essence simply a lam (/) but as 
Arabic phonetic theory^holds that words cannot begin with an 
unvowelled consonant, the vowel a (fatha) is added to the lam to 
give al Theory also holds that this a vowel is not an integral part 
of the definite article and is required only when no other vowel 
precedes the /. In effect this means that the added vowel is used 
only at the beginning of a sentence. In other places the vowel a ( 

fatha) is replaced by a 'joining sign' — (wasla), which tells you to 
link the / of the definite article to the final vowel of the preceding 
word. 

In short, you will find JI at the beginning, and Jl elsewhere in 
the sentence/verse. The use of the two can be seen in: 

Oi^l ll£)l al-kitabu l-mubinu 

This is the first of two pieces of manipulation required by the 
definite article. The second initially appears more complicated, but 
you will soon get used to it. The sooner you do so the better, 
because until you have mastered it, you will not be able to read or 
pronounce correctly. 
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Lesson One 

1. When it precedes half of the letters of the alphabet, the / of 
the definite article is pronounced as /. 

These letters are: ^ T T T ? ^ u J J ^ f O j j j t . 

In Arabic terminology this group of letters is known as 'the 

moon letters' (because the word for 'moon' begins with one 

of them). 

With such letters a sukun is written over the / of the definite 
article: 

>^JI al-yawmu the day 

L J U ^ J I al-kitabu the document 

2. For words beginning with all the other letters of the alpha
bet the pronunciation of the / is assimilated to the sound of 
the following consonant. These letters are: 

They are known as 'the sun letters' (the word for 'sun' 

beginning with one of them). With such letters a shadda is 

written over the letter after the JI (i.e. the letter to which the 

lam is assimilated). This is a clear indication of the doubling 

of the sound of the following letter. 

<uP^I al-rahmatu (ar-rahmatu) the mercy 

Jj-*i^)l al-rasulu (ar-rasulii) the messenger 

The correct form of pronunciation is the one given in 
brackets. However, most systems of transliteration retain the 
spelling of the article with / and expect the reader to make 
the correct assimilation. Thus one normally sees al-Rahlmu 
' the Compassionate', which has to be read and pronounced 
as ar-Rahlmu. This convention is followed in this book. 

Note that in the Qur'an when the definite article is prefixed to a 
word beginning with lam, only one lam is written. Thus al-laylu 
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J- £< 

'the night* is written J1JI .This is not normally the case in modern 
Arabic. 

With reading practice you should soon become accustomed to 
these rules for reading and pronouncing the definite article. 

Whatever you do, you must not forget that i f a word has the 
definite article, it cannot also have tanunn. (Words cannot be 
definite and indefinite at the same time.) 

A' T H E WORD *!)! ALLAHU 

Allahu 'God' is a combination of the definite article and the word 

<JI ilahun 'a god', with the dropping of the initial hamza of the 

noun. Literally, it means 'the God', though that is not a natural 
English expression and will not be used in this book. Note that 
in some versions of the Qur'an Allahu is written without any 
indication of the long vowel. 

GENDER 

There are two genders in Arabic: masculine and feminine. 

The simplest working rule is to treat words as masculine 
unless you have a reason for treating them as feminine. As you 
proceed, you will find that words may be feminine because of 
form, meaning, category or convention. 

From the outset you will encounter a small number of words 

that are feminine through meaning, such as >l umm(un) 'mother', 

or through convention, such as ^ J i ard(un) 'earth'. 

However, the first important group of feminine words that you 

have to deal with are those that take the ending 5 ' -atun when 
indefinite [also occasionally atu], A couple of these have already 
been mentioned. Here are examples of the definite and indefinite 
feminine forms together: 

AJ a I al-ayatu <51 ayatun 

AJ*~}\ al-rahmatu CF*J rahmatun 
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Lesson One 

There are a few masculine words with this ending, but the only 

common one is <JL±L>- khaltfatun. In the Qur'an this word has 
the strict sense of'successor' or 'viceroy'. In later times this was 
generalized to 'caliph'. 

This ending in -atun is the one most commonly used to form 
a feminine adjective from a masculine one: 

j u W l j)S m. kabtmn / al-kabtru 

5>-XJl 53iy f. kabTratun / al-kabtratu 

JUJLiJI JJJL*5 m. shadidun / al-shadtdu 

SjoJLiJI oJOJLi f. shadtdatun / al-shadtdatu 

USE OF ADJECTIVES 

An adjective used attributively follows the noun and must agree 
with the noun in four things: 

i. Definiteness 
2. Gender 
3. Number 
4. Case 

You should now be able to deal with the first two: 
^•-r 

VJa«Jl J j-^1 al-fawzu l-cazimu the great victory 

^ ^ 1 1 >_j^ al-yawmu l-akhim the last day 

Oir* O!^ qur'dnun mubtnun a clear recitation 

i i - ^ j <JP"J rahmatun was? atun a widespread mercy 

Number and case will be dealt with shortly. 

SIMPLE NON-VERBAL SENTENCES 

The rule about agreement in definiteness is crucial, because a 
definite noun followed by an indefinite adjective is a complete 
sentence—a subject and a predicate—not requiring a verb. Arabic 
is thus able to manage without a verb for 'to be' in the present 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

tense. Hence many sentences are complete though they have no 
verb. 

j j j i - £Dl Allahu cazizun God is mighty 

J ^ J S 4i)l Allahu qawyyun God is strong 

jlji- ^_j5 <d)l Allahu qawiyyun cazizun God is powerful 
and mighty 

Note that in this last example it is necessary to link the adjectives in 
English by using 'and'. This is not necessary in Arabic, though the 
particle j (wa-) 'and' could be used. Single letter words in Arabic 

cannot be written separately, so wa- is linked to the following word, 
as will be seen in later lessons. 

LEARNING VOCABULARY 

The vocabulary that accompanies each lesson is intended to 
include all the words you need to understand the examples in the 
text of the lesson and to do the translation exercise that follows it. 
To make progress you will have to learn the vocabulary of each 
lesson as you come to it, and you should learn all the forms that 
are given: with nouns (and adjectives) you should learn the singular 
and the plural together; with verbs you should learn three forms— 
the perfect, imperfect and masdar—together (see Lesson 8). 

Because of the limits of Qur'anic vocabulary, one often finds 
only a singular form or a plural form of a word in the Qur'an, 
though the corresponding plural and singular may be common 
elsewhere. Two good examples of this are the plural manafCu, 
'benefits', commonly used in the Qur'an, whilst the singular 
tnanfacatun is not found; and ardun, 'earth', even more common, 
though its plurals aradin and araduna do not occur. There are similar 
gaps in the incidence of verb forms. These missing forms are listed 
in the General Vocabulary and occasionally used as examples. 
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Lesson One 

VOCABULARY O N E 

SINGULAR 

itil 

*J 
& 

5>j 

£lli 

'jy 
?7 -

2" " 

f1 

^ i 
JUJLJ; 

JO* 

Allahu 

ilahun 

ajrun 

ayatun 

baladun 

rasulun 

rahmatun 

cadhdbun 

fawzun 

qur'anun 

kitdbun 

khalifatun 

ardun (f.) 

ummun 

yawmun 

aminun 

dkhirun 

shadtdun 
Qaztzun 

P: 

Hi' 

• *— 

S)L 

^ 

fUi£> 

^ 

ftf 

SIJLs 

LURAL 

dlihatun 

ujurun 

ayatun 

biladun 

rusulun 

kutubun 

khulafa'u 

ummahatun 

ayydmun 

shidddun 

God 

a god 

reward 

sign, verse 

town 

messenger 

mercy 

punishment 

victory 

Qur'an, recitation 

scripture, docu
ment, book 

successor, viceroy, 

caliph 

earth 

mother 

day 

faithful, secure 

last, [next] 

strong, severe 

mighty 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

aztmun 

V. 
-Sri* 

Jjl 

qawyyun 

kabtrun 

kanrnun 

majtdun 

wdsfun 

mubinun 

awwalu 

ula (f.) 

dkharu 

^ j ^ l ukhra (f.) 

r'bT kiramun 

> * 

i . 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

- J 

(j j ^ I dkharuna 
* 

y>\ ukharu 

EXERCISE O N E 

al-kitdbu 1-mubTnu 

kitdbun mubinun 

kitdbun kanrnun 

qur'dnun mubinun 

al-qur'dnu l-majxdu 

qurydnun kanrnun 

qur'dnun majxdun 

al-qur'dnu l-cazxmu 

great, mighty 

strong 

big, great 

noble, generous 

glorious 

wide, ample 

clear 

O ^ J I awwaluna first 

other 

[I2-.I] 

[5:15] 

[27:29] 

[I5:i] 

[50:1] 

[56:77] 

[85:21] 

[15:87] 
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Exercise One 

9-

IO. 

I I . 

1 2 . 

13-

14. 

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

2 0 . 

2 1 . 

2 2 . 

23-

24. 

25-

26. 

27-

28. 

29. 

30. 

^ 1 ^ 

^ r ' - ^ 
-Vfii 

Ju JJJT 4,ilii1 

JUJL-S ^ j l j i -

•e**! 
w ^ 

Vlk* Z,\j* 

0 £ * 

V 1 '-

2 

k»% ^ 

&i*1 
— * • 

6i^T J^IJI 

rahmatun wasfatun 

dyatun ukhrd 

al-yawmu l-dkhim 

yawmun kabtrun 

al-cadhdbu l-shadtdu 

yawmun caztmun 

cadhdbun shadidun 

ajrun caztmun 

ajrun karimun 

cadhdbun caztmun 

ajrun kabtrun 

rasulun amxnun 

rasulun karimun 

al-baladu 1-amTnu 

ildhun dkharu 

rasulun mubinun 

a\-awwa\u wa-l-dkhiru 

al-ula wa-l-dkhiratu 

Alldhu caztzun 

Alldhu qawiyyun 

Alldhu qawiyyun cazTzun 

al-qawiyyu 1-amTnu \ 

[6:147] 

[20:22] 

[2:126] 

[11:3] 

[10:70] 

[6:15] 

[3:4] 

3:172] 

57:11] 

[2:7] 

11:11] 

26:107] 

44:i7] 

95:3] 

15:96] 

43:29] 

^7:3] 

28:70] 

2:209] 

[8:52] 

[58:21] 

28:26] 
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Lesson Two 
Plurals 

Arabic has two types of plural, known as sound plurals and broken 
plurals. In general, broken plurals are much more common than 
sound plurals. However, in the Qur'an, the proportion of sound 
plurals is considerably higher than it is in later Arabic. 

SOUND PLURALS 

There are masculine and feminine sound plurals. These are 
indicated by word endings. Words with sound plurals are analogous 
to house/houses and ox/oxen in English. 

Masculine sound plural 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

AJI& zalimun j j i l ^ zalimuna 

_ y tawwabun Oyy tawwabuna 

^ i - f r I acjamiyyun o y*2*s-1 acjamiyyiina 

The masculine sound plural is very restricted in use. The only three 
common categories of words that take it are: participles, or nouns 
that were originally participles, like (oJlk zalimun 'wrongdoer'; 
words of the same form as *l)\y tawwabun 'relenting', most of 
which now refer to professions and occupations, though in the 
Qur'an they normally have an intensive meaning; and relative 

adjectives like ^J^s-\ acjamiyyun. 

There are a few words in the Qur'an that are feminine 
singulars, ending in -atun but nevertheless have a sound masculine 
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Lesson Two 

plural. The only common word is i l - i sanatun 'a year', with the 
- * * * 

plural oj-*-*^ sinuna—though in modern Arabic Oj-*-*? n a s been 
superseded by the sound feminine plural o j y - * sanawdtun. 

Feminine sound plural 

This is particularly, though not entirely, associated with the 
feminine singular ending in -atun. 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

iL* yo mu 'minatun O Ua y* mu 'minatun 

«u I dyatun O L[ l dyatun 

However, you cannot assume that all words ending in <. take a 
sound feminine plural. Many do not. Conversely, there are some 
words that have a sound feminine plural form though the singular 
gives no indication that this might be so, e.g. tU-Jl samd'un, plural 
oljU-Ji samdwdtun. 

BROKEN PLURALS 

Broken plurals are formed by a change of vowel pattern from 
the singular to plural. Words with broken plurals are analogous 
to mouse /mice and foot /feet in English. The vast majority of Arabic 
nouns and a fair number of adjectives have broken plurals; and 
there are many forms of broken plural. Eventually you will find 
that, within certain limits, experience allows you to predict from 
the singular of the noun what the broken plural form is likely to 
be. At the outset it is impossible to make such predictions. 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

JLL&
 cabdun ^llc- Hbddun 

•* « * - _ 

j ^ 5 qarnun Uj_^* qurunun 

<^_ i fakihatun ^3* fawdkihu 

tJl>u> kitdbun iJUl? kutubun 

17 



ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

Jci- j rajulun J ^ j rijalun 

Aj^i qaryatun ^j^i quranA 

There is a crucial grammatical rule that you must remember: 

BROKEN PLURALS are treated grammatically as f e m 
inine singulars, unless they refer to male persons, 
when they are treated as masculine plurals (or to fe
male persons, when they are treated as feminine plu
rals). 

Thus OJv* qurunutiy * f j i fawakihu, ^£^i quran and y^Zikutubun 
are all feminine singulars; and adjectives agreeing with them and 
similar nouns must, in all normal circumstances, be in the feminine 
singular. 

Z~<< ' > 
<*ls \^lS kutubun qayyimatun valuable documents 
Z* "> .x* 
SjuT iju* manaffu kathiratun many benefits 

J j M I <jj^iJl al-qumnu l-ula the first generations 

However, because JUf j rijalun and ^ L P cibadun refer to male per-

sons, they take either a broken plural adjective form or a sound 
masculine plural form: 

* • 
j j l j j - o Jlsf-j rijalun mu'minuna believing men 

jj-o^Co ^llfr cibadun mukramuna honoured servants 

There are some nouns in the Qur'an that are singular in form 
but plural in meaning. These^ normally take plural adjectives. 
Prominent amongst them is >^s qaivm, 'people': 

-qawmu l-kajiruna the unbelieving people 

On this form see Lesson 3 
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Lesson Two 

Some broken plural nouns not referring to persons also take broken 

plural adjectives, e.g. y>\ >ul ayydmun ukharu 'other days'. 

Occasionally such nouns are also found in the Qur'an with 
feminine plural adjectives, but with the passing of time this has 
become increasingly rare, and it is surprising when one sees this 
usage in modern Arabic. A common mistake for beginners is 
to expect that a broken plural form of an adjective may have a 
feminine ending added to it. This is totally impossible. 

VOCABULARY T W O 

SINGULAR 

* 

& 

FIA^U 

* -

* ^ 

*& 

& 

rajulun 

samd'un 

^abdun 

qarnun 

qaryatun 

qawmun 

manfcfatun 

^Jilf kafirun 

P 
* -
3'S 

fc 
3b^ 

mu'minun 

zalimun 

cfjamiyyun 

carabiyyun 

muslimun 

nasraniyyun 

yahudiyyun 

P L 

O lil^i 

fljil 
g& 

URAL 

rijdlun 

samdwdtun 

Qibddun 

qurunun 

quran 

aqwdmun 

mandfCu 

U j ^ * ^ kafiruna 

v> 
^J <\al i lo 

(jjlii 

mu'minuna 

zdlimuna 

a'jamiyyuna 

carabun 

muslitnuna 

nasdrd 

yahudun 

man 

heaven, sky 

servant, slave 

generation [horn] 

settlement, village 

people 

benefit 

unbeliever, ungrateful 

believer 

wrongdoer 

foreign 

Arab, Arabic 

Muslim 

Christian 

Jew, Jewish 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

SINGULAR 

sanatun 

<+f\i Jakihatun 

j& kathtrun 

Jl> \y tawwabun 

>jx-o mukramun 

PLURAL 

\jy-+Z sinuna 

^f\^s fawakihu 

kathtruna 

jli5^ kitharun 

' l"" tawwabiina oy.iy 

i 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-

8. 

9-

10. 

II. 

12. 

13-

Qyo^A mukramuna 

EXERCISE T W O 

year 

fruit 

many 

relenting (s.) 

repenting (pi.) 

honoured 

alihatun ukhra [6:19] 

manaffu kathxratun [23:21] 

fawakihu kathxratun [23:19] 

al-qurunu l-ula [20:51] 

al-qura zalimatun [11:102] 

qaryatun zalimatun [21:11] 

al-yahudu wa-l-nasara [5:18] 

al-samawatu wa-l-ardu [15:85] 

acjamiyyun wa-c arabiyyun [41:44] 

al-qawmu l-zalimuna [6:47] 

al-qawmu l-kafiruna [12:87] 

kafirun wa-mu'minun [64:2] 

rijalun mu'minuna [48:25] 
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Exercise Two 

u-
IS-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22. 

6£A\£\ 6 AM* 

o&% !>ffi 
Z,\p it)! 

(j ysJX-8 i l l t 

> i r'tf 
J j^ l j 21L*)I 

oUJULiilj Oj*L-'tf 

al-mu'minuna wa-l-mu}minatu [24:12] 

mu'minuna wa-mu'minatun 

al-awwaluna wa-l-akhiruna 

Allahu tawwabun 

cibadun mukramuna 

rajulun mu'minun 

ayyamun ukharu 

al-sama'u wa-l-ardu 

al-muslimuna wa-l-muslimatu 

[48:25] 

[56:49] 

[49:12] 

[21:26] 

[40:28] 

[2:184] 

[44:29] 

[33:35] 
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Lesson Three 
The Declension of Nouns 

Arabic has three cases: nominative, accusative and genitive. A 
slightly simplistic explanation of their functions covers all main 
points: 

i . The nominative is used for the subject (in most places) and 
for some predicates in non-verbal sentences. 

2. The genitive is used after prepositions and to denote posses
sion. 

3. The accusative is used if you cannot use the nominative or 
genitive. 

In Lessons 1 and 2 the nominative has been used. In Lesson 4 
the use of the genitive will be introduced; and in Lesson 8 the use 
of the accusative will be introduced. 

F O R M S O F D E C L E N S I O N 

There are five basic types of declension, the first three of which 
have sub-divisions. There are also special declension forms for the 
sound feminine plural and the sound masculine plural. The types 
are set out below in tables, and it is useful to learn them as they 
are set out. Learning the types in this way is not the theoretical 
exercise it might seem to be. It helps to give structure to one's 
knowledge, and, as with the verb tables that come later, it is akin 
to learning multiplication tables for arithmetic. 

Type O n e 

Type One consists of words that have the feminine ending 5 . 
These are the simplest forms to decline. There are two sub
divisions: a) those words which are fully inflected and have three 
case endings; and b) those that are not and have only two case 
endings. In Type One this latter sub-division is confined to proper 
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Lesson Three 

names. Therefore although the words in the sub-division may 
appear indefinite in form, they are definite in meaning. This means 
that any adjective attached to them has to have the definite article. 

Fully inflected (3 case endings) 

0 

Indefinite 

qaryatun 

qaryatan 

qaryatin 

nom. AJ \5J 1 

ace. SJ^AII 

*** 

gen. < i ^ l 

Partially inflected 

nom. 

ace. 

gen. 

Definite 

al-qaryatu 

al-qaryata 

al-qaryati 

- > -

i£j> makkata 

<tx* makkata 

The crucial difference between the fully and partially inflected 
form here (and in Type Two) is in the genitive. This can be clearly 
seen when an adjective is added, al-mukarramatu, commonly used 
to describe Mecca in later times. The adjective has to have the 
definite article because makkatu, as a proper noun, is definite. 

" •— *z> nom. coj&l \ i £ o makkatu l-mukarramatu 

ace. i i^x i l I i £ o makkata l-mukarramata 

gen. 5*5^~* ^ ^ * makkata l-mukarramati 

Type Two 

Type Two embraces most nouns and adjectives. There are two 
points of special note with this type: 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

I . An alif is added to the indefinite accusative form of fully 
inflected words: 

y&?j rajulan a man 

2. Partially inflected words have the same form for the ac
cusative and genitive when they are indefinite; but when 
they are definite, they act like fully inflected words and have 
all three case endings. You can see this by looking at the 
declension of: 

Fully inflected 

Indefinite Definite 

nom. >ym yawtnun >yS I al-yawmu 

\*y_ yawtnan »_jl) I al-yawma 

> J J yawmin f 5 ^ al-yawmi 

ace. 

gen 

nom. 

ace. 

gen. 

Partially inflected 

Indefinite Definite 

j j - i I aswadu SytH I al-aswadu 

5j-*il aswada $yjS\ al-aswada 

5j-ll aswada sy^t I al-aswadi 

Type Three 

Type Three consists of words whose indefinite nominative ends 
with -in. Most, though not all, come from roots with wdw or yd' as 
the last radical. Beginners usually find this type the most difficult 
to learn. Pay special attention to the endings and in particular to 
the sole difference between the singular and plural forms, which is 
in the indefinite accusative: 
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Lesson Three 

Singu la r s 

nom. 

ace. 

gen. 

Indefinite Definite 

o lj wadin ^^ \p I al-wadt 

l o l j wddiyan [$*ty\ al-wddiya 

^tj wat/m L £ ^ 3 ^ al-wddT 

Plura ls 

Indefinite Definite 
» * • 

nom. j j ^ jau;drin {Jj^y^^ al-jawan 

ace. (Jfjly* jawdriya J J j J ^ ' al-jawariya 

gen. j Ijjf jawdrin ^j \jjk I al-jawan 

Type Four 

This consists of words ending in I or ^ . Such words do not 

change for case, but they lose tanwin when they are definite. 

Indefinite Definite 

Lap casan nom., ace, gen. LAJJI al-casa 

^ ^ 5 3 wan nom., ace, gen. ^J/ iJ ' al-qurd 

Type Five 

This consists of words ending in t or ^j . Words of this type are 

the same whether they are definite or indefinite, and they do not 
change for case. 

Indefinite Definite 

^Jjtj bushrd nom., ace, gen. ( £ / £ ? ! al-bushrd 

i * ' _ i * ' iT — 

113̂  dunya nom., ace, gen. &-^ ' al-dunya 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

SOUND FEMININE PLURALS 

Indefinite Definite 

Zt^T" samawatun nom. Cjyo^J\ al-samawatu 

. i ^T* samawatin zee, Cjyo^\ al-samawati 

O ^ " samawatin gen. Oj-a-^1 al-samawati 

SOUND MASCULINE PLURALS 

Indefinite Definite 

j ^ a i t zalimuna nom. j ^ i l o J l al-zalimuna 

i>-oi^ zalimxna ace. i>^Ua)l aUzalimxna 

Oi^ i t zalimxna gen. ( j ^ i l ^ I al-zalimtna 

PRONOUNS: NOMINATIVE FORMS 

The nominative forms of the pronouns are: 

b i and I fe- nahnu We 

O J l awta You (m.s.) **ul antum You (m.p.) 

C J l fl«ri You (f.s.) , \j\j\ antunna You (f.p.) 

^A /IUUAZ He, it *Jb /zwm They (m.p.) 

*Jb hiya She, it, they /y* hunna They (f.p.) 

Notes on pronouns: 
a) In all normal circumstances the plural forms can refer only to 

persons. 
b) In general terms ana is either masculine or feminine and nahnu 

is either masculine or feminine or both, ana and nahnu are much 
more commonly used of males than of females but ana refers to 
a woman in 11:72 and 12:51. 
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Lesson Three 

c) The third feminine singular form hiya will commonly mean 
'they', as it is the pronoun that refers to broken plurals of nouns 
that do not denote male persons. 

d) Despite the spelling, the second vowel of ana is short. The alif 
is a spelling convention only. 

VOCABULARY THREE 

SINGULAR 

*5 

3* 

<SJ^. 

Iplll 

: 3 

\.%c 

iCo 

•>i_JLl 

tUa^j 

t lU 

jannatun 

jdriyatun 

haqqun 

fitnatun 

bushrd 

dunyd 

wddin 

casan 

nadhtrun 

hudan 

makkatu 

faqtrun 

aswadu 

sawdd'u (f.) 

abyadu 

baydd'u (f.) 
cdlin 

PL 

* 

J* 

iVp 

0 

URAL 

jannatun 

jawdrin 

huqiiqun 

Jitanun 

nudhumn 

fuqard'u 

sudun 

bid 

garden 

ship, young woman 

truth; true 

affliction, temptation 

good tidings 

world 

valley 

stick, staff 

warner 

guidance 

Mecca 

poor 

black 

white 

high, lofty 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

t J l p cdliyatun (f.) 

cJukJ latifun gentle 

J A U * jahilun j^ lAUf jdhililna ignorant 

EXERCISE THREE 

A. i. J JAL1-O *A3I antum muslimuna [2:132] 

2. j j . lLl .a i-A /zwm muslimuna [27:81] 

3. ill* £j£ nahnuJitnatun [2:102] 

4. JJJJJ ul ana nadhirun [29:50] 

5. tJU- <JJ> jannatun cdliyatun [69:22] 

6. 4,131)1 C*3i tfftfa l-tawwabu [2:128] 

7. j j i l l f e *A3I antum zdlimuna [2:92] 

8. FI^AAJI *£j\ antumu l-fuqara'u [35:15] 

/^A /wyfl zalimatun [11:102] 

10. 0^J-° 5* huwa mu'minun [16:97] 

11. 1 *:^W I J A /wwd l-latxju [67:14] 

12. Oj*?J*° V^ antum muyminuna [60:11] 

<wd //d/zw l-cazizu [27:9] 

14. ' L * ^ /^* hiya bayda'u [7:108] 
* - j 

15. - ^ i ^ 3 * huwa shadtdun [13:13] 

16. jLj*^\ vfjl antal-caztzu [5:118] 
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17 

18. 

19-

*-• 

Exercise Three 

hiya jitnatun 

anta nadhtrun 

antum jdhiluna 

[39H9] 

[11:12] 

[12:89] 

20. i i l j 3 l UI anaUtawwabu [2:160] 

B. Write out in Arabic the nominative, accusative and genitive 
of the following: 

jitnatun, rijalun, janndtun} zalimuna, wddin, al-ardu, jahilun, 
mandfCu, al-mu'miniina, aswadu. 
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Lesson Four 
Prepositions 

All prepositions in Arabic take the genitive case: 

sUJDl ^ jil-samd'i in the sky/heaven 

J J ] ^ l-ttori to the fire 

jiul JLP cald safarin on a journey 

j 1̂5 J ^ mm qur'dnin from a recitation 

Note that when mm is followed by the article or a word beginning 
with hamzat al-wasl it becomes mina: 

i J > I / ^ mina Ujannati from the garden 

The majority of prepositions are written separately from the word 
they govern, as in the above example. However, those that consist 
of a single letter are prefixed to the word they govern, the most 
important being li- and bi-: 

JJbV li-ahlin to/for a people 
9 

vP'y. bi-rahmatin by a mercy 

If li- is prefixed to a word that also has the definite article, the 

preposition and the article are written together as JJ: 

^llaJJ li-l-Hbddi to/for the servants 

Note also <D li-lldhi, ' to/for God'. The article after bi- is written 
in fall: 

^^IjJL bi'l-wddT in the valley 
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Lesson Four 

Note the use of wa- with the genitive to start an oath (see also 
Lesson 38): 

4DI3 wa llahi by God! 

• *«*•«! J3 u>a l-shamsi by the sun! 

On the spelling of the basmala see Lesson 7. 

A PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE AS THE PREDICATE OF A 

NON-VERBAL SENTENCE 

a) If the subject is definite, the subject comes first, followed by the 
prepositional phrase as predicate: 

- A ' Jjj^rtJa)! i o <DI Allahu maca al-sabinna 

God is with the patient ones 

(ju* J l*^ ^ (jfcJJo)! al-zalimuna ji dalalin mubinin 

the wrongdoers are in manifest error 

tl^LiJJ oSxJaJl al-sadaqdtu li-l-fuqara'i 

alms are for the poor 

b) If the subject is indefinite, the prepositional phrase must come 
first, followed by the subject: 

j±£ J U J j f j ^ l , £ Ji l-ardifasddun kabtrun 

there is much corruption on earth 

J U f j C 3 I ^ P S I IS- Caid \-ctraft rijalun 

there are men on the heights 

'TO HAVE' 

One of the most common uses of//- is to express the verb 'to have' 
or its equivalent in non-verbal sentences: 
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t « 

JJIJLP CjLJ*&\ li-l-kafinna *adhabun 

(to the unbelievers a punishment) 
the unbelievers have a punishment 

<LD « u i 1 al-hamdu li-llahi 

(the praise to God) 
praise belongs to God 

VOCABULARY FOUR 

SINGULAR 

> : 

5li 
*. > 

j ^ 
_£jrf 

j>u 
j>L î 

XT 

J*1 

c ^ 

n r̂wn (f.) 

sadaqatun 

curfun 

sabilun (f.) 

safarun 

daldlun 

fasddun 

hamdun 

ahlun 

shamsun 

rahimun 

sdbirun 

J 

PLURAL 

(jl3jJ nirdnun fire, Hell 

o l i J u ^ sadaqatun alms 

c3l^£l cCrdjun crest, ridge, height 

J i* i subulun way, road, path 

liuil asjarun journey 

error 

corruption 

praise 

people, family, 

folk 

sun 

compassionate 

patient, steadfast 

J e-

<J^JLAI ahluna 
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Exercise Four 

J 
J 

J 

£ 
J! 
c 

min 

fi 
li-

bi-

cala 

ila 

met a 

from, of 

in, concerning 

to, for 

in, at, by 

on, against 

to (motion) 

with 
T • -
tji^ bayna between, among 

EXERCISE FOUR 

I . c*3 j -^ t ^ Jtl-sadaqati [9:58] 

2. (j^Ji J i*^ , i Jt dalalin mubtnin [6:74] 

-wan [51:13] 

4. ( j f j ^ ' j J^-*JI Oi? bayna l-samdri wa-l-ardi [2:164] 

5. Oi*f_>^*' Oi? bayna l-mWminxna [9:107] 

6. ?y^\ Oi? fe^y«fl l-qawmi [5:25] 

7. Oi^i^Jl f_}*^ /** mac a l-qawmi l-zdlimina [6:68] 

8. O i ~ ? j ^ ' A0 maca l-mu'minina [4:146] 

9. J > ^ ' A* mcfa l-rasuli [25:27] 

10. {JJ<A JLP calahudan [22:67] 

11. i}y*j^ «*£* ' ^ l-rasuli [29:18] 

12. fj£jji£}\ i t c ala l-kafirtna [16:27] 

13. At^ I>* min sabtlin [42:46] 

14. JJJ J ] ilabaladin [35:9] 
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15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22. 

23-

24. 

25-

f& y'^ JJ 

>' $ u 
$v 

6iji£M pi*i! 

t/a cadhdbin cazimin 

mina l-rusuli 

min ayydmin ukhara 

min ildhin 

bi-ltahi 

bi-l-akhirati 

bi-wddin 

bushrd li-l-muslimtna 

li-l-qawmi l-zdlimtna 

U-l-mu'mindti 

H-lldhi l-dkhiratu wa-l-uld 

[9:101] 

[5:i9] 

[2:185] 

[28:72] 

[2:67] 

[2:4] 

[14:37] 

[16:89] 

[1144] 

[24:31] 

[53:25] 
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Lesson Five 
The First Person Singular Genitive Suffix 

and the Pronoun of Separation 

FIRST PERSON SINGULAR GENITIVE SUFFIX 

To express 'of me' , or, as it will normally be translated, 'my', the 
suffix -f is added to the noun. Any short final vowel (and of 
course tanwtn, if applicable) that the noun may originally have had 
is suppressed: 

^jj rabb-T my Lord 

J ^ L P *ibad-T my servants 

Once the -F suffix has been added, there can be no variation for 
case. With wording ending with ta' marbuta, this is replaced by ta} 

maftiiha: 

J j l l ^ haydt-T my life 

i£i*v nicmat-T my blessing, bounty 

If the dropping of tanunn before the addition of a suffix produces 
a long vowel or a diphthong at the end of the word, the suffix 
becomes -ya\ 

jjljuh hudd-ya my guidance 

The genitive suffix makes the noun definite, and so any adjective 
attached to this noun must have the definite article: 

j ^ ^ L i J I \J&J* cibdd-tl-salihuna my righteous servants 

If the adjective is without the definite article, it is a predicate: 

< j ^ J J > \J&£ 'ibad-Isdlihuna my servants are righteous 
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lo^5 ^jj rabb-T qartbun my Lord is near 

^ j i f ^ j l ard-t wdsic atun my land is wide 

One will of course find similar sentences where the predicate is a 
prepositional phrase: 

Juhl A* ^AJ] ibn-tmin ahl-T my son is from my people 

According to the use of ft- set out in Lesson 4, ft'to me' , will mean 
'I have . . . ' or ' . . . is mine' or ' . . . to my credit': 

&* J ltcamal-T my work is to my credit 

*J\ J Itayatun I [shall] have a sign 

THE PRONOUN OF SEPARATION 

You have now seen how an indefinite predicate and a prepositional 
phrase predicate are expressed. However, one can also have definite 
predicates in sentences such as 'my book is the new one' or 'God 
is the truth'. 

To separate a definite predicate from a definite subject, a third 
person pronoun (known as damtr al-fasl, the pronoun of separation) 
is inserted between subject and predicate: 

i — - * •' 
^jj^iiflJl - A O J v f ^ ' al-kdjiruna hurnu l-zdlimiina 

(the unbelievers they the wrongdoers) 
the unbelievers are the wrongdoers 

t^ljllt j A <DI Alldhu huwa l-tawwdbu 

(God He the relenting) 
God is the Relenting one 

VJVI iil.Xi)l } * i j ' ^ 'adhdb-Thuwa l-cadhdbu l-'altmu 

(my punishment it the painful punishn 
my punishment is the painful one 
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Exercise Five 

V O C A B U L A R Y F I V E 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Jv] ibnun Oyl/ * W' banuna/abna'un 

*Ji waliyyun ^sj j ' awliyd'u 

j j l^ . khalidun jjjJuU* khaliduna 

*JL* salihun 

son 

£ «* 
* 

* & 

c1 

V>J 

nfmatun 

akhun 

rabbun 

Xf camalun 

»JU*li hasbun 

<L»±Jp qanbun 

JLr* samVun 

5L>- hayatun 

(also 5^1i) 

ikhwanun 

ikhwatun 

J j l j j l arbabun 

+ • * 

JUM acmalun 

friend, protector 

remaining in, 
everlasting 

righteous 

blessing, bounty 

brother 

lord 

work 

sufficiency, 
reckoning 

near 

hearing (adjective) 

life 

E X E R C I S E F I V E 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

* " ^ 
JOJui ( 4 ' ^ c adhdb-x shadtdun 

V Ĵ j j rabb-T rahtmun 

lu^5 ^ j rabb-T qanbun 

ADI . J j j waliyy-TAllahu 

[11:90] 

[n:6i] 

[7:196] 
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5. J J <DI Allahu Rabb-T 

6. Jlit J^J ^JV] ibn-T min ahl-T 

7. VNT ^ l l i M ^ i jlJlfr Cadhdb-Thuwa l-cadhabu l-

8. ^Jj Ly«i mac-T Rabb-T 

9. L J 3 ^ ] *^i?3 cf-^ bayn-t wa-bayna ikhwat-i 
, i — 

10. <i)l .o- l- i hasb-Tlldhu 

11. (Ĵ Jî Jl jjh <DI Allahu huwa l-hudd 

/zuu>d l-haqqu 
* * ? 

13. 1 g:la) j j Rabb-T lattfun 
«•» » j , "̂  # 

14. ^J j <i)l Jjb ftwu>d Z/a/zw Rabb-T 

15. ij>Lj*£ /^* hiyacasd-ya 

16. iLoJUt ĵb <d)l Allahu huwa 1-samVu 

17. ^JJ Jjb 4DI Allahu huwa Rabb-T 

18. Juijj bl ana wa-rusul-T 

19. t^jll£)l J ^ ^ A /mu*z mina l-kitdbi 

20. tju* J^L* ^3 ijb huwaji daldlin mubinin 

2i. -̂ •J--* (J^-^ cadhdb-Tshadidun 

22. jlDI ^ i j JU-^A huwa khdlidun ji l-ndri 

23. ^ ^ ! i J J ^ J * ^wuw l-awwalu wa-l-dkhiru 

24. Qiai.l-d 1 £JA \J\ ana mina 1-muslimTna 

25. <lll i t ^Jj>\ ajr-Tzaid lldhi 
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Lesson Six 
D emonstratives 

A\jJ> 

OJUb 

;?ji 

This 

This, these 

These 

m.s. 

f.s. 

pi. 

4 ) j 

irij 

That 

That, those 

Those 

Demonstratives are used either as pronouns or adjectivally. 
In the Qur'an the only forms that are used at all frequently as 

adjectives are hddha and hadhihu dhalika, tilka, ha'ula'i and uld'ika 
are usually used as pronouns, and only occasionally are they used 
adjectivally 9 x 

Some alternative forms of dhalika are found: f -^J i dhalikum 
etc. The apparent change of the 'final pronoun' is due to the 
context. 

Occasionally instead of ha'ula'i the simple sM^I is found. 

Despite the spelling, the first vowel is short, as it is in uld'ika. 

ADJECTIVAL USE 

The demonstrative precedes the noun and is linked to it by 
the definite article: 

I JUb this recitation 

^ll)l oJUh this fire 

. * • -
J 1̂1 ̂ M o JJb these rivers 

*JJU1 i^y* these people 

^ t ^ J I viUi that book 

From here onwards, Arabic text will normally be given without transliteration. 
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o^iJl oJuh this settlement 

^^ i J I <iUj those setdements 

fro— ^ ^ P 

cP|3>-MI ^ ^ j l those parties 

The three elements of demonstrative, definite article and noun 
form an indivisible unit. The article is the essential link between 
the demonstrative and the noun. If the article cannot be used, for 
example when the noun carries a pronoun suffix (as in 'this shirt 
of mine'), the demonstrative cannot precede the noun. Instead, it 
must follow the phrase, in apposition to it. 

IjUb ^J^f this book of mine 

ljuh ( O ^ / this shirt of mine 

IjUb fi»v*ym this day of theirs 

The other usages of the demonstrative are pronominal: 

U\J oJJb this is a she-camel 
t * 

^ \ ljuh this is my brother 

- / -" \ : . 
( J i l _^A iJub this is the truth 

iJub J I5 before this 

j l u c J ^ A these are my daughters 
-"" ^ 

<JjJt JLP sMjl these men are on my track 

£ol vilAj that is a community 

J>UJ l ^A <iU3 that is the error 

j j j l U i J I AA cilj^ljl those are the wrongdoers \ 

iiL)5 Jju after that 
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Lesson Six 

VOCABULARY SIX 

SINGULAR 

*** 

(f.)jlS 

jLJ 

- I -

1 ?r 

> 

i\y, 

J*s? -a 
lOLLftA 

j>U 
"I- -

•a 

P L U R A L 

.if 
O*-*J 

> : ? / J J S 

v ^ 
JlJI 

£LJI 

jtf 

community 

daughter 

thing 

abode 

party 

track; effect 

tongue 

she-camel 

river 

bounty 

magic 

way, path 

shirt 

sinner 

few 

straight 

amazing, strange, 

wonderful 

permissible 

forbidden, sacred 

far reaching, distant 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

SINGULAR 

^U*J easy 

J 3 W P difficult 

J IS before 

JJu after 

The prepositions bet da and gafc/a are commonly used after miny 

becoming min ba'di and min qabli. There is no change in meaning. 

EXERCISE SIX 

I . 

2 . 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

IO. 

I I . 

1 2 . 

13-

14. 

4J0T jJLiiT^i ^ui 

»l^i IJUbj J>1> lJub 

3 > 0 ^ '•** 

iT & JlUT Jui 
*gfl!/**•<> Jff\js0 lAA 

O ^ J U ojJb 

s^T JISJT ill; 

^li J i i r t j 
JLJT ĵ Lin̂ A iui 

[42:22] 

[ l 6 : i l 6 ] 

[53:56] 

[16:103] 

[18:98] 

[4:70] 

[3:51] 

[29:64] 

[28:83] 

[50:2] 

[2:5] 

[14:18] 

[l2:io8] 

[74:9] 
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Exercise Six 

IS-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

2 0 . 

2 1 . 

2 2 . 

23-

24. 

25-

26. 

27. 

0_^jilT jii db^l 
- 1- ' 

• 

6i*Jli)T j - «iL ĵl 

ijytfi* Ollsf (J ^X}1 

^l^sf iJli 

j c ^ -V !>? J * J-J 

[8:74] 

[6:76] 

[61:6] 

[22:70] 

[3:114] 

[44:22] 

[70:35] 

[26:54] 

[22:70] 

[6:153] 

[3:108] 

[11:56] 

[2:90] 
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Lesson Seven 
Idafa 

Idafa, 'annexation', commonly called in European grammars 'the 
Construct', is used primarily to represent the association of one 
noun with another. It very frequently shows the possession of 
one thing by another, hence the looser, though more easily 
comprehensible, description of it as the 'genitive of possession'. 
However, the 'genitive' need not be a noun. You have already 
been introduced to the use of the suffix for 'my'. This pronominal 
suffix is fully equivalent to a noun in the genitive case. It is also 
possible for the 'genitive' to be a clause. This is a common-feature 
in the Qur'an and will be dealt with in Lesson 34. 

The crucial points to remember are: 
1. A noun that is followed by this genitive cannot take either 

the definite article or tanwin. In other words, a noun can 
either take tanwin or have the definite article or have a 
following genitive, but only one of these three. 

2. In normal circumstances, a noun followed by a genitive is 
definite in meaning. If an indefinite meaning is required an
other construction must be used. (There are some excep
tions to this rule, but these are rare and need not be dealt 
with here). 

3. The following genitive itself may be definite or indefinite in 
meaning. 

4. Nothing must intervene between the noun and the follow
ing genitive. The only apparent exception is when the gen
itive also has a demonstrative, but this is not a real exception 
because the demonstrative + article + genitive noun is an 
indivisible unit. 

5. The strict rule about the order of adjectives, that adjectives 
describing the genitive come before adjectives describing 
any preceding noun, is not really relevant to Qur'anic 
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phraseology, in which complex phrases are broken up, 
normally by the use of mm or //- or^T. 

Here are some examples to show how the idafa works: 

iyu>- l i- i the edge of a pit 

cjl l^Jl J A ! the people of the book 

JruUJl CJJ the Lord of [all] created beings 

ADI C P j God's mercy 

<j^ill OJLA Jjbl the people of this setdement 

xJii. »^i (JJIJLC- the punishment of a mighty day 

These are all the examples you need in the first instance. There 
is no point in spending time at this stage on the tightly knit idafa 
phrases that one finds in later Arabic. 

To express possession of a noun with an indefinite meaning, 
prepositional constructions with rnin and li- are used: 

i * 0 

j ID I £j* iy&- a pit of the Fire 

( j O j i l l ^A i i jUi a group of the faithful 

/JA SjJJ some women of the city 

J J JLP an enemy of mine 

j U i l i J J ^ 3 a friend of the devil 

IDIOMATIC USES OF idafa 
Idiomatic uses of idafa are common in the Qur'an, as indeed 
they are in all Arabic. Among the uses that you will come across 
frequently are: 

1. The use of two nouns in idafa to represent an idea that has 
to be translated as a noun and a qualifying adjective: 

' . S 
tj-*i >£i people of evil — an evil people 
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2. The use of certain words, such as umm, ab, ibn, ahl, sahib and 
dhu (accusative dhd, genitive dht found only with a following 
genitive, see also Lesson 34) to represent a single idea: 

J^jJUl AJ] son of the road = traveller 

o 4 ? S^ family of a house = a household 

J-iuLM j i possessed of bounty = bountiful 

All these words, apart from dhu, can have their full meaning: 

j0\ 4,K&*I the inhabitants of Hell 

[This is not a full list of such words, but it is enough to introduce 
the idiomatic phrases in which they are used.] 

Idafa AND THE SOUND MASCULINE PLURAL 

Sound masculine plurals with a following genitive lose the final 
nun +fatha of the sound masculine plural. This is best shown with 
the word M/M, which is a plural equivalent of dhu and is found only 
with a following genitive: 

nom. men of understanding 

(lit. possessors of hearts) 

jLaJ *l , J j t ace, gen. men of insight 

(lit. possessors of sight) 

Note also banu isra'tla (nom.), bamisrd'Tla (ace, gen.), the 'Children 
of Israel'. Other examples, apart from some with pronominal 
suffixes, are rare and need not be mentioned here. 

THE basmala 

All the suras in the Qur'an, apart from Sura 9, are prefaced by the 
formula 'In the name of the Merciful and Compassionate God'. 
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Lesson Seven 

In this formula alone the alif of the word 'name' **w] is dropped 

giving: 

^ T ^ p - j i T j D T ^ 

VOCABULARY SEVEN 

SINGULAR 

6*5>' 

1; *. 
1> A 

^ 

• ** 

^ 

* 

3* 
» .1 r 

> * 

% (fo 

PLURAL 

(gen. pi. only) 

Stf 

4,&>M 

j ^ i 

t\Jr\ 

* * 

JUJI 

•* • 

the Merciful 

created beings 

lip, rim, edge 

pit 

father 

companion, inhabitant 

group, number, party 

woman 

affair, matter,command 

man; people (pi.) 

possessor of 

name 

hearts, inteUects 

sight; eye 

hand 
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SINGULAR 

t * -
3^ 

(jl fet it 

**• 

PLURAL 

JIJ^S 

OUplli 

enemy 

devil 

evil 

end, consequence 

city 

house 

EXERCISE SEVEN 

t — 

I . 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

10. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

<"• J ^ J 
^ T oil? 

0O^T ' Of J ^ 

^ ^ 

41)1 430 OJUb 

jUiiijT 4, j>. &y3] 

^ T j l i J l j i sin 

^Ul ^^uT 

[2:154] 

[4:23] 

[56:14] 

[6:55] 

[3:73] 

[30:41] 

[19:58] 

4:97] 

7:73] 

[38:16] 

[58:19] 

^57:29] 

22:18] 
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Exercise Seven 

H -

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25-

jQi 4 , ^ 1 ^ i 

<i)T CP-J JLM 

o ĵilT jjl lit 

ufJ% oli^'T Oj 

o^jji 33 sin 

Z> 7* • - - ^ 

otluiT o j <i) Juil 

2:81] 

[2:98] 

30:50] 

7*143] 

44:7] 

[3:69] 

61:14] 

[3:68] 

31:22] 

[8:73] 

3.103] 

[1:2] 
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Lesson Eight 
The Perfect Tense 

Now that you are aware of the basic uses of the nominative and 
genitive, it is time to turn to the accusative. The best way to 
introduce the accusative is through the verb, since most verbs have 
their direct object in the accusative. 

The vast majority of verbs in Arabic are trilateral verbs, which 
means that they have a root made of three radicals. Some verbs 
have four radicals, and are called quadriliteral verbs. These are 
not common in the Qur'an and are dealt with very briefly in 
Lesson 15. 

The verb has two main tenses, the madT and the mudarf. The 
mddtis usually known in English as the 'perfect' tense. It normally 
indicates a completed action or state, and is translated into English 
as a past tense. 

The first class of verbs to be dealt with is that of 'the sound 
verbs'. These are verbs that do not have a wdw7 or a yd* or a 
hamza as one of their radicals, and do not have the same letter 
as both second and third radical. Although sound verbs need to 
be understood first, you should be aware that a fair number of 
verbs have different forms and conjugations because they have one 
or more weak radicals or doubled radicals. In fact, the two most 
common verbs in the Qur'an, J l5 qdla, 'to say' and jIT kdna 'to 
be' , are verbs that have a wdw as their middle radical. These two 
verbs will be introduced gradually in Lessons 12, 15, 18 and 20. 

SOUND VERBS 

Let us take the example of the verb 'to write', whose three radical 
consonants are k-t-b. In a dictionary, the verb is listed under its 
radical in its simplest form, kataba, meaning 'he wrote'. The mddt 
of kataba conjugates as fellow's: 
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Lesson Eight 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

3 m. <L~5 *y?-2 

3 f; caiT op" 

2 m. o i l ? 

2 f. o p * d^p 

Learn these forms by heart, and learn them well. Only four forms 
of the mddtofkataba occur in the Qur'an, but the verb is a standard 
example in grammars. Knowing the singular and plural of kataba 
will enable you to handle coundess verb forms. 

NOTES 

a) Note that before the definite article or any other word begin

ning with hamzat al-wasl the 3 f.s. form c*Il5* katabat becomes 

^Z&f katabati. 
* • 

b) Note also the otiose alif added to the end of the 3 m.p. \y^& 

katabii. The alif acts as a word separator and is not pronounced. 
There are a number of places in the Qur'an where this alif is 
not written. 

c) The vowel of the middle radical of the mddt is a variable. Most 
verbs have a fatha, as kataba does. However, there are a fair 
number of verbs that have kasra, including some of the most 
common ones in the Qur'an, such as calima, samfa, camila, 
shahida and shariba. Verbs with datnma on the second radical, 
such as kabura, are rare. 

d) As explained in Lesson 1, the vocabularies will give the 3 m.s. 
of the perfect, the 3 m.s. of the imperfect and the verbal noun 
(masdar) of every verb. The best practice is to learn the three 
forms together, even at this stage, when the imperfect and the 
masdar have yet to be explained. Wherever possible, all three 
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forms are given in this book, whether the imperfect or the 
masdar occurs in the Qur'an or not. 

USE OF THE VERB 

At this stage the verb may be divided into three kinds: those that 
are linked to an object by the accusative (transitive verbs); those 
that are linked to an object by a preposition (e.g. the verb nazara 
'to look'—nazara ila 'to look at' and nazara ji 'to look into'); and 
those that do not have an object (intransitive verbs). As in English 
some verbs that are basically transitive (e.g. 'to enter', as in 'he 
entered the house') may also be used intransitively ('he entered', 
with no object specified). A transitive verb may take more than 
one accusative in Arabic. 

i . The direct object is placed in the accusative: 

^J^AJJI Cjjiu* ii5 he reached the place where the sun set 
t - . 

-all obi •A i^ i you heard God's signs 
— * + 

o l ^ J U a J l I^L^ they did righteous deeds 

we wrote it (f.) 

The most common "word order in a sentence with a verb is: 
I. Verb 2. Subject 3. Object 4. Adverbial phrase 

However, the Qur'an contains so many sentences in which 
this order is varied that you should note it only as a general 
point. The basic rule for the Qur'an is that the verb will 
come first unless there is a reason for it not to do so. (What 
these reasons are will be set out later.) 
a. If the verb precedes the subject, the verb normally agrees 

with the subject in gender, but the verb must be in 
the singular no matter what the number o f the 
subject is. 

•"" " 
JyajP*JX \ iy the sinners were reluctant 

««• * 

(jo-dUDI J13 the wrongdoers said 
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b. There are some examples where a feminine subject is 
preceded by a masculine verb. This is a standard feature 
of early Arabic, which has never entirely disappeared: 

l^p%£ (j(T [8:35] their prayer was... 

SJJJ J l i [12:30] some women said,.. 

0&-iLM CAA-S [ I I : IO] the ills have gone 

4. If the verb follows the subject, it agrees both in number and 
gender. 

r w + J>j^\y&&y3\ [29:23]
A 

these have despaired of my mercy 

1^ \iy>\ iillj [7:28] 

and God has ordered us [to do it] 

5. The verb has an active participle and a passive participle. 

The active participle of kataba is \1^ kdtibun and the 

passive participle is t j j ^ lx* maktubun. Up to and including 

Lesson 12 any participles used are treated as separate items of 
vocabulary. 

Uses of the perfect which are not to be translated by a past tense 
will be dealt with later. 

V O C A B U L A R Y E I G H T 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

^**J *^**i *^*? t o s e n d , raise 

iiu illJ 9 ^L to reach 

J i » Jijtf J i a f to make, assign, ap

point 
A 

For verbs with hamza as a radical see Lesson 22. 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

* , 

J> 
«*«* ^ 

(3^ 

i« 
* 

^ ! 

Vjr^ 

j> 
gir 
* <* , 

î 
«* -* „ 

> 

S / 

* 

J * 

4 

A A r t i J 

A^yMftJ 

4 ^ 

v: 
*• 

C5* 
& 

ojiCj 

SINGULAR 

*— 

^ 

( l l ^ 

j> 
3^ 

y> 
4,U3 

j 6 -

»" • A 

SSl^i 
* • -

^ 

t*J 
*i* 

sy 

PLURAL 

Oul* i evil, 

to carry 

to create 

to enter 

to mention 

to go away 

to hear 

to drink 

to witness 

to strike, coin, jour

ney 

to do, work 

to write 

to find 

to promise 

to return 

to appear 

to be reluctant, hate 

to tarry, linger 

ill 

moon 

lieht ;, illumination 
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Exercise Eight 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

y 

* -

.* 
j y J\y\ light 

J i o Jliol likeness, parallel 

iUfli rising-place 

»Jj^iJo ^PjLii setring-place 

j * . $ * . 

land 

sea 

J > load 

<iJoJl * 1J Day of Resurrection 

jymy\ the Psalms 

i_a.Ji>» light (adj.) 

EXERCISE EIGHT 

?T ' ' 

I. ^ i ^ l J ^ [28:15] 
# ' ' " 

2. i j ^ i l^leO [27:34] 

3. Ij_y J*^|3 *^*? «>*«'* ^ J^4 [I0:5] 

4. *^>4J ^ *^*^ [25:4T] 

5. i JLi i >CP- d i > - [7:189] 

6. u^j^ ' i o ' i ^ J i ^3^ [7:54] 

7. <iU3 4i)l (JLi [10:5] 

8. J L J M I LLiLi [90:4] 

9. i i l T l j j s l [3:135] 

IO. ^ J L J I J ] ^ * 4 j [63;8] 
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I I . 

12 . 

13-

14. 

15. 

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

2 0 . 

2 1 . 

2 2 . 

23. 

24. 

^ ^r J 'fry* 

4jdl c>; j ] jilT vl^T j 'Xij 

- 1 M 

irij: aT ljii.3 

0I14 olljjil^ o^j^T ii)T AP_3 

& \ $ \ & 

>jTj jdT j SuIJTj# 

L9^94] 

J9:29] 

[4:94] 

J4: i4] 

^0:56] 

21:105] 

[18:93] 

27:23] 

4:64] 

9:72] 

18:90] 

[9:48] 

[30:41] 

'16:36] 
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Lesson Nine 
Pronominal suffixes 

FIRST PERSON SINGULAR 

In the first person singular, the accusative and genitive suffixes are 
distinct and are not interchangeable. We have already dealt with the 
first person singular genitive suffix -f in Lesson 5. The accusative 
suffix is -m. 

^ J u J it reached me 

t£[ / i t you ordered me 

With other persons, the suffix is the same for both accusative and 
genitive. 

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR 

m + noun your book 

m + verb «*)-*£*• 3 ^ e f ° u n d you 

f + noun <ili b your sin 

f + verb &yfa he has purified you 

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR 

m + noun OJJ his hand 

m + verb oui5j We raised it 

f+noun LiJUj her child 

f+ verb UbJLP̂  he promised it (f) 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE Q U R ' A N 

Note that if the 3 m.s. suffix is preceded immediately by i, Ty or ayy 

the form changes to -hi: 

<J in it 

<1AM to its folk 

C P ^ through His mercy 

If any letter comes between these vowels and the suffix, the rule 
does not apply, e.g. <L* min-hu. 

PLURAL FORMS 

First person + noun 

First person + verb 

Second person m + noun 

Second person m + verb 

Second person f + noun 

Second person f + verb 

Third person m + noun 

Third person m + verb 

Third person f + noun 

Third person f + verb 

l ^ a J 

LLAJ 

ffcyi 
i^3^ 
5 ^i J* 

frtf 

our help 

he sent us 

your village 

he helped you 

your houses 

he divorced you 

their Lord 

he seized them 

their children 

he created them 

Note that the vowel change from u to * that occurs with the 3 m.s. 
suffix also applies to the two plural suffixes: 

I ^ J 5 ^J\ to their people 

O^f^J^b 0$*£) <& between their hands and feet 

For these verbs see Lesson 15. There are few examples of this sufix with verbs. 
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Lesson Nine 

Before hamzat al-wasl, hum a n d kum b e c o m e humu a n d kumu, 

ALTERATIONS TO VERB FORMS WHEN SUFFIXES 

ARE ATTACHED 

i. The otiose alif of the 3 m.p. is dropped: 

t^jCaj they helped him 

2. The end of the 2 m.p. becomes -tumu: 

o^AliT" you heard it 

J jb^ i^ ip you recognised them (f.) 

ALTERATIONS TO PREPOSITIONS WHEN SUFFIXES 

ARE ATTACHED 

1. j J l ild and JLP cala b e c o m e Hay- a n d calay~: 

CJ\ Hay-ya Ul)j ilay-na 

iillll ilay-ka f̂ t̂ calay-kum 

tillli- calay-ki jQ\ ilay-kunna 

4l)j ilay-hi f - f ^ c<^y-/n'm 

L îLc- calay-ha i>V?] Hay-hinna 

2. J ft- with the suffix -Fbecomes ^J lu Before all other suffixes 

li- b e c o m e s la-: <*J lahuy A $ lahum, U land, e tc . 

3. With the first person singular suffix the prepositions \A min 

and A i can become ( ^ o minmand ^ canm", respectively. 
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PERFECT 

ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

VOCABULARY N I N E 

IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

te\ 
^ 

tf 

& 

jt-s 

& 

olr 
>J 

& 

J^>b 

A 
• 

jliJ 

• ^ 

HI 

^ 

* 9 -

& 

J IS-* 

£ 

to take, seize 

to order 

to follow 

to go out 

to raise 

to ask 

to do 

to tell lies 

to help 

to know 

SINGULAR 

- ! l 

PLURAL 

(f.) j d ; 

J Ir" 

V_y. 

1* fr 

JJu\ 

\H\ 

permission 

river 

sin 

curse 

peace 

foot 

soul, self 

child 
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Exercise Nine 

J^lfli- through 

\£> away from; 

concerning 

EXERCISE N I N E 

i#t g>U j^f 

iJl <4i« '<fV° iV» UILA^ 

. » — _.* 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

18. O^AII&O [5:23] 

I 9- C ^ l U ^ [4:25] 

20. ( ° ^ ~ t>? f 3 * ^^** [5^02] 

21 . ^ i ( J ^ ^ ? ^ ^ [2 : l 8 6J 

22. l i l i J [7:18] 

23. ^ ^ i j ; [14:36] 

24. A!)] il)l i i i j [4:158] 

25. J I P jlXjj c i T (KlLc- |*>Li [6:54] 

26. i l l^ Je t 5 [18:35] 

. * * A ? * , : c ? 
27. A ^ ^ J J U 4JJ1 A A J ^ I [3:11] 
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Lesson Ten 
The particle ma 

There is very little of the Qur 'an that you can read without coming 
across ma, as it occurs over 2,000 times in the text. It is traditional 
to talk about the particle ma as a particle having various uses. In 
reality it is a series of words that have evolved into the same form. 
Most of these occur in the Qur'an. Here are notes on the two most 
frequent, and most important, ones. 

NEGATION WITH ma 

1. l i ma is put in front of the perfect verb to negate the madu 
This is the standard usage throughout the ages: 

K^J U he did not tarry 

b^olk U they did not wrong us 

L i l i U he did not prevent us 

2. ma is also used to negate nominal sentences. This occurs 
much more frequendy in the Qur'an than it does in later 
Arabic. In the negation of nominal sentences ma is frequendy 
followed by the subject in the nominative, as one would 
expect, but the predicate is then introduced by hi- with 
the genitive. This is an archaic usage, known to the Arab 
grammarians as the 'Hijazi mcf, as it was a feature of the 
Arabic of western Arabia. Here are two examples: 

C*~C ^ U he is not dead 

( JJJLJ^C A>L>\*J9 U your companion is not possessed 

Much less frequendy the Hijazi ma has its predicate in the 
accusative: 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

lyiJ I JUb to this is not a human being 

If md is followed at a relatively short distance by VI ilia 'except', 

it will be negative, the combined sense of the md and the ilia being 
'only'. 

^ *" ft 

J£J M] 8AJ I to you are only men 

> ^ i i i »l£o <J Ml li* U everyone of us [will] have a known station 

4UI M] DM] J ^ to there is no god but God 

From time to time the negative md is followed by a phrase that 
begins with min, the min being partitive and giving the sense 'any'. 

J^aJ ^jA (ji^JuyJ to wrongdoers have no helper 

o i O-? - ' ilrf ^ ^ y ° u h a v e n o P r o t e c t o r against God 

The phrase introduced by min is usually the real subject, but 
sometimes it is the object: 

cj_-i \A 4lLt LOIP to we know no wrong against/of him 

However, if you see md followed shortly by min, do not assume 
that it is the negative md. It may be, but, as you will shortly see, it 
could be the relative md. Only the context will make this clear. 

THE PRONOMINAL USE OF md 

Md is also a relative pronoun meaning 'that which', 'what', 
'whatsoever'. This is easily spotted when md follows a verb or a 
noun. 

• / t i i to *£oi£ you knew what you did 

jby to 1 Q*%\ half of what he left 

If md is immediately followed by a prepositional phrase, it is likely 
to be the relative: 
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f-»— 

U*J^3 oljA-^Ji ^j U what is in the heavens and the earth 

If ma follows a demonstrative, it is likely to be the relative at the 
start of the predicate: 

A-P^M JLPj ^ ' ^* this is what the Merciful promised 

If ma introduces a clause after a preposition it will be the relative: 

•AL^" b e because of what you did 

If a verb has its construction completed by a preposition as is the 

case of amara [*/$£J i W ^ Jr° amara l-rajula bi-shay'in 'he ordered 

the man (accusative) to do (bi-) something'], that preposition will 
take the 3 m.s. pronominal suffix to complete the construction and 
refer back to the ma: 

<i J I J « I U that which you have ordered me to do 

Usually with the accusative there is no pronoun referring back to 
the ma, but occasionally the pronoun -hu will be found with this 
function. 

It is quite common for the relative ma to be followed, with or 
without an intervening phrase, by min and a noun in the genitive. 
The meaning imparted by min is quite different from that given by 
min after the negative ma: 

j^> A* ... U whatever good, such good as . . . 

lyJi \A ... U whatever evil, such evil as . . . 

J ^ \A ... to whatever deed, such deeds as . . . (all) the deeds 

Two sentences will show how the construction works in context: 

A«J| {j* IAJLLP b e \y*J [40:83] 

they rejoiced in the knowledge they had 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE Q U R ' A N 

J> 0* & u j j & ^ [25:23] 
we have advanced on whatever work they have done 

The notes given above should enable the reader to differentiate 
between the negative ma and the relative ma in most cases. In cases 
of doubt, context is crucial. Without it, for example, ma calima 
could mean either 'he did not know' or 'what he knew'. O n 
the other hand, when the phrase ma khalaqa llahu occurs in two 
consecutive verses [10:5 and 6], the context makes it clear that in 
verse 5 it is negative—it is followed by ilia—and that in verse 6 it 
is relative—shown both by the preceding and following phrases. 

VOCABULARY T E N 

PERFECT 

i? 

t 
Vj^!*! -^^ 

* a 

j& 
^ 

%• 

& 

IMPERFECT 

i&; 
r * 

> _ • • - 1 ^ * 

p. 
r-

VERBAL NOUN 

h 
t 

\_r JJ*^ 

> 

3Sr 

* - » 

I* 

to leave 

to do wrong 

to acquire, earn, gain 

to do, work 

to rejoice in 

to assign, prescribe 

to come, advance on 

to store 

to prevent 

to fall, come to pass 
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SINGULAR 

* * 

* •* 

# ^ te 

>\ju> 

•h 

Jj>i 

^lii 
2 *-

- • 

PLURAL 

tiA^-i 

juil 

human being (s.); 

men, human beings (pi.) 

evil, wrong 

witness 

saying, words 

station 

sovereignty, kingdom 

knowledge 

helper 

half 

good 

possessed (by Jinn) 

kindness; proper 

known 

dead 

behind 

with, in the possession of 

S\ except 
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EXERCISE T E N 

I . 

2 . 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

10 . 

I I . 

1 2 . 

13-

14-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

2 0 . 

ioi X+iiii u 

>L-- j ^ i t jUd ii)T J i ^ u 

* - ' *-^ 

^ I L U 

iXrf ^r 0* (H1 ^ i 

Ojlii U 

J i ^ 0? &f$* ^ 

0^ *uJ VI lit U 

I ^AP ULf3 U 

UJLPa Lo U*Xflf i 

^ J j / * * O? O r ^ ' J O1** ^ 

•^iii u j 
/oX-AajV v J o U tJub 

4j 2)T >l U 

(O-̂ Lt ILoJ^ La Lalt 

[3:117] 

[4:90] 

[14:20] 

[41:47] 

[3:56] 

[4:66] 

[34:14] 

[34:47] 

[42:41] 

[46:9] 

[53:28] 

[57:27] 

[37:58] 

[7:44] 

[2:240] 

[8:68] 

[9:35] 

[13:21] 

[19:64] 

[33:50] 
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Exercise Ten 

21. f ts^d' * * ^ ^ [36:35] 

1 ^ be j ^ i i J35JT ^ j [27:85] 

Iji^ U IjJ^f j [18:49] 

J$3 -5dT j u [6:59] 
' ! ' I - "? . • r i 

C+*y \* C-iuaJ [2:237] 

27- j * ^ ' \J*£} d^f \^c. j^Ci\j J*)l J AjJill j i b [30:41] 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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Lesson Eleven 
Kull; bacd; the accusative of time 

& 

Jkull 
The masculine noun kulluny meaning 'each* or 'every', most com
monly takes the indefinite genitive singular, but is also followed 
by an indefinite genitive plural when the plural is being used as a 
collective or is divisible into parts: 

e ^ J T each, every thing 

v ^ 
^ j - i J T each, every soul 

^j-bl J£" each, every people 

With the meaning 'all', it takes the definite genitive plural or is 
followed by the genitive of a singular noun that is being used as a 
collective or is divisible into parts. 

^l i f tT J T all the food 

Note also i4JS J T kullu dhalika 'all that'. 

LJ^H bcfd 

The basic construction of the masculine noun bacd, meaning 
'some', is that it takes the definite genitive plural or is followed 
by the genitive of a noun that is being used as a collective or is 
divisible into parts: 

{yaiu some of the book 
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\ 

OitH' if**l some of the prophets 

\^S^\ ^Jaiu some of the stories 

Sometimes ^jolZ means 'one of : 

IJAMJ one of the caravans 

No other construction is normally allowed. However, the Qur'an 
does have one phrase in which bacd is followed by an indefinite 
genitive: 

*yi J * « J part of a day 

Very rarely bcfd is used without any following genitive (see 4:150), 
but this tends to be confined to phrases in which it occurs 
twice, first with a following genitive/pronominal suffix, then as 
an indefinite: 

We have preferred some prophets over others 

Often the construction is best translated as *one another': 

JAIU *l*}3^ Pir*2*^ ^ y a r e friends of one another 

The rule of agreement with phrases containing J T and ^^MJ is 

that verbs or adjectives can agree either with J T 7 j i i i themselves 

or with the logical subject (the following genitive). In the Qur 'an 
there is a strong tendency for the verb or adjective to agree with 
the logical subject. 

*+Jbj ^jJu J T every soul is pledged 

A 

On this form of the verb see Lesson 15. 
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In this example [74:38] the adjective i~*J agrees with the logical 

subject, the genitive ,j*iJ, rather than the formal grammatical 

subject JT! 

ACCUSATIVE OF TIME 

Arabic can express an adverbial phrase by putting a noun (or a 
phrase equivalent to a noun) into the accusative: 

*£ L^MJ j l Ujj for a day or part of a day 

I j l^ j Mil by night and day 

I^A J J I on / for the first time 

This use of the accusative is common in the Qur'an. 

VOCABULARY ELEVEN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

SINGULAR 

A 

•a s-

U j - f l * ^ . 

Oi*j 

PLURAL 

* 1 * 

lUn-1 

KZj IJLL^V 

Joto to guard, preserve, keep 

*£* to open 

^lii to look at QJ]), into (ji) 

sin 

term 

fruit 

guardian 

hostage, pledged 

caravan 
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Exercise Eleven 

SINGULAR 

* f 

& 

d 

o ^ 
* -

— ** 
0 > 

jt? 
'lib 

s><i 

. W 1 i "i -T 

* 
î-*̂  

i** 

PLURAL 

ju 

J V ^!> 

*•* 

* I'M 

thought, supposition, 

suspicion, conjecture 

forgiveness 

place, side 

night, night time 

time, occasion 

death 

day, daytime 

food 

prophet 

gate, door 

accursed 

inscribed 

small 

having power over 

\j$b above, over 

(sometimes used as a 
synonym for ala, 'on'.) 

EXERCISE ELEVEN 

1. <d5 j ^ J A&Jiiu uLic> [25:20] 

2. jJLP ( j ^ i j J A X J U U [20:123] 
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4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

10. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

14. 

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

2 3 . 

jF* J i f*^ J^ 

yJ&S£& 

ScJ* j ^ ^ f t ^ ^ 

• 

m 

4^j^ J*J*#j 
iLAJ cJ - i^ ^ (j*ii JS" 

if 

5J^i ^b*3' J^^f ^ (*̂  1 
Oft^Ilw Lo . JJ | 

> iJ ij^H J ' **ji *-~ 1 

[49:12] 

[8:72] 

[18:99] 

[9:127] 

[9:71] 

[5:40] 

[5:117] 

[6:44] 

[25:31] 

7:34] 

14:17] 

23:91] 

[16:36] 

34:21] 

[74:38] 

[54:53] 

[47:15] 

14:34] 

18:19] 

17:7] 
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Lesson Twelve 
Kana; qala; lamma 

The two most common verbs in the Qur'an are kana and qala. 
They belong to a type of verb known as the 'hollow verb' because 
it has a weak letter, in the case of these two verbs a wawy as the 
middle of three radicals (with kana the radicals are kaf, wawy nun; 
with qala they are qaf, wawt lam). The weak letters wow and ya' 
are in general liable to suppression or modification in such verbs 
and thus they have different patterns of conjugation from sound 
verbs like kataba. There are rules to govern such modifications, but 
it is easier and more effective to learn the verb forms thoroughly, 
without bothering about such rules. 

j o kana 

The verb kana is used for those parts of the English verb 'to be' 
that can be expressed verbally in Arabic. 

Learn the singular and plural of the madtoikana from the table 
below and learn them well. 

SINGULAR 

& 

lZ*JV 

^ 

^ 
* sSr 

PLURAL 

lyY 

'S 
& 

Kana has one other feature that must be mastered from the outset. 
Its predicate goes into the accusative, as though kana were a 
transitive verb. 
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\^*lj* jo he was ill 

tjiLaya \lf we were believers 

U^_^ V?b?i ^ ^ Abraham was not a Jew 

(jul& lyo they were wrongdoers 

Note: 
a) Kana is not used impersonally in the way that the verb 'to be' 

is used in English. 
b) When kana/kanat begins a sentence that is otherwise composed 

of a prepositional phrase followed by its indefinite subject, the 
verb simply signifies the past: 

t •, ^ iy»\ <J jfc" he had brothers 

6 F - 0 - . F- * 

^jlllMI , J j ^ | Ŝ U- I ^ a J a S ^ <jo in their story there was 
warning for men of unde 
standing 

V^b i ] cJ i*-*^ Sj-Jll IX) <j!f you have had a fine examp 
in Abraham 

The accusative' will be found, but the meaning is then quite 
different: 

U^-t L^tJJ jlS"" it has been a wonder for mankind 

AJL>U jlS" it was an abomination 

The Pluperfect 

Kana is also used with another perfect verb to represent the 
pluperfect. Over time, it has become ever more common for this 
second verb to be preceded by the particle qad. The construction 
of kana with the Perfect of the second verb is to be found in the 
Qur'an, but it is rare, in contrast to the common use of kana with 
the Imperfect of the second verb (see Lesson 16). It should also 
be noted that, unlike the situation in later Arabic, none of the 
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examples of kana with the Perfect has the particle qad, though the 
particle occurs over 220 times in the Qur'an. 

Although the basic meaning of kana is 'he was', it is very 
frequently used in the Qur'an with the sense of the present: 'he 

is'. This is shown most clearly by phrases referring to God: jlf* 

£*>-j \jy**- <BI means 'God is Forgiving and Compassionate'. 

The use of the Perfect with a present meaning was a standard 
feature of early Arabic, but became less common as time went on. 
Kana is only one of numerous verbs that exemplify this usage, but it 
stands out because the Imperfect of kana cannot be used to express 

'is'. 
The Qur'an also contains one or two idiomatic uses of kana, 

which will be dealt with later. 

yiS qala 
The verb qala means 'to say' or 'to speak'. It is the main way of 
introducing direct speech. Its Perfect is formed in the same way as 
that of kana: 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

. » ^ 
3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

I 

Jli 

dJli 

cJ£ 

I^Jli 

6* 

LIS 

« lamma 

The conjunction lamma means 'when', 'after'. It is used with the 
fnadT only, and indicates that the verb of the subordinate clause is 
pnor in time to that of the main verb. 

^ i 5 J l i > 3 * £ 4 j ^ w h e n M o s e s ^ tu rned to his 
people, he said... 
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J „ 
!Jl3 <ili j^Jb»o ISl when they went in to see him, 

they said.. . 

Note that when the verb dakhala is followed by the preposition 
cala, it means 'to go in to see'. 

WORD ORDER 

The word order at the end of a sentence is often inverted 
if it coincides with the end of the verse, with the inversion 
producing the end-of-verse assonance. It is particularly common 
for a prepositional phrase that depends on a verb or a participle to 

precede the verb or participle. For example, L̂iLc- ghafil 'heedless' 

takes the preposition \£* can to indicate 'of . The simplest way of 

saying 'you are heedless of it' is Cs* j ^ l i U - *pj\ antum ghafiliina 
i "? 

can-hu. However, what one expects to find in the Qur 'an is •AJI 

j j J L i L t 4̂ -Lc- antum can-hu ghafiliina. Similarly, />JJ-« mu'min 

^believer' takes J hi- to indicate 'in'. 'You are believers in it' in 
its simplest form is <t Cy^y* f*-'' antum mufminuna bi-hi. In th 

Qur'an this is likely to be Oy*y* <i * ^ ' antum bi-hi mu'minuna. 

VOCABULARY TWELVE 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

J^J to say 

j j ^ x ^ i to abate; (+can) to 
leave 

O 
* * 

Jfi 

SINGULA* 

III, 

J^ i 
< J 1 A X •>**-) 

t PLURAL 

angel 
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PLURAL 

trouble, difficulty 

example 

ijUaJ merchandise 

watcher 

j ^ S j L i thief 

lesson, warning 

wonder 

anger 

heedlessness 

story 

tablet 

goods, baggage 

abomination 

dry twigs, 

stubble 

observant, seeing 

fine, good 

heedless 

aware 

forgiving 

done 

$1 
* * 

cr»y 

^jJpy* ill, sick 

Moses 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

t\"j\ Abraham 'p%\ 

EXERCISE TWELVE 

I . J J J $ j I T [4:12] 

2. O i f J * L»i* | y o [7.133] 

3- A-S4TlylT [54:31] 

4. QIALI*-Q U> [27:42] 

5. lAA J ^ <LAP J 0*iT [50:22] 

6. ^_^i i i j i iTj i l 0 ^ [4:47] 

7. <LijJ 4lSC>U3 4i) IJJLP j l f [2:98] 

8. * i i j l T [23:91] 

9. !3j-f4 l^>- ? ^ ^ O ^ [*7:9<5] 

10. t3^J ^ I J J O^ [25:20] 

11. i l j y i Alii. lylS" [5:44] 

12. i l l ^11)1 jlS" [2:213] 

13- fy3L* S ^ * 5 " ^ ' ^ ^ [5:117] 

14. 0 i 5 j ^ 1*̂  ^ [12:73] 

x5- u i ? J * ° iP [34:32] 

16. j U l ^JA oyu» UJ; JL& °Alf [3:103] 

17. j^xlp J^ 03^ & o ^ [H: I I6 ] 

l8 . f i-i »^5 lyb [21:74] 

19. I j u J «DI i £ 4iU3 j I T [4:169] 
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£ > O? 3$ J* && 

OiliLt ljub j i - U5" 
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Lesson Thirteen 
The Dual 

In addition to the singular and plural, Arabic has a dual. 

NOUNS 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

indef. def. indef. def. 
" • " + +" *" 

nom. O ^ V J (J '^H^' Cfcj* 0^**^' 
•*• • ' * ** *•* 

ace, gen. Uy°?j 0 £ ~ y ' OVj* O i * ^ ' 

Notice that in the feminine dual the tay marbuta of the singular 
changes to ta' majtuha. 

The above examples show that the dual is the same whether it 
is indefinite or has the definite article. However, if the dual has a 
following genitive, the final nun of the dual ending is dropped: 

nom. o\ju his hands 

ace, gen. 4J J j 

If the accusative/genitive ending is followed by hamzat al-wasl, the 
sukun of the dual ending becomes a kasra: 

1 — 

ADI ^JJU Oi? [49:1] 

All the occurrences of the dual of Ju yad 'hand' in the Qur'an are 

as the first element of an idafa. So too are all the examples of the 
singular and the plural, apart from ulil-aydT [38:45]. 

Note that bayna yaday-, originally 'between the hands o f 
means 'before', not only of space but also of time. 

With the dual, the first person suffix becomes -ya, according 
to the rule given in Lesson 5. 
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PRONOUNS 

There is a third person pronoun UA huma and a second person 

pronoun KSkuma. In the nominative these are independent forms, 

in the accusative and genitive they are suffixes. The suffix -huma 
may become -hima according to the rule already given about third 
person pronouns in Lesson 10. 

D E M O N S T R A T I V E S 

Unlike the singular and plural these decline: 

These two Those two 
m. f. m. f. 

nom. (JiJUb (JUA iiUb dUlj 

ace, gen. , V ^ Oi** ^L* ^ 9 

VERBS 

There are three perfect forms. Again, the example is kataba: 

3 m.d. ^ - ^ 

3 f.d. ! : : • : •< 

2 d. U T t 7.7 

None of these perfect dual forms is common in the Qur'an, but 
they do occur from time to time: 

6 " " * 

fylo )Lf\ the two of them ate some of it 

Remember that if a dual subject is preceded by a verb, that verb 
will be in the singular. 

J ^ ^ - J Jl5 two men said 

oljJ Ac^i-X5 his hands have sent forward 

On this form of the verb see Lesson 15. 
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Duna AND ITS DERIVATIVES 

The preposition QJ- 5 duna, originally 'on this side of, frequendy 
means 'without', and this is almost always the case with the 
compound bi-duni. However, the compound min diini is not so 
easily translated. It most frequendy means 'to the exclusion of or 
'apart from', but it can simply mean 'without'. 

VOCABULARY THIRTEEN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

Jtf j i i : j i l to eat 
SINGULAR 

& 

'% 

»̂.u 
to: 

*'*-* c* 
A& (Q 

v1^ 

& 

J** 
CfiS 

JS-4-JlXO 

M P * 

4*5 

PLURAL 

* • 

* » 

ox? 

Xji 

prison 

father; (dual) parents 

youth 

magician, sorcerer 

proof 

meeting, meeting-place, 

confluence 

spring 

obstacle, partition, veil 

partner, associate 

cultivation; green crops 

date-palms 

pomegranates 

spread, extended 

party, group 

When (j i t has the sense of'eye', its Qur'anic plural is ( j w 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

EXERCISE THIRTEEN 

j|jJI$iT i ? & [4:33] 

0^4j ift [5:23] 
jui^JLl* olju [5:64] 

0|^"l [5:106] 

jUii j i - i J I <ii J e o [12:36] 

j | > ^ J ' A A [20:63] 

0 ^ > j ^ J^>3 [28:15] 

itfj lyi $\M$ <aUS [28:32] 

Oi^^ili Jr? oll^jlt [49:9] 

10. U ^ ^^r? [55:5o] 
' ^ "" * 

11. (genitive) j t i ^ u j [28:27] 

U^w «^< LiJj [18:61] 

-AjTV] U ^ [2:219] 

* i ^ ^r^? [7:46] 

l\Sjt <d M i i [7:I9°] 

18. bf£? ^3 i / ] ' ' j o U • <* H uilci- [15:85] 

19. l£jj U^w ULuf [18:32] 

20. tJ^L ^1 Ujbllili U [44:39] 

21. j U j j J ^ " j <ifli U p j [55:68] 

22. o j r l j l ^ l j j J i ) T l i « 4 [17:12] 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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Lesson Fourteen 

Cardinal Numbers 

It takes a good deal of practice and no litde mental agility to learn 
to handle the Arabic cardinal numbers correctly. However, if you 
learn each rule and how to apply it correcdy and then learn how 
to apply the rules in combination, you will find the numbers much 
less difficult than they might appear at the outset. 

Here are the basic forms: 

with masculine noun with feminine noun 

one Jt»l 

two <JUJ] U^j 

three CM? JL>tf 

four **? j ' Mj 

five L^P* < J ^ " 

*z 
six 

seven 

eight ^ ^ U ^ 

nine 

ten 

MmkHm) 

eleven ^ £ P j ^ l o j i i i ^ J ^ I 

twelve j i i - Ujj SySi- l&] 

thirteen j i * <J>U S^i i c^M? 
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Lesson Fourteen 

fourteen 

fifteen 

sixteen 

seventeen 

eighteen 

nineteen 

with masculine noun 

"jodhS' 4*mJnj* 

j±£> Cibr 

with feminine noun 

S îgjl 
- 1- • : 

- i ' * 

0 j4Wu£- M*~Ui 

twenty 

thirty 

forty 

fifty 

sixty 

seventy 

eighty 

ninety 

one hundred 

one thousand 

with both genders 

\ * A r 

OyW 

oy»y 

oy-*? 

j ^ i - J J 

The Qur'an has a reasonably full range of numerals, but it would 
be surprising if in a work of its size all the numerals were to 
be covered. Basically we can find all the cardinal numbers up to 
twelve, though not necessarily with both masculine and feminine 
nouns. Above that, the only figures involving units are nineteen 
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and ninety-nine (though 309 is dealt with by periphrasis). The tens 
(twenty, thirty, etc.) are all there, as are some larger numbers (100, 
200, 300, 1,000, 5,000, 50,000 and 100,000 etc.). The outline 
given below uses Qur'anic examples where possible, but it would 
be wrong not to try to explain the whole system fully The Qur 'an 
contains two or three apparently anomalous examples, of some 
interest to specialists in grammar. At this stage they can be ignored. 

BASIC RULE 

The gender o f a numeral is decided by the singular o f the 
noun associated with it, even i f the construction o f the 
numeral requires the plural o f that noun. 

DETAILED RULES 

The cardinal numbers as fall into three basic groupings: a) 3—10; 
b) 11-99; c) 100 etc. 
A . Apart from compound numerals, i and 2 can be left out of 
major consideration. 

However remember: 
i . a) ahadun is a noun, used (i) in compound numbers, and (ii) 

in some idiomatic phrases. Of the latter only one deserves 
attention at this stage: ahadun frequently means 'any one' 
or 'some one' or, after a negative, 'no one' . There are 
examples of the partitive phrase tnin ahadin 'any one' in 
the Qur'an, sometimes as subject, sometimes as object. 

b) In addition to ahadun/ihda, basically a noun, there is a 
form wahidun/wdhidatun, which is basically an adjective. 
Note, however, kullu wdhidin 'each one'. 

2. Requires the use o f the dual. N o other construction is 
possible. 

B . 3—10 take the genitive plural, but it is essential here to remember 
that the number goes into the opposite gender to that of the 
singular of the noun: 

J^ ** **• 
>\J\ ij^j three days 
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* > 
i l j y i <MJJ\ four witnesses 

i " *• - seven heavens 9^r 
O I J I X*1J nine verses 

Note 
a) The form of eight used with feminine nouns declines like the 

definite forms ofwadin: 

3 " ^ < i l x eight years 

b) The form of ten used with feminine nouns is vocalised with a 
sukiin on the shin: jyJ* jiS cashru suwarin. However, the form 

used with masculine nouns has zfatha on the shin: \jtf Li*i iyLs* 
casharatu masaktna 'ten poor people'. This is the opposite to the 
forms of ten used in the numerals eleven to nineteen. 

C. 11-99 take the accusative singular. 
11. Both numerals agree in gender with the noun and are 
undeclinable: 

iu X* Qjis- L$J*>-\ eleven cities 

&jf j£s> j£>\ eleven stars 

12. Both numerals agree in gender with the noun. The ten does 
not decline, but the unit declines: 

m. nom. ^jV* 

' - i t uJl twelve months 

f nom. L1P ZjLi- ujtf] twelve springs 

m. ace, gen. lLi3 jti- /^Jl twelve chiefs 
f. ace, gen. <^^-* oj£s> / ^ J ] twelve cities 

13-19. The unit goes into the gender opposite to that of the noun, 
the ten is in the same getider as the noun. Both ten and the unit 
are undeclinable. 
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The only form found in the Qur 'an [tiscata <ashara] is not 
followed by a noun. If it were, it would be a masculine one, as 
the context implies. 
20-90. These are sound masculine plurals and are declined as such. 
Questions of gender do not arise: 

v^i oyij thirty months 

(ace.) <!*£ Oif^ j ' forty years 
- *** 

(gen.) ['*jf *** 09^t sixty poor people 

(acc.) SJiiflf \j^}cc eighty lashes 

With 21, 22, 23 etc. the patterns of agreement and disagreement 
recur. Note that if the unit can normally have tanwtn, it cannot 
be dropped. 

O JL« OjJ /*^3 {J*^* twenty-one cities 

V>4j Oy^3 U ^ ) thirty-two messenger 

tfuf 0 > * ? J ! 3 ^ ^ forty-three books 

<J^5 ( j j -SJPj ^J j l fifty-four villages 

D. 100, 200/1,000, 2,000 etc. take the genitive singular. Again 
questions of gender do not arise. 

100 >L£ K\A one hundred years 
_ ^* 

200 J i j b'L two hundred men 

(note the dual mi'ata without nun) 

300 >ym i5U vi>>tf three hundred days 

[In 300-900 mf a irregularly stays in the singular] 

1,000 iL*i L-iJI one thousand years 

2,000 J i j U)l two thousand men (again no nun) 
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3,000 villi i J V I CMJ three thousand angels 

(the Qur'an deals with this example by 

periphrasis: tfC>UT fa L 3 V I £>&) 

The genitive singular construction applies only on the hundred or 
thousand. For an additional one or two the noun is repeated— 
in the singular or dual, as is appropriate—in the same case as 

the hundred or thousand, e.g. i i l l j £11) c-jili, 'a thousand and one 

nights'. Once there is an additional three etc. (right up to ninety-
nine), the rules for the additional numeral apply: 

208 i j l i J b r $ j £ U 208 benefits 

456 b) O J J > J J L * J p U £ j l 456 verses 

Ordinal numbers and fractions are dealt with in Lesson 31. 
Note that the numerals sab'un cijafun 'seven lean ones' [12:46], 

sabcun shidadun 'seven hard ones' [12:48] and Hshriina sdbiruna 
'twenty men of patience' [8:65] are examples of the relatively rare 
construction where the numeral is qualified by an adjective. 

At this point you should try and learn the numerals as set out 
in the tables above and as many of the examples as possible. 

VOCABULARY FOURTEEN 

SINGULAR 

r* 

zs$r 
1 - a • 

PLURAL 

<£ 
(M 

4>f\jf 
filll3 

year 

year 

month 

star 

chief 
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SINGULAR 

ij^LLf 
* * * 
5jJL=f 

* 

PLURAL 

o*fUi 

* 

poor, destitute 

lash, stripe 

thin 

EXERCISE FOURTEEN 

Revise the numerals given in the lesson. 
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Lesson Fifteen 
Derived Forms of the Verb 

Virtually all languages have some way of modifying verbs to 
produce other verbs. In some cases there will be a close link in 
meaning, in others virtually none. One common way with Indo-
European languages is to put prepositions and other prefixes before 
verbs, e.g. 'stand' —> 'withstand' 'understand'; 'see' —• 'oversee'. 
The Latin verb 'mitto9 has not come into English; but from its forms 
modified by a prepositional prefix we get 'admit', 'demit', 'emit', 
'omit', 'permit, 'remit', 'submit', 'transmit'. The role played by 
the root structure in Arabic precludes such developments. Instead, 
modifications to vowel patterns, including the use of prefixes and 
infixes, take place. These modified forms of the verb are known 
as the derived forms of the verb, the form we have dealt with 
so far being the first, or base, form. There are fourteen derived 
forms, of which eight (2—8 and 10) are important. Grammars tend 
to discuss at length the various shades of sense imparted by each 
form. This is unhelpful initially, as the so-called norms are often 
misleading or inapplicable. The crucial step at this stage is to learn 
and recognise the base within each derived form and how the bases 
are manipulated. As all the patterns are predetermined, this is not 
difficult. 

Remember to learn the derived form of the verb in its correct 
derived form. You should learn arsala not rasala 4 or anything like 
that. 

The basic forms of the triliteral verb are to be found in the 
following tables. At this stage you should try to commit the 3 m.s. 
perfect forms to memory. For the verb qabila these are: 
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Form 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

Perfect 

J? 
JilS 

J?1 

J*** 
^ 

j£l 
j?5] 

J^L:j 

Imperfect 

JS 
A * 

J& 
$£,. 
J& 
J j ^ i 

Verbal noun 

Jaj* 
JliS or iljlio 

jtf] 
j** 
j?£ 
j^j 
JfesJ 

JLi^i] 

Active 
participle ] 

Jt^ 
J J & 

Js** 
j5> 

^j l i lo 

1 . fl . A 

I . . a A 

Passive 
participle 

j?& 
j*** 

1 . O - J» 

Jjlilo 

1 . fl . A 

1-5- • ' 

NOTES ON THE FIFTH AND SIXTH FORMS 

1. In the Qur 'an and some other early texts the initial prefix 
ta- is dropped from the imperfect tenses: 

Indicative: 'JS^ takallamu (for tatakallamu); JjrtJ tanazzalu 

(for tatanazzalu); j j ^ J J tadhakkamna (for tatadhakkaruna); 

<j J tL i J tasd'aliina (for tatasa*alund)\ (j *̂ %i>Uj tandsaruna (for 

tatan<Jsarww<z). 

Other tenses: j^jJluaJ tasaddaqu (for tatasaddaqu); IjJjUJ fac<a-

iwmw (for tatacdwanu)\ I^S^iJ tafarraqu (for tatafarraqu) 

2. For the 5th and 6th forms the Qur 'an contains a range of 
examples of Hijazi dialect forms which, instead of the ta-
prefix use the prefix ft-. The £<iJ of this prefix then assimilates 
to a following */*<£', da/, dhdl, zdy, $\n> sad, or td\ Most 
instances are 5th forms, and most are in the imperfect tenses, 
but there are some perfect forms and a few participles. Here 
are some of the verbs involved (the finite verbs are given in 
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the perfect, regardless of their Qur'anic tense—and the list 
is not complete): 

jp\j**\yxi\{$\3$ji\#\ 

jgi fr *M jiijj »\ 
NOTE ON THE EIGHTH FORM 

The infixed t of this form may change to d or to t under the 
influence of the preceding first radical: 

^ 3 ] iddaca (see Lesson 30); J > o ] (from dhakhara) 

y>*j\ izdajara; SlSj] izdada (Lesson 28); JtJoJ»] istabara 

Slia^] 15^(3 (Lesson 28); ^aJ^\ idtarra (Lesson 26) 

ilfej ittalacat etc. 

[For the full extent of the rule see Wright 1, 66—67] 

NOTES ON OTHER FORMS 

The 9 th form of the verb, which works in the same way as the 
doubled verb (see Lesson 26), is in general very rare and does not 
merit special attention. In the Qur'an it is found only a dozen 
times, always connected with colours. There are two 3 f s. perfect: 
C**olJ] ibyaddat ' to be white' and coL*i l iswaddat 'to be black'; the 

same verbs in the 3 f.s. imperfect: ^JeCSi tabyaddu, SyJJ taswaddu; 

and three participles: 3 j J ^ muswaddun, and also j*z* mukhdarrun 
'green* and j^iJa-o musjarrun 'yellow'. There is also one 11 t h form 

participle: »IAJLO mudhdmmun 'dark green'. 

QUADRILITERAL VERBS 

Quadriliteral verbs have four radicals instead of three. They are 
quite rare in the Qur'an, and most of those that do occur are 
onomatopoeic, like »JLoS damdama and *fy£$ waswasa. Genuine 
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quadriliterals are j t i j bacthara and the two derived forms j t M ish-

ma'azza and 3*-***] iqshacarra. In all cases the radicals are obvious, 
and no special attention needs to be paid to these verbs in the 
Qur'an. Their role in other Arabic is more important. 

VOCABULARY FIFTEEN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

e 

J\£>-\J to defer 
5* ? ^ . „ f* 2>i 

\0 

2 > J ^ 

2 u ^ 

3 JSU 

3 liU. 

4J^I 
4 J^ 
4iUJbt 

5 J * 
66i^" 

7 îi;l 

*** 

*JUL» 

j*# 

i*# 
ji& 
J^' 

« 

- * -

•a I « - to teach 

V xiu to send forward, to 
bring forward 

i u J& to deny, give the lie to 

Jlj^> to dispute, contend 
with 

il^>- to strive 

JuS to fight, confound 
* 

JLijI to send 

Ji^31 to send down 

i)>lil to destroy 

^ T J J to remember, bear in 
mind 

Jffy to put one's trust in 
(cala) 

j j l i J to co-operate, help 
one another 

^1J>15JJ return, be overturned 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

8 ip] i j ; £idj to follow 

to vary, differ 

10 r i l r . i l >jjz* jliLiLij to seek forgiveness 

10 J i £L l ] _^v£LlJ j l ^ L i ] to be haughty, inso-
lent, proud 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

* 

* uu 
zu 

Obil 

o l i U 
olio 

religion 

hour 

water 

EXERCISE FIFTEEN 

. * • « * « - T * 

i. 6!^J' ' ^ [55:2] 

2. OU^M tillolt [5:HO] 

- 1 

3. p^i-ti) c*il5 Lx. 12US [3:182] 

4. Jr>13 f-A* t» [75:13] 

5. ^Qi ^y.^ [3:II1 

6. ic-LUL 6 J ^ [25:11] 

7. Aill, J-a-i ^J IjJUblcf [2:218] 

8. ^Jllilcf [29:8] 

9. UllSlcf j J [11:32] 

io. <vl)l f^ljlS [9:30] 
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I I . 

12. 

13-

U -

15-

i 6 . 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25-

26 . 

27-

28 . 

29. 

30. 

ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

I L > iry '<>ti'j\ 
*. »- -. .* #£ 

^oJJl iJj-ij j-ijl 

^ i 5 J i ̂  LLiJl 

f*?ji J J 5^ J* ^ 0 * 
5fri J* «4*̂ J 

j y ) | IjiTlj OjJ^ai 

" J ^ T ^ j i ^ 
^-^i l̂ jl̂ U 

{jtej£ li»S lyKj UjixlJrLi 

[60:9] 

[12:2] 

[2:22] 

[6:91] 

[6:6] 

[15:4] 

[9:33] 

[11:25] 

[20:134] 

[11:56] 

[22:11] 

[83:31] 

[7:i57] 

[47:3] 

[2:176] 

[43:65] 

[4:64] 

[3:i35] 

[39:59] 

[7:i33] 
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Lesson Sixteen 
The Imperfect 

The mudarf is usually known in English as the Imperfect, or, if one 
wishes to contrast it with the allied Subjunctive and Jussive moods, 
the Imperfect Indicative. The Imperfect stresses the incompleteness 
of an action or state. Standing on its own, it most frequently 
translates into an English present or future, though sometimes a 
verb in the imperfect may have a potential meaning. The Imperfect 
oikataba is as follows: 

3 m. 

3 f 

2 m. 

2f. 

SINGULAR 

O M A J 

\^Z5^3 

±_^&J 

^juI&J 

D U A L 

^JUIXJ 

^jUlxJ 

PLURAL 

J ^ - I X J 

0£^i 

j ^ I x J 

<jCxJ 

Examples of the use of the Imperfect: 

(jj^JliJ > to y-H I know what you do not know 

•iu I ( j^ i Ja j they wrong the people 

*>-, -
o L ^ U j * i J Ja J ^ every soul will find what it has done 

The mudar? is used following the madi of another verb to show 
an action or state closely related to, or virtually simultaneous with, 
the first verb: 
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fro-. ^ a— , „ 

A j*^ ji^ L£/^ ' (J^ <Sy^\ ^ e s a t o n t ' i e throne directing 
the matter 

A
ici^C U A I J ^ > ] B < J C U - one of the two of them came 

to him 

IMPERFECT FORM NOTES 

i. The Imperfect of kataba should be learned by heart from the 
table above. Once you have mastered the Imperfect of kataba, 
do the same with the Imperfect of the derived forms listed in 
Lesson 15. The prefixes, endings and suffixes of the derived 
forms work exactly like those of the first form, subject only 
to a variation of the vowel of the prefix, depending on which 
derived form is being used. 
The forms of the Imperfect are not as straightforward as the 
Perfect, for they involve a combination of prefixes, endings 
and suffixes, and two pairs of the forms (3 f.s. / 2 m.s. and 
3 f d. / 2 d.) are identical. One has to get used to this. 

2. In verbs with the pattern kataba, i.e. with a fatha on the 
second radical in the mddT, the vowel of the second radical 
of the muddrF is a variable. 
In the majority of verbs of this pattern, the vowel is a damma 
as in yaktubu. However, most verbs with one of the letters 
hamza, ha', kha\ cayn, ghayn or ha* as second or third radical 
toke fatha as the vowel of the second radical in the Imperfect; 
but such common examples as dakhala / yadkhulu and rajaca I 
yarjfu are indications of the fallibility of this rule of thumb. 
As mentioned in Lesson 9, the best procedure is to learn the 
3 m.s. Imperfect when you learn the 3 m.s. Perfect. 

3. Verbs of the pattern of shariba take fatha in the Imperfect: 
yashrabu. This rule does not apply to verbs with an initial 
waw. 

4. Verbs of the pattern of kabura take damma in the Imperfect. 

For these verbs see Lesson 30. 

For the verb jd'a ' to come ' see Lesson 28. 
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Lesson Sixteen 

This variability of the second radical vowel applies to the first 
form only. It does not apply to any of the derived forms. 
Note that when a suffix is added to the 3 m.p. and 2 m.p. 
the nun remains: 

AXj j i iAj they hear you 
« 

3 J * ^ you order us 

Beginners are tempted to assume that with a suffix this nun will 
drop out. This is through a false analogy with what happens to 
sound masculine plural nouns. Dropping the nun changes the 
mood (as you will see when the Subjunctive is dealt with in 
Lesson 17), and is thus impossible when the verb is an Imperfect 
Indicative. 

THE IMPERFECT OF KANA 

Also learn the muddric of kanay but remember that this is not used 
to express the present tense of the verb 'to be'. That must be done 
by means of a nominal sentence or using the Perfect of kdna as 
explained in Lesson 12. However, the imperfect of kdna is used for 
the future. See the section on sa- and sawfa below. 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3 f 

2 m. 

2f. 

JJXJ 

03& 

03& 

6yi 

JU^XJ 

J U ^ X J 

j o ^ x J 

— 

^JJJ^XJ 

fr 

& 

NEGATIVE OF THE mudar? 

The basic negative of the Imperfect is Id. However, ma is also 
found. The primary difference between them is that la is a general 
negative, while ma negates a fact. 
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-*i $a- AND L-3j-*i saufa 

The particles sa- (prefixed to the muddric) and sawfa (an indepen
dent word preceding the mudar?) are used to indicate the future. 
They are not common, as the context usually gives enough indi
cation of time. Note that sa- cannot be used with a negative and 
saufa la (the only correct combination) is very rare and not found 
in the Qur'an. 

-« s 
Lp*j* Xxla j ^ x l * i there will be sick people among you 

(j^JLiJ \~3y£ you will know 

Kana WITH THE mudaric 

The mddT of kdna is used with the muddric of a second verb to 
indicate a continuous past tense: 

<HI >>6 j ^ i L i J jLJ^ J ^ * j I T [2:75] 

a party of them was listening to the word of God 

J ^ j j i s J l ^ #AO [23:105] 

you were denying it 

VOCABULARY SIXTEEN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

4 J^AA J^k J^*5] ( + ^ _ ) t o s e e ' observe 
z Jf3 JJJU J\JJU to manage, arrange 

2 <-J& ••JSJ V ^ t o s P e a k to> address 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

U \ > wisdom 

o^S j / ofcj alms 
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SINGULAR 

* 

(f.) r'A5 

r * 
oif 

Exercise Sixteen 

PLURAL 

O'v-*^ 

fijit 

prayer 

throne 

party, company 

foot 

speech, words, word 

beneath 

E X E R C I S E S I X T E E N 

J * 
IJUyi ol J " j - ^J^5 [16:89] 

j j j ^ j l »^* ill I [18:60] 

£*lj£l oJtf" ^ J ^ " [41:29] 
• ft 

j _ y j £ J & v j r ^ i - ^ O^o ^ ^ r JTb [23:33] 

4JL^" (f-S.) [19:27] 

6 y ^ d ^ ^ [2:18] 

S ^ J 5 " Of t ^ * U^ 6 * " ^ [x3:23] 

J ^ j J ^ A L i [2:235] 

^.llu jliLtfT 4i»T 4,>aj [14:25] 

A^-.jJb ol lxJI j ^ j l x i [2:79] 

sl»ijp ijjl.1* 15*J^U [11:64] 

o ^ l T j o^iiJL «iii j i b 0 ^ [19:55] 

""-h^.'A^ [59:12] 
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14-

15-

16. 

17 

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25. 

26. 

27-

28. 

29. 

30. 

^\JS\ & ^JUJ 

(1̂ 1 j£L; Vj ii)T j ^ k ; ^ 

U5J.T3 ofcdT j i i J 
^J a^rOsJL^J J 

[2:217] 

[9:6] 

[13:42] 

[3:77] 

[26:93] 

[3:98] 

[8:2] 

[5:74] 

[2:151] 

[5:82] 

[6:27] 

[61:11] 

[39:9] 

[6:93] 

[6:26] 

[59:14] 

[37:175] 
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Lesson Seventeen 
Interrogatives 

There are two interrogative particles that simply introduce a 

question. They are JJb hal and \ a-. One peculiarity of a- is that 

if it is used with wa- or fa- it precedes that particle, giving a-fa- or 
a-u/fl- (notja-a- or wa-a-). 

+ -*.*? 
J c i j l !•$)! do they have feet? 

sj^y* A^^IS j i l is there sickness in their hearts? 

j j j S ^ L i ' A; I JJh are you grateful? 

d l i j l A i shall I follow you? 

jj^wo.ttT >Ul will you not hear? 

j ^ U ; Mjl do they not know? 

Note that a-ld may be a negative and interrogative combined: 

j ^ i ^ l j SI will you not eat? 

or it may have the extended meaning 'indeed': 

^ j iJ l i l ^VA)I 5I) Ml God indeed has the pure religion 

The meaning will depend on the context, though when a-la is 

followed by <jl inna (see Lesson 19) it will always mean 'indeed'. 

>l am 'or' introduces an alternative in an interrogative question. 

It can be used only in interrogative sentences, and in the Qur 'an it 
is used only after a-. The general word for 'or' aw is used after hah 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

Specific interrogative words that do not require a special 
construction are: 

.v l ayna, 'where?' 

*— * 
y»A\ {y\ where is the place of escape? 

In the Qur'an ayna is not preceded by min or ila to produce 
'whence' and 'whither', as we find elsewhere. 

<jyj*!)J £jj\ where are you going? 

^ 1 anna, 'whence?' and then 'how?5 

IjUb <iU ^ 1 whence does this [come] to you? 

j j^valj ^Jl how [can] they see? 

t 
J I J I ayyana9 'when?' 

? — * J* 
^ A J I >^JJ jIjI when is the Day of Judgement? 

{XA mata, 'when?' 

4DI jCaj ^9 when is GodVhelp? 

c-ilT kayfa, 'how?' 

j j^i iJ ^-alT how do you know? 

j^Ja3 ujfll? how [can] you endure? 

U ma, 'what?' 

JU-iJl \?Jfe*\ U what are the companions of the left? 
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<£AA)I U what is the calamity? 
IT 

The most striking examples of the interrogative md are in the 

phrase iJljSI U m<i adrd-ka 'what has given you knowledge of... ?* 

which occurs thirteen times in early Meccan suras (on the verb 

jTj i l d^ra see Lesson 30). 

If dhd is added to ma to give md-dhd the meaning can only be 
interrogative: 

i j j j i iu b u what do they spend? 

j j ^ o l j ISU what do you order? 

1J li-ma9 'why?' 

JJ^UL JJJLI Q^-^-il" (*] w ^ y do you confound the 
truth with falsehood? 

4DI o l ^ L ( j j ^ i x J jiJ why do you not believe in 
God s signs? 

The shortened interrogative -ma with other prepositions, common 
elsewhere in Arabic, occurs only occasionally in the Qur'an: v bi-

ma and ^psjt-ma. Note that the fuller form l ib ! li-md-dhd does not 
occur in the Qur'an. 

^JA man, 'who?' 

U X J J J^O [20:49] who is the lord of the two of you? 

lijixS {** [11:63] who will help me? 

If dha is added to man to give man-dhd the meaning can only be 
interrogative (as we have seen with md-dha)> Man-dhd is, however, 

found in the Qur'an only in a set phrase ^ j J I IX-o man-dhd Uadht 

who is there w h o . . . ?', which occurs a handful of times. 
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If* kam, 'how many?' 

The usual construction when kam is an interrogative is for it to 
take the accusative, like the number group 11 to 99. However, on 
the few occasions that it occurs as an interrogative in the Qur'an 
the accusative is suppressed: 

* *» 
<SLJ A£ how long did you linger? 

The context indicates that a reply with an accusative word such 
as yawman or sanatan is implied. In other places, kam is used in an 

exclamatory way and is followed by min and the genitive. ^y\S 

ka'ayyin, a rare synonym of kam, is only used in this exclamatory 
fashion. 

J;l ayyun 'which?' 

In the Qur'an ayy is always followed by a genitive or a suffix. It 
remains in the masculine regardless of the gender of the following 
noun: 

t̂ jw Jjl what thing? 

\$*ijb\ j ; l which of the two parties? 
** *• •• 

ojyi Jjl ^j in what form? 

<I)T o i l ! j l which of God'svsigris? 

INDIRECT QUESTIONS 

All the above interrogatives are also used to introduce indirect 

questions. So too is the conditional particle j l in ' i f (on which 

see Lesson 36). 
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VOCABULARY SEVENTEEN 

PERFECT 

*JS_-^ 

J^J> 

ijju£ 

<v 
ioji;f,i| 

? 

4 ^ 1 

2^*j 

56i? 

4 jL:i 

IMPERFECT 

J & J 

' 0 ' 

J** 

f*t**J 

SlNGULAR 

[from khasira 'to lose'] 

^ 

^ 

VERBAL NOUN 

J^^tf 

*• -

1* 

jtf 
i&\ 

PLURAL 

to thank, be thankful 

to be patient, endure 

to tell the truth 

to divide 

to understand 

to hasten to 

to hasten, seek to 
hasten 

to deny, not to be
lieve in, to be an un
believer 

to confound 

to make hear 

to bring good 
news/tidings 

to become clear, be 
made clear 

to spend 

loss, ruin 

judgement 

remembrance, 
reminder 
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S I N G U L A R 

fe 
usf-

4J5 

5 j 4-*̂  

^ 1 (f.) 2lr> 

JVW 

PLURAL 

2 i, r 

refuge 

calamity 

illness 

left, left hand 

right, right hand; 
oath 

heart 

form 

deaf 

pure 

false 

EXERCISE SEVENTEEN 

I. 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

- -* • - • t9 * • * j •>. 

9 *"" " 1 -

* "* 0 * 

[6:8o] 

^27:27] 

[68:35] 

^10:48] 

>4=i3] 

56:27] 

[82:17] 

>:44] 

6:148] 
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Exercise Seventeen 

10. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

14-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

2 3 . 

24 . 

25. 

26 . 

27-

28 . 

29. 

30. 

j^aJju y»l 

ffll^'l 

^ 1 U Ml 

j ^ l i i J Mil 

jy6^i 

t i O j A - P j jj ft 0 1» fl^ (OJbl 

•Alii U *iiip J i 

J « 

<& & ^ 

j^iJ^ r̂ l Ĵ * 

6iiTo|>^T>i iyi st 

s~a)l i * j j o^UI 1 

^ 1 

&*i (j-liU 0 ^ 

J i ? ' J ] 6 ^ : ^ i 

[2:77] 

[17:94] 

[6:62] 

[10:14] 

[3:65] 

[15:54] 

[27:84] 

43-32] 

>2:89] 

7:150] 

26:204] 

26:72] 

>4:45] 

[37:58] 

11:14] 

[39:i5] 

101:3] 

10:42] 

4:21] 

10:2] 

88:17] • 
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Lesson Eighteen 
The Subjunctive 

The Subjunctive is closely related in form to the Imperfect 
Indicative, with the change of the final short vowel from u to a, 
and the dropping of the final na if it is preceded by a long vowel. 
These changes affect all numbers and persons except the 3 f.p. and 
the 2 f.p. 

Learn the basic form of the Subjunctive from the table below. 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2 f 

I 

d*lXj 

d*I^J 

CIAINJ 

l _j i<j 

l ie 
t& 
li<; lvlxJ 

o*I^J 

The Subjunctive in Arabic is used only after specific particles 

that require a subjunctive. With the exception of ^) Ian, all these 

particles introduce subordinate ^lauses^In subordinate clauses the 
Subjunctive indicates an act or a state that is dependent on, and 
subsequent to, what precedes the subjunctive particle. 

The most important of particles that take the Subjunctive are: 

(jl an 'that' (very frequently translated in other words, such as 

'to') 
J //- and Jp£ hatta 'so that', 'until'; 

(j^t U-an, ^jkay and *>^ Hkay, which all mean 'so that', feature 

rarely in the Qur'an. 
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Lesson Eighteen 

J J Ian 'not '—a strong denial of the future (formed originally 

from j l *̂ l la-an). 
The negative used with the Subjunctive after these subordinating 

particles is normally H la, but see note 3 on j l an on p. 115. 

M j l an la normally becomes 1̂1 alia. J /1- cannot be used with 
a negative. 

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE: 

4iiL >5C <i>i % ^ [34:33] 
you command us not to beheve in God 

o t i l y ^ x (ji v*-**- *> [2:214] 
do you think that you will enter Paradise? 

& o y s ^ ! * ^ [5:71] 
they thought that there would be no mischief 

5J I J&JJJ JlLlT jl<J J i * [10:67] 
he made the night for you to rest in 

1̂ 5 !>4>L J ^ l ^ A : JP [5:22] 
we won't enter it till they leave it 

It is important to note that the subjunctive particle requires the 
Subjunctive only in the verb that it governs or a verb that is made 
parallel to the first subjunctive by wa-,fa-t aw or thumma. 

Take the first example above. Taking the text further, it runs: 

* , % 

131x1 <J J i f * 3 <ti[jy& j l U j j ^ l ; [34:33] 
you command us not to believe in God 
and establish rivals to him 

Any verb that occurs in another clause within the subjunctive 
clause will be in the indicative unless it too is governed by a 
subjunctive particle, e.g.: 
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bjbl j u i : U ^ J J J j l i )>b ot>Url [11:87] 
does your prayer tell you that we should 
abandon what our forefathers have served? 

7:129 has an and three subjunctives but then reverts to the 
indicative after kayfa: 

(J J l l i J <J£SjW*V* 

it may be that your Lord will destroy your enemy and make 
you successors in the land to see how you act 

The Subjunctive is used in these examples because the act or state 
mentioned in the subordinate clause is dependent on the main 
verb and subsequent to it in time. However, an may be followed 
by another tense, normally the perfect, if the verb governing it 
does not indicate any expectation or effect. This is normally the 
Perfect. 

^r* J ^ £^f j ' ^ ^ [11:69] 

soon he came with a roast calf 

L*SJ-S» A3 j l 'A~> [5:113] 

we know that you have told us the truth 

The same applies to hattd when it has the meaning 'until': 

V>J| f-**̂ * ^J^ |ytil>-l to [10:93] 

they did not disagree until knowledge came to them 

The Subjunctive ofkana conjugates as follows: 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. Ĵ fcAJ uo&j IOJ &AJ 

3 f. \Jy^ b^Xj J X J 

A For the verb ^s- casa see Lesson 37. 
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2 m. 

Lesson Eighteen 

2 f. L J 3 ^ U J ^ J LT^ 

NOTES ON J I 0H 

i. It is common in Arabic for an clauses to be preceded 

by prepositions. Thus we find c J b i l j l ^iyh amara-nt 

an adhhaba and cJbSl j L ^i j^l amara-nt bi-an adhhaba. 
—* 

The Arab grammarians point out that an clauses are the 

equivalent of masdars, and so C^i i l j ^ LAST*^ amara-nt hi-

? - " \ £ 

an adhhaba is the equivalent of * ?IAJJL ,j_/«l amara-nt bi-l-

dhahdbi. All three mean 'he told me to go'. In the Qur 'an 
this use of prepositions with an clauses is rare: it is confined 
to cald (acting both in its own right and as the preposition 

taken by the participle J^l5 qadir 'able to'). 

2. An is found in combination with both ^13 qabla / 1̂15 \A 

min qabli and AiJ bacda / J JJ ^* min bacdi to form 

conjunctions meaning 'before' and 'after' respectively. Some 
examples have the Subjunctive and some the Perfect, e.g.: 

J j o U f A i J j l J S j £ J t Ai3 [X8:i09] 

the sea would be exhausted before the words of 
my Lord would be exhausted 

- , 11 : • • 11' • S i7 £ *• * t \ • ' 
J 3 ^ J ^ J cf^ j U ^ 1 f _> J» -*-i [12:100] 

after Satan caused dissension between me and 
my brothers 

3. In some verses the negative used after an is Ian and not la. 
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\'jj tifi£J£ $ $ \ji [72:7] 

they thought that God would not raise anyone 

There are further uses of an, dealt with in Lesson 37. 

(j I anna 

The use of an with the perfect is relatively rare because there is 
a related particle which is normally used in factual statements. 

This is j I anna. It is essential to remember that while the two 

particles have some linkage in meaning they difFer totally in the 
construction they require. 

Anna takes an accusative, which must follow it immediately 
except in the one special case set out below. The accusative after 
anna may be a noun (or a pronoun Uke hadha) or a pronominal 
suffix. 

Examples: 

i i i ^y> ADT 5 ' O j ^ i [6:150] 
they bear witness that God forbade this 

AjJ Jl\ j ! \yL& [28:75] 

they will know that the truth belongs to God 

f*r-j Cr? <-^ j ^ 0 3 ^ [2:26] 
they know that it is the truth from their Lord 

jUi j û i u^u jir [59:I7] 
the consequence for both of them is that they 
will be in the fire ^ 

NOTES ON j I anna 

i . Note that the rest of the sentence follows normal rules, as 
though the accusative after anna were a nominative. Under 
no circumstances can anna take a double accusative. 

2. The only case in which a phrase can be placed between anna 
and its accusative is when the subordinate clause consists of 
an indefinite subject with a prepositional phrase as predicate. 
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In such a case the rules for prepositional predicate sentences 
have priority: 

O ^ A S C ) jLXU j l ' J i J [69:49] 

we know that some of you will deny the truth 

It should be clear from the above sentences that the only 
requirement after anna is the following accusative. This 
accusative is essential, but, as set out in Note 1, the rest of the 
sentence follows the normal grammatical rules, as though 
the word in the accusative were a nominative. 

3. Anna and the first person singular pronominal suffix produce 
two forms: anni and anna-nt. Likewise anna and the first 
person plural pronominal suffix produce anna and anna-na. 

4. The Qur 'an has bi-anna with the meaning 'because', dhalika 
bi-anna... 'that is because' being a common phrase: 

jillj I j ^ T ^ L <4JS [9:80] 
that is because they disbelieve in God 

J J A L U V ^y ^ L dJ* [9:6] 

that is because they are a people who do not 
know 

FURTHER NOTES ON J I tftt AND J I attttd 

It is impossible to have the Subjunctive after anna, just as it is 
impossible to have an anna type accusative after an. 

Though an and anna normally introduce indirect statements, 
it is sometimes the case that the clause introduced by an or anna 
turns out to be the subject of the sentence: 

A AXJ ^ » iyjukj j l j [2:280] 

for you to remit [the debt] as alms is better for you 

As a simple working rule remember: 
an + subjunctive; anna + accusative. 

This is a shortened form of tatasaddaqu—see Lesson 15. 
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This is of course a simplification, but if you stick to it you will get 
an important area of grammar correct. 

VOCABULARY EIGHTEEN 

DERFECT 

• *• 

Cr^ 

a* 
* *• * 

t> 
Jui; 

2 r> 
2 J? 
4jjJl 
3 «l? 

4J*it 

£ 
* *&A 
f 

*jiji\ 

IMPERFECT 

\ i . * " . * • 

< * * 

0 ^ : 
£fcj 
' i ; 

6* 
JULU 

d-Ai 

JXJ 

8^-
&4 

& 

4^ 

SINGULAR 

VERBAL NOUN 

A \ > 

p 

JLOJ 

<*JUJO 

jliS] 

6J 

" *b*j 

PLURAL 

1 

to think, reckon 

to judge, decide 

to dwell, be at rest 

to desire 

to be unable 

to cause strife, dissension 

to be exhausted 

to forbid, prohibit 

to send down 

to warn 

to do allegiance to 

to cause to enter 

to sacrifice 

to vex 

to ascribe partners to 

to give alms 

cow 
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SINGULAR 

<LL> 

513 U-

"r4 

ju 

Wi^t t 

ii-; 

Exercise Eighteen 

PLURAL 

b l k > / O u l a > 

jVt 

recompense 

sin 

calf 

end, consequuence 

flesh 

property 

roast 

middle 

crow 

EXERCISE EIGHTEEN 

i. tU-UI ^f* \5& Ly3s> J jo j l c-jli^)l JAI iiLIUJ [4:153] 

2 ' U?^" J1^ fljLj^i ly^£ l ) UL*ij Vol ii^LLiaf [2:143] 

3. ADI <Li-i j I^N-ijIj L̂̂ JÎ JoL IJAAIK Q\ ]y*f [9:81] 

4. JJI UJ jî JLi j l fJfcjl>^ [3:87] 

5. iSii JJL yrjj s 61 J i i i t t f [60:12] 

6. v b ^ " '•** iĴ ? 03^ ' j ' ^V^*' [5:3IJ 

7. <i)l J i ^ l U Jjilll jl^b <iUi [47:28] 

s. j u i,>£ ^linOsC' VI i&T [19:10] 

9. O i J ^ ' erf Oy^! ^ J ^ ti i)y [26:193-4] 

10. o^LiJI" f^iff <~ l?j l i f j J j l « J U [5:84] 
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I I . 

12. 

13-

14-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24 . 

25-

ul5 ii)T>j; •) 

1*.- - ••». ' , - . iA 7 t 

DJ" !>:] $ $ b&^'M 
5-i JySCifl ji)T llLi 

iiiJL* (Jaii i ^ : jl j i jjiiiT >i 
A ̂ T 4,1^1 ^ i $ 6i? 

4JLJ j A P 4JI 4j ^J±J 

Oi*^ Oi*̂ »3 u?**^ fiJci\ 0' ^ ^ (*f?* 4̂̂ j> 

13 <L l ^ j y j f ^ 

fctt ij:jlr ĵ -L jUji^t iui 

bbUii £ j ti^ii; j i ^ b-j 

oiliii b-i ouWTjJi; S3I 

e/^" jl J i ikiil J i 

[63:11] 

[2:67] 

[32:3] 

[17:9] 

[27:86] 

[6:65] 

[9:113] 

[9:114] 

[5:45] 

[16:14] 

[17:98] 

[26:51] 

[19:67] 

[2:213] 

[18:66] 

/" 

A Al-Jahimu and Jahannam (p. 125) are two of the names for Hell. 
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Lesson Nineteen 
Inna 

Anna is only one of a number of particles that take an accusative, 
with the rest of the sentence or clause acting as though that 
accusative were a nominative. Of these the most important is 

j » 

j l inna—in fact, this is the word with which the construction 

originated. Inna is really a fossilized verb, which makes it easier to 
understand why the accusative is required. 

Inna is commonly translated as 'indeed* or even 'verily', but 
neither rendering is adequate to give the effect of the word. In 
most cases it is best left untranslated. 

Like anna, inna and the first person singular pronominal suffix 
produce two forms: mnfand inna-ni; inna and the first person plural 
pronominal suffix produce inna and inna-na. 

Inna has three main functions: 
a) to give emphasis (hence its translation as 'indeed') 
b) to allow a change in word order, with the subject preceding the 

verb 
c) to act as a slightly disjunctive 'marker' 

The catch is that it may have one, two or all of these functions 
at once. Experience alone will tell you which. 

Simple examples of the use of inna: 

jV^UaJl mji <DI ,jj God is with the patient 

.italic- 1 £ ] they are Your servants 

<-)\y {J* A A L A J ^ <jj We created them from dust 

+»\j <<w»jl j ] My land is wide 

\JZJ jLi»i\ * i j ] there is some ease with [all] the difficulty 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

Notes on the use of intra 

i . It is common for the second half of a sentence introduced 
by inna to be prefixed by la-. In such cases it is immaterial 
whether the second half of the sentence is a predicate or a 
deferred subject. 

Sji i i i j J J tiljj <jl your Lord is forgiving 

AXJ *U N iiUi ^ i ^j] in that there is a sign for you 

When inna has been followed by a pronominal suffix, one 
may still find that cluster followed by a nominative pronoun. 

* . • = 

you are the wrong-doers 

you are the Forgiving 

3. It is not uncommon for inna to have the pronominal suffix 
-hu attached to it and then for the rest of the sentence to 
move off in a completely different direction. In effect, the 
only role of the suffix in such circumstances is to meet the 
grammatical requirements of inna. This is also true of anna. 

V5CL1 j j j ^ l 2)1 l; I CI I am God, the Mighty and Decisive 

OylUDl gu M C] the wrong-doers will not prosper 

THE USE OF qala 

The most striking use of the 'marker' function is after the verb 
qala 'to say', the perfect of wliieh^was given in Lesson 12. The 
imperfect and subjunctive conjugate in the same way as those of 
kana. 
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Lesson Nineteen 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2 f . 

I 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2 f . 

I 

Imperfect 

SINGULAR 

J ^ : 

J ^ 

DUAL 

— 

Subjunctive 

SINGULAR 

< I ^ 

DUAL 

V : 
Sr>i5 
^ 

^ 

— 

PLURAL 

O^yZ 

PLURAL 

\^ySU 

fi 
6y* 

Whereas other verbs in Arabic readily have indirect statements 
introduced by an or anna, this is not the case with qdla. In all 
normal circumstances it is followed by: 
a) direct speech, not introduced by inna; 
b) direct speech, introduced by inna; 
c) indirect speech, also introduced by inna. 
The third instance is rare in the Qur'an. 

Examples of qdla followed by inna and direct speech: 

V i - J J ] JlS he said, 'I am ill.' 

(-ilytf> {*&$* ^ i J ^ ^ e Sa*^> 'These are my guests.' 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

ijjLaJ b] IjJlS they said, 'We are Christians.' 

Examples of qala followed immediately by direct speech without 

tnna: 

*-*Li IjUb Oj_^i^)t JlS the unbelievers said, 'This is a sorcerer.' 

»^li J 0 _ J £ J i j ^ C J 1 5 she said, 'How can I have a son?' 

Very occasionally other verbs are followed by inna and direct 
speech, e.g.: 

0 ^ L > ^ 1 tfl ^ iLfj [36:16] 

our Lord knows we are sent to you 

4i)l ^yJr) <&>\ J ^ i i [63:1] 

we bear witness that you are God's messenger 

VOCABULARY NINETEEN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

*>- i i k [ £ p - to gather, collect 
* •» * • » - • ' 

J^ 

4 ^ | 

*j& 

SlNC 

J*~ 

*M 
&k 

;ULAR 

* 1'-

iLai 

c*l 
^>U; 

PLURAL 

to be heedless, forget 

to try to deceive 

to do good 

to prosper 

to be sincere 

earth, dust 

earthquake 

old man 
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Exercise Nineteen 

SINGULAR 

T 4 -

Mi 

f*i 

>J>I 

J* Hi 

PLURA] 

f*usl 

(f.) ZI^IJ. / 

L 

A 

I P " ' 

guest; guests 

justice 

difficulty 

boy, son 

animal, beast 

ease 

sick, ill 

yellow 

hypocrite 

forgiving 

bearer of good 
news/tidings 

EXERCISE NINETEEN 

I. O^rb $\ ty [2:I^6] 
2. ^llll ioU- iitf] [3:9] 

3. Oif^r^^ J ^ ^ ^ o ] [37:34] 

4. 0 3 ? ^ ^ j J j £] ! ^ [7:125] 
a 

5. j L ^ S l i jliJC j^b ii)T 5] [16:90] 

6. ufj^" (J ^ t ^ ^&»4 0] [38:26] 

7. f> j !>* 'f*^ 0] [17:63] 

8. U3^M <^] t1^6] 

9. r ^ j J ^ A P *ui o] [2:173] 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE Q U R ' A N 

IO- 0 ^ y^^ '•** O] U j J ? ^ ' J ^ [10:2] 

11. l^LijJ JP j ] [5:22] 

12. 6 i ^ ? ^ j ^ - ^ 5] [2:98] 

13. j i b obidT id ] HJ35I bl [4:105] 
* * " *" »" £ 

14. DuTU^-5 I?I ^ o] [12:78] 

15. ^J^e^di\ l5^llP J ^ ^ ] [12:24] 

16. V«~** ' iJ iJ I-** 0] [11:72] 

17. (jj^o jJLP j L J > U jUalA.ll j ] [12:5] 

18. ( j i ^ ^ l / ^ <J] [21:75] 

19. -A-f4 (j_jliiJ b o 4JI [11:112] 

20. Vk i . t j j i ULitf 5J3JJ 5] [22:1] 

21 . *\yu0 oyu IJ^i [2:69] 

23. AIJI J £ C J ( $ ; J ] [11:56] 

24. (j^iiliJ UJIJI Ai- ^UJl J ^ L'l? o] [10:92] 

25. 5JlJ ^l i i^l , J f & (j] [23:21] 

26. j f j ^ l j o l f i - i J l , J ^ $ o] ^ ' [24:64] 

27. iill o j ^ ^ l u i * * ^ ' j j [4:142] 

28. b i ^ i ! S ^ S ^ «*)LL;j1 b] [35:24] 

29. L ^ t i t 15JL̂ S Î Jli [6:130] 

30. CJL^)*- $ ^slil ^ ^ i 'jJ^ [21:53] 
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Lesson Twenty 
The Jussive 

Like the Subjunctive, the Jussive is closely related in form to the 
Imperfect Indicative. With the Jussive the final short vowel changes 
from the u of the Indicative and the a of the Subjunctive to a sukun. 
However, when the following word begins with a prosthetic vowel 
the sukun changes to a kasra. In other persons there is no difference 
between the forms of the Subjunctive and the Jussive. Learn the 
basic form of the Jussive from the table below. 

SINGULAR 

IIAZXJ 

^1*1x7 

el*l5sJ 

DUAL 

\&5 

PLURAL 

IO^IXJ 

(J^IXJ 

Ia^l5sj 

UySJ 

cl^xJ 

The Jussive of kana is: 

SINGULAR 

& 

& 

& 

jys 
* * 

DUAL 

u y u 

u^XJ 

tJ»Xj 

\J*XJ 

— 

PLURAL 

ly *AJ 

& 

loj oXJ 

fr 
& 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

In the Qur'an there are occasions on which the forms of yakun, 
takun, akun and nakun become yaku, taku, aku and naku. These 
forms are common in poetry but rare elsewhere. The important 
thing is to be able to recognise them for the forms they are. There 
are no such problems with the jussive of qala, which is: 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2 f 

J* 

Jy* 

J*' 

Sjt 
*4js 

— 

IjJjiJ 
• ** 

6^ 
0 • » -

J* 
The Jussive has four uses: 

i. It is used after the negative particle *J lam 'not' (and the rare 

III lamma 'not yet'). 
In dealing with lam + the Jussive, grammarians normally say 
something akin to Wrights view that it 'invariably has the 
meaning of ma + the perfect' (Grammar, 2, 24). However, 
this is not true either of the Qur'an or of early Arabic in 
general, where lam + the Jussive usually has a past meaning 
but sometimes a present meaning: 

j*y p [2:260] 

do you not believe? 

jfjft} 0-j$iijT dii AJ iUl Ol rji: -jl [5;4o] 
do you not know that God has sovereignty over 

the heavens and the earth? 

r * 5 r ^ <i)T oi I ^ J '^ [9:78] 
do they not know that God knows their secret? 

3 i ^ c ^ '/' [17:111] 
he has no protector 
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Lesson Twenty 

2. After the negative la, the Jussive is used to express prohibi
tions: 

j j ^ M do not be sad 
fro— , o j * 

( J ? J ^ L^ l^**-*^ *̂  do not cause mischief in the earth 

J*y J j ' l y j ^ ^ do not be the first infidel 

• „ 
3. After J /i-, \ifal- or Jj ma/-, the Jussive is used to express 

indirect commands: 
s • 

^ ijLi j i (3f*3 let the man of substance spend some 
of his substance 

* • • 

^ 0 

joJ UUa^ J^3cJ j let us bear your sins 

j ^ J i l l J ^ 3 ^ ^ t i * l e t ^ e believers trust in God 

4. In conditional sentences (see Lesson 36). 

VOCABULARY T W E N T Y 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

jjr>- to be sad 

J> 

j L i i i l 

• 

<l)yu 

* ; • 
L ^ i 

' 1 ' ' 

i i ^ i i to know, recognize 

(Jl>^3 to come near, ap
proach 

j j i i j to break one's oath 

^Li i to cause mischief 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

9 

* '^ puberty 

* 

jr JIT 
I'rll secret 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

& 

* ^ * tree 

equal 

wealth 

EXERCISE TWENTY 

1. (oJbJJ^ 'J [2:6] 

2. ( j j i l i J Lj&XJ 'J U ^OXAJLAJ [2:151] 

3. I J ^ I J J J iJ^il »J [18:42] 

4- S i tf j < i ^ [i7:m] 

5. jfj% .U.5JT j l i 'JA: «i)T oi •& 4 [22:70] 

6. *iiiiiT j ijj «j yz -J [25:2] 

7. -jjiT i ^L ; -j [24:58] 

8. \jj Jj 2)T J i V 'I [24:40] 

9. l5o J i ! CJI [68:28] 
* + * * 

10. J ^ ^ - ^ ^ [46:35] 

11. I ^ a u *J U -^i* [48:27] 

12. ^ i * tUiJl J ] IjjJk^ *̂ »l [50:6] 

13. ml% 'I U jLiWT -IS. [96:5] 

14. l jU l i «iiToiS j ^ <l# i j j ^ [ •> [71:25] 

15. o&* «J J ^ ' 'ft [90:8] 
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Exercise Twenty 

16. OiljST liU î •]! [77:16] 

17. *J±r*y> ] y ^ ai [37:29] 

18. l ^ l i J 'J [31:7] 

19. L ^ l l c j ^ ^ j j ^ i - j •]! [20:86] 

20. 5 j ) i J j l ojjb Uj^i; M [2:35] 

* . * " 
21. J ^ I I j iT i ) ^ < ; 'J [112:4] 

22. J j k f M [28:7] 

23. j l lalJJl JuiJ M [19:44] 

24. t^ji j i ^ j J u J M [18:70] 

25. O i J ^ 1 £ tfi ^ [II:42] 

26. ^ ^ 3 1 i^L" ^ [17:31] 

27. oLxNT l y i i l ; ^ [16:91] 

28. " ^ ' i V ^ Jr? |^S*,J^ ^ [12:67] 
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Lesson T w e n t y - O n e 

Laysa; idh; idha; man 

You already know that kana is not used in the Imperfect to give 
the sense of ' is ' . However, there is a verb that is used to mean 'is 
not'. This is laysa. It has a present meaning (and only a present 
meaning), but its forms in the only tense that exists resemble those 
of a Perfect (of sorts): 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

lijj 

The predicate of laysa is introduced either by hi- and the genitive 
or, less frequently, by the accusative. You have already seen this 
with the Hijazi ma in Lesson 10. What appears to have happened 
is that in the Hijaz the usage of ma was assimilated to the usage of 
laysa. 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

I 

u4J 
Q ^ A J L ) 

^Z^^MJ 

\ J* - • " ' 

Ul) 
LlliJ 

1 f t • J " l 

IqT.i M.T 

— 

A~ Jijfv <DI <j*4̂  *s n o t God mighty? 
# " •' 

i U f ^ (°-N^ C*-lJ I am not a guardian over you 

y^y* O-iJ you are not someone sent as a messenger 
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Lesson Twenty-One 

h\ idh AND \i\ idhd 
jr •* 

Idh and idhd are two closely related particles that developed from 
an obsolete noun idh(un) 'time'. 

In general idh as a conjunction means 'when' or 'since'. The 
only exception to this is when it is used with qabla or bacda to form 
compound conjuctions; qabla idh 'before' and bacda idh 'after'. 

Idh is most commonly followed by the perfect but imperfect 
and nominal sentences also occur. In the Qur'an the ratio is 15:3:1, 
and idh almost always means 'when'. There are a couple of possible 
exceptions as well as a handful of examples in which idh is followed 
by lam, but these are unlikely to cause difficulties. Typical Qur'anic 
examples are: 

O P I^US ij [I5:52] 
when they went in to see him 

j j A * J J h\ [3 : I S 3] 

when you were climbing (the hill) 

*$& &\yt J Zjitffi >\ [6:93] 
when the sinners are in death's pangs 

In the Qur'an the combination wa-idh at the beginning of a verse 
has a specific and highly idiomatic use to introduce a piece of 
narrative. The only convincing way that this can be rendered 
into English is to translate it as 'and [remember] when 
unless it occurs in a series (e.g. in verses 2:49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 
55) when the 'remember' is required only on the first occasion. 
This translation of wa-idh is confirmed by a handful of examples 
in which the Imperative 'remember' actually occurs. Here are a 
couple of examples: 

<xJ>UU i^j j J l i i j j [15:28] 

remember when your Lord said to the angels... 

f^ill* Oi^Jl Jr? ̂ ^ *\h [33:7] 
remember when we took from the prophets 
their covenant.. . 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

Idha has two functions: 
i. As a conjunction meaning 'when', 'as often as', idha is 

normally followed by the Perfect, though the Imperfect is 
sometimes found. Usually it implies a condition, and then 
its construction is normally that of a conditional sentence 
[see Lesson 36]. 
A fuller form idha-ma is also found from time to time, also 
with the construction of conditional sentences. 
One striking and somewhat unusual use of the conjuction 
idha occurs in early Meccan suras, where idha is used in 
an exclamatory, almost oath-like way Sura 81, for example, 
starts with twelve examples of this, and Sura 82 with four. In 
such cases the subject may precede the verb: 

O ^ T i\^S\ \l\ [82:1] 

when the heavens are split asunder 

2. If idha is followed by a noun or pronoun, it acts as an 
interjection with the meaning 'lo', 'behold*. This is much 
less common than the conjunction idha. In most examples 
of this usage, idha is followed by a third person pronoun: 

cLilJ /^A b l i oJu 9y he withdrew his hand and, 
behold, it was white 

j j ^ l a u *Jb b l i behold, they look on 

jjta?t.?»] fJb li] behold, they are vexed 

However, sometimes nouns follow idha in this construction: 

iJyZjk* pylo ^ y b j [24:48] 

behold, a group of them turning away 

man 0* 
You have already read of the use of ma as a relative pronoun 
meaning 'that which' in Lesson 10 and of the use of ma and man as 
interrogative pronouns meaning 'what?' and 'who?' in Lesson 17. 
It will therefore come as no surprise to learn that man also operates 
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Lesson Twenty-One 

as a relative pronoun 'he who ' , 'she who ' or 'those who ' . Under all 
normal circumstances, man is treated grammatically as a masculine 
singular, even when it refers to the feminine or the plural. 

Examples of man as singular: 

oJut ut l io U Jkfli-j Jji the one in whose possession we 
found our goods 

\^s* *A-j^ \f* l ^ J * ^ ' ™ ^ y ° u P^ a c e *n ^ someone who 
will cause mischief in it? 

{Ju\ ^ya j*S\ the pious man is the one who fears 
' * God 

Examples of man as singular/plural: .A 

• * * ' - * * • * • * ' 

O^JU <4^** j°^ iV* whoever disbelieves bears the con
sequence of his unbelief 

4,qj;U lALi A ^ JjJo whoever acts righteously it is to his 
own advantage 

Examples of man as plural: 

the descendants of those whom we carried with Noah 

those who are in the heavens and earth do not know the 
unseen 

you warn those who follow the reminder 

can you rescue those who are in the fire? 

A On the use of/a- in the following examples see Lesson 36. 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

V O C A B U L A R Y T W E N T Y - O N E 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

J^j j^jL J°»J t o r u n 

XmJ> Jj*Ja3 $yu* to ascend 

2 (Jij Cf^k 0)±y t o cause to seem 
good 

3 Ai-lj J^yL oJLplyo to make an agree
ment with 

3 JubU- JLAUJ oJliU-o to make a covenant 
>» *• 

with 
& 4 -J-ll IlAj r>Ll] to submit 

4 Ui>l iV^L sUaa l̂ to make a mistake 

4 3y*\ c3/«i (3j^l t o drown 

4 ^y*\ j^j^i ^y^y*\ t o t u r n a w a y 

7 j t i j ] jUiH; jUSti3] to be split 

to save 4 JUui JULO ^ULJI 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

1* 
Mi 

0>l 
* *->-

5> 

4,|>:i 

J** 

lodging 

Jinn 

party 

seed, offspring, de 
scendants 

pang 

grave 
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Exercise Twenty-One 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

1̂4*11 the unseen 

^•u>- sin 

(Jll^ covenant, pledge 

APU ^ i 5 seated 

s** Egypt 

_/Ju without 

EXERCISE T W E N T Y - O N E 

j i b 11* ^ 4 ^ [46:34] 
^ • ** " 

Sjji ^ i ^ T j ^ [42:11] 

f-ir.3^ ^J u*^ ^ fir-~^ s. o^y*l [48:11] 
rut (i£) j4^ t88:6] 

»Aik\ \A JJU) «J] [11:46] 
* • • • ^ " * • 

60*^ î** ' ^ ^ ^ ' [29:68] 

yUi^l UJ r-lU JI&IP ^ [33:5] 

1^4 rj&m j * ^ [6:122] 

>*** ^ (J cT^' [43:5i] 

!>jiS LjA* Ijb i] [85:6] 

5?j - ^ 0_54' <JL* jjj 44^3 V-*' 0** [2:II21 

LfjPl j * J O ^ J J [29:40] 

Sils4 0* f5^ Cr? J ^ - Cr* f5^1-5^ Jtf J * [30:40] 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

<0I Jl iU Ĵ o l ^a 

ij$Jaf*5 l^U AJb l i t 

^ ^ 1 13] 

ill) Oif^j ' L$*>° ^ ^ ' 3 3]j 
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Lesson Twenty-Two 
Verbs with a hamza as one of their Radicals 

The basic rules for the spelling of hamza were set out in the 
Introduction to the Arabic alphabet (p. i ) . To recapitulate: 

1. At the beginning of a word the bearer ofhamza is alif. 
2. When hamza follows a short vowel or sukun the bearer 

is determined by the vowel immediately before and the 
vowel immediately after the hamza in the following order 
of precedence: kasra} damma, fatha {sukun can have no 
precedenceA), i.e.: 
a) if there is a kasra in either place, the bearer is ya} without 

dots; 
b) if there is no kasra in either place, but there is a damma in 

either place, the bearer is waw\ 
c) if neither kasra nor damma occur, the bearer will be an 

alif. 
3. After a long vowel hamza does not have a bearer: 

a) if it is the final letter; 
b) if the vowel following the hamza is fatha. 

4. In other cases the bearer of the hamza that follows a long 
vowel is determined by the vowel coming after the hamza. 
Rules 3 and 4 are illustrated clearly by the following 
examples: 

friends tlSjL^I 

His friends 

n o m . Oj\ iJi*0i 

ace. o i lS ju i l 

gen. 4jl5jbii l 

Unless the sukun is followed by hamza as final radical, in which case there is no 
bearer. 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

5. hamza followed by a is written alifmadda I. 
Rules with which you will not yet be familiar are: 

6. At the beginning of a word fatha, when followed by hamza 
plus sukun, becomes a madda. 

7. In theory prosthetic kasra when followed by hamza plus 
sukun becomes A and prosthetic damma + hamza + sukun 

becomes y . However, after another vowel reversion takes 

place. This happens most often with verb forms, including 
verbal nouns, particularly in the 8th form. However, it is not 
a feature that appears in the Qur^an. The only regular 8 th 

t 
forms that occur are those of y*\ amara [Imperfect 28:20, 

Imperative 65:6] and of J^l amina [Perfect passive 2:283]. 

That of J&\ akhadha, which occurs over 120 times, acts as 

though it were an assimilated verb (see Lesson 24), producing 

Jjrf j ittakhadha, as would have been normal in the Hijaz. 

8. In the Imperfect of third radical hamza verbs, final hamza 
preceded by fatha and followed by damma retains alif as its 

* 

bearer, e.g.: \yu. 
9. The masdar of the 2nd form of third-radical hamza verbs is 

based on the pattern taf'ilatun, e.g. <JJC tabri'atun from 

Î J barra'a. 
You have already been introduced to some of the most important 
verbs with hamza as one of their radicals: akhadha, akala, amara and 
sa'ala. The vocabulary that follows includes all the remaining verbs 
that have hamza as one of their radicals and sound letters as the 
other two and that occur in the Qur'an with reasonable frequency. 
By far the most important of them is the 4 th form ^ 1 amana, 'to 
believe', the active participle of which is mu'minun, (a believer'. 

It will not be possible to introduce you to verbs that have 
hamza as orteradical and a waw or a ya' as one of the other two 
until hollow ancTdefective verbs are dealt with (see Lessons 28 and 
30). They include some of the most common verbs in the Qur'an: 
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Lesson Twenty-Two 

iU> jd'a, j l atd, ^j\j ra'd, tL i shd'a, tL i sa}a\ and the fourth 

form J | I dtd. 

ADVERBS IN -U 

Arabic has one genuine adverbial ending: final damma. Most of 
the words in which it occurs are nouns that have developed a 
prepositional form. Thus from qabla, ba'da, tahta and fawqa there 

is an adverbial form J I 5 qablu, xlu bacdu, O ^ tahtu and J £ i 

fawqu. These adverbial forms are invariable. 'Beforehand' may be 
qablu or min qablu and so on. The adverbial form JaS qattu, 'ever', 
common elsewhere in Arabic, does not occur in the Qur'an. 

VOCABULARY T W E N T Y - T W O 

VERBAL NOUN 

jll»] to prefer 

(j^l to permit, allow 

j I JiILJ.] to seek permission 

Jyol to be secure; to trust 

PERFECT 

6̂ 1 
0 

10 j&il 

^ 

4 ^ 

4jS\ 

6 JiUJ 

^ 

zfe 
4 UJI 

IMPERFECT 

• A t - ' 

0->b 

J^y-
jzUi; 

\k 
&-

ij5 

in 

j jbal to believe 

^JlLI to see, perceive 

J j L i J to ask one another 

to recite 

to inform, tell 

to inform, tell 

to raise, create, pro
duce, grow 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

4 (U5l jLiflj JUS] to advance 

\AJ like (conjunction) 

^ 1 * like (preposition) 

EXERCISE T W E N T Y - T W O 

. » * . * » J - • * 

1. j jJ iLJ; ^ ^ JL& jl^aij J3l [37:27] 
J 

* * 9 * * **" * 

2. (*4:W O33S& ^ X ? ' [17:71] 

3. JL^LP o\y [26:199] 

4. (S^-5" ^ o*\ [20:109] 

5- j i J 6& J * J>sfi {J\ $ [12:80] 

6. ^ p ( J ^ ^ - ^ ^ [2:186] 

7. J J U I ^3; jtfl j^JLij [51:12] 

8. ULDT ^ ^s&T iul i j [33:63] 

9. ?-^!3 j * ^ Jr? f^-^ [6:98] 

10. 0 / 4 ^ o^ : fl fe^ y L i i l %j$\ [56:72] 

11. JHU** ' ^ J ^ ( ^^*? O? bLsJl [23:42] 

12. ? > ^ l ? ^ J a ) ^ ^* '_ /^ i O^" [19:55] 

13. t^j3 5^J 5*^i^*3 t^^i Jr*' I2:285] 

14. l ^ j OiJ^l Ctf-yl [23:4?] 
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Exercise Twenty-Two 

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24 . 

0 S 

lljjul SL^M oyj^_y 

i2ip ii)T %JI Ji 

7H£ 
j j fcioJu l y B LX A ^ - 1 U ^ 

0 

O îTl: be j ^ j i 

16:72] 

[87:16] 

12:91] 

>:33] 

6:108] 

10:18] 

[66:3] 

[9:83] 

20:10] 

3:49] 
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Lesson Twenty-Three 
Relative Sentences 

You have already seen how the two main relative pronouns, md 
and man, are used. It is now time to look at the way the relative 

if 

^ j J l alladhi is used. Alladhi can be used as a pronoun, in which 
case it acts like md or man. However, it is basically an adjective, and 
its adjectival use needs careful attention. 

Alladhi declines in a way that is similar to that of the demon
stratives. The singular and plural do not decline, but the dual does: 

nom. 

ace, gen. 

m.s. 
*•** 

L ? * » I 

m.d. 

m.p. 

f.s. 

f.d. 

jl3jl 

f.p. 

jMil J*» J!# 
The masculine dual forms occur only once each in the Qur'an, 
whilst the feminine dual forms do not occur at all. Note that in 
the dual and in the feminine plural forms the lam is written twice, 
as opposed to once elsewhere. 

The first element of ^ J J I alladhi is the definite article. This 

means that alladhi can be used only with a definite antecedent. 
The form of alladhi that is used is determined by the antecedent 
in number, gender and case. In the Qur'an you cannot actually 
see that this is~so~for case, as the two dual examples, the only ones 
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in which case is clearly shown, are both examples of pronominal 
usage and thus are their own antecedent. Two non-Qur'anic 
examples that have the same meaning but different word order 
will show how alladht works: 

a) J l>3 jlJdlT oMf\ £:jL ^ 
the two men who helped me will not return 

In this example a negative verb (la yarji'u) is followed by a 
definite subject/antecedent in the nominative together with its 
relative adjective, which agrees with it in number, gender and 
case (l-rajuldni lladhdni), then the relative sentence (nasard-m). 
It is important to note that lladhdni is not part of the relative 
sentence. 

b) jU»_>; V J\yX jiillT C&'j\ 0] 
The second sentence has the same meaning, but it starts with 
the particle inna followed by the definite subject/antecedent in 
the accusative together with its relative adjective, which agrees 
with it in number, gender and case (l-rajulayni lladhayni), then 
the same relative sentence (nasard-m), and finally the verb of 
the main sentence with its negative (la yarjfdni). Once again 
it should be noted that the relative adjective is not part of the 
relative sentence. 
If the relative sentence is changed from 'who helped me' to 
'whom I helped', the sentences become: 

d) jU»>: ^ u£>ii jJJdiT oiUjJl jl 

The analysis given above again applies, but this time the relative 
sentence nasartu-huma has an explicit pronoun referring back 
to the antecedent. With nasard-m in (a) and (b) the pronoun 
is implicit in the verb. This referring pronoun is an essential 
part of the relative sentence. In fact, there are two things to be 
remembered about the relative sentence: (i) it must normally 
be a complete sentence in itself; (ii) it must normally contain a 
referring pronoun, whether this is explicit or implicit. 
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Now look at the sentences with an indefinite subject substituted 
for the definite one: 

(b) jU^>; S J|>3 ojUj ol 
two men who helped me will not return 

(c) l^>3 oMj frji ^ 

(d) j U ^ ^ U&ii utUj J] 
two men whom I helped will not return 

The following rules govern the above sentences: 
i . The relative adjective is used only with a definite antecedent, 

with which it agrees in number, gender and case; it has no 
role in the relative sentence. 

2. The relative sentence is normally a complete sentence in 
itself. 

3. The relative sentence must contain a pronoun that refers to 
the antecedent. 

Exceptions of which you must be aware are: 
a) Sentences in which the antecedent is definite but the relative 

adjective is not used. 
The commonly accepted rule that this should occur only when 
a noun is used in a generalized way (see Wright, 2, 318) is not 
true of early Arabic, where the relative adjective is quite often 
omitted: 

I51L1I j j< jti\ JV" 
[62:5 'like the donkey that carries books'] fits the rule. 

*»»*» * «•_• • *» ««• 

[2:2 'this is the book in which there is no doubt'] and 
* » • " *• 

[2:248 'the ark in which there is an assurance'] do not. 
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Sentences in which the relative sentence is not a complete 
sentence: 
Where a subject can be implied from a relative pronoun or 
adjective and where the predicate is a prepositional phrase, or, 
more rarely, an adverb: 

^ * O i ^ l [73:2o] 

those who are with you 

j ^ j J a J t ^J ij)\ ^P^JiJl [22:46] 

their hearts which are in their breasts 

Sentences in which the referring pronoun is omitted from the 
relative sentence. This is common with ma, much less so with 
alladhT, but cf.: 

[fortfjjt] AT jjjt ^JJT 4,edi [4:I36] 
the scripture which God has sent down 

[for UA£J] OSLP J ! P - ^ ^ 3 J^' O^* 0II4 [I9:6l] 
gardens of Eden which the Merciful has promised 

His servants * * *, 

[for OjlTo-g j ^ J - i L £ ^ ' j ^ [4°:281 
some of what he promises you 

[for jo-^jXiJ] j j j A J u J ^ J J I [10:104] 
those whom you worship f p 

[for il^lJ] J ^ i J ^ 1 ) 1 [4:8i] 

what you say 

V O C A B U L A R Y T W E N T Y - T H R E E 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

JO-J* ^ ^ L ^ 5 t ^ t o be useless 

2 j ^ * _̂ *-"4 ^y?-1^ t o subject 

2 ili ii^. hzr* t o l e t enJ0Y) make 
provision for 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

4J>j\ 
4,Ujt 
5 ^yj 

6*j\Z 

dyz 
ijtB 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

* 

• 

- '1-

> l'̂  
Jl> V 

* • 

jlLii 

* -

rial r J 
- ' • : 

L?>, 

ij£ 

root 

might 

ark 

grain 

stone 

iron 

donkey 

to lend, make a loan 

to bless, be gracious 

to be divided 

to be blessed 

green crop 

abomination 

doubt 

books 

tranquillity, reassurance 

sign 

youth 

fuel 

fat 
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Exercise Twenty-Three 

EXERCISE TWENTY-THREE 

I . A X J L £ 0*awM j i l l L-5^*i 

6. iL \£h j ^ JT jU ^JJi i * 

8. j i i lT >>; j i u * J j iL ; ol i J i i ^jJI 

10. iiliilT $J£ ^jJT i l j t ; 

11. \3ys j j-j j i ^ j i i ^ J J I 3* 

12. *il*>- t / j i JS" j - i ^ l 

14. lydiailj ^yt o i ^ ^ l y ^ ^ ^ 

15. jlj) j i ol iLi lT O j i l * j ^ j i f ou*3ilT _JA£ 

16. Oj^l ^ 6i^ J* U^T j # 

17. )Llji C~lJ IjJ**" j i JJi" J ^ j 

18. ^\^\j^\^4\ 
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19-

20. 

21 . 

22. 

23-

24. 

25-

26. 

27. 

28. 

# 1 

UUjJl 5j_j-i 

cju-** (ft-p ĵ f^^t ?y {J* 0^ 1 

• ' ,2-* .„- i r 

19:7] 

72:43] 

>3:4] 

[18:13] 

24:1] 

[6:99] 

7:46] 

4:92] 

57:25] 

11:48] 
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Lesson Twenty-Four 

Assimilated Verbs 

A. VERBS WITH WOW AS FIRST RADICAL 

Verbs with waw as their first radical are common, and many of 
them are important. Three of these, J^f j wajada, f*$ waqaca and 
jt£j wacada, have already been included in earlier lessons. As waw is 
a weak radical, it is subject to some change. There are three points 
to be remembered: 

i . The most characteristic feature of verbs beginning with waw 
is that almost all of them lose the waw in the Imperfect active 
(but not the passive, see Lesson 33): 

lfm (1>3) A~ (Ji.3) gj (̂ 53) 

2. The waw changes to a y<V in the masdars of the 4 th and 10th 

forms and in some masdar mimT forms. It is only these latter 
that occur in the Qur'an: 

<JlLj ( J ^ 3) *U*j (* ^ j ) 

&\j±* ( , i j j ) j D ^ (o j j ) 

The waw is changed into a tdy in the 8th form. There 
are only a couple of verbs in the Qur'an that show 

this change: £ j j ittaka'a 'to recline on', which is rare, and 

{e£\ ittaqa 'to protect oneself, guard against, be god-fearing', 
which is common. As ittaqa is also a defective verb, it will 
not be dealt with until Lesson 30. 
There are two verbs with waw as their first radical that 
in general do not occur in the Perfect but only in the 
imperfect tenses and the Imperative. These are 9 Jo yadacu 
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and jJu yadharu. Yadcfu occurs only once in the Imperative, 

once in the 2nd form, and twice in the 10th form passive 
participle/noun of place. Yadharu, on the other hand, occurs 
twenty-odd times in the imperfect tenses and twenty-odd in 
the Imperative. In the rest of Arabic yadacu is much the more 
common. Both mean 'to let', 'to allow', ieave alone'. 

. r ' B. VERBS WITH ya AS FIRST RADICAL 

Verbs with yd' as their first radical have fewer changes (and are less 
common) than those with wdw. There are two basic changes: 

i. In the Imperfect passive of the first form and in the 
Imperfect and the participles of the 4 th form the ydy changes 
to wdw. 

2. The yd* is changed into a td' in the 8 th form (as with 
assimilated verbs beginning with wdw). 

There are only a handful of verbs in the Qur'an from roots 
beginning with yd\ The only one to show any mutation 

^ y 

is \JU) ayqana 'to be certain', in all the Qur'anic forms of which 

(3/2 m.pl. Imperfect and active participle) the yd' is transformed 
to wdw. 

VOCABULARY TWENTY-FOUR 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

JJ3 

£?5 
. e.Jf'k 

d^3 

> : 

^i 
& 

JUiaJ 

< fl.rt] 

JJ3 

£"3 
1 a . /J* 

63^3 
£f3 

to let, allow 

to inherit 

to carry a burden 

to be wide; encompass 

to describe 

to arrive 

to put down 
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Exercise Twenty-Four 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

^i 

8 jkifj 

AcM 
> : 

H 

JJ~ 

Jitj/iJkp 

> : 

to exhort, admonish 

to give 

to take, adopt 

to despair 

to be certain 

to be worthless 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

.uJ>l idol 

^ i ^l^it individual, alone 
* 

oj j l j soul bearing a burden 
«» 

Oi^° iji j |v° balance 

EXERCISE TWENTY-FOUR 

O^iLiH ^ t * ^ J [21:105] 

,S> J j ^ ^ t2I:89] 

I L-JLAIJ [l6:62] 
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8. 

9-

IO. 

n. 

12. 

13-

14-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19. 

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

2 3 . 

24 . 

25-

26 . 

ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

* " , * ~* 

id] I^LJ jp 

y1^' c3s! 60 !5^' ^ 

L*i- (JJ-J l< j j i / jul *it 
* * * 

^ J Jr? (•* W*5 

S > ^ Cr? 1 ^ 

i lAl- i A X I A J^JLJ 

[21:18] 

[28:35] 

[ n : 8 i ] 

[55:7] 

[21:47] 

[14:22] 

[20:86] 

[34:46] 

[24:17] 

[7:118] 

[19:50] 

[26:21] 

[29:23] 

[60:13] 

[27:3] 

[27:82] 

[6:74] 

[3:140] 

[4:139] 
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Lesson Twenty-Five 
The Elative 

The Elative is the form used in Arabic to express the comparative 
and superlative. 

THE FORM 

The basic form is ,L*i' afalu, e.g.: 

>jTI from V ^ r 

j-*i-» I from j'r^-'*' 

JjLlI from A*^ 

If the two last radicals are the same, contraction takes place: 

i A * 

JLtil from JUJui 

j £ l from jij*-

j j i i from AJ3 
If the last radical is wdw or ya\ that radical becomes alifmaqsura in 
the elative form: 

J$ from 33 
^ i J I from (3U 

In general, an elative cannot be formed from: 
a) a passive participle; 
b) a derived form participle; 
c) a word that has the same form of the elative; 
d) a noun. 
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To express the elative of such a word, a compound phrase must 
be used. This consists of an elative meaning 'more', such as 
aktharu, ashaddu, <Czamuy together with an appropriate noun in 
the indefinite accusative singular. If a derived form participle is 
concerned, it is the appropriate masdar that is used. In the Qur'an 
we find examples of only (b) and (d). 

u i JLS! more loving [2:165] 

* > « • . * 

l^sfl joJipl more rewarding [73:20] 

This compound construction must also be used if one needs to 
express the idea of'less' or 'least'. There is only one clear example 
in the Qur'an: 

ISAP J3I less numerous [72:24] 

'Better/best' is expressed by the noun khayr 'good', and 'worse/ 
worst' by the noun sharr, 'bad, evil'. Both words can have 
their ordinary meaning or an elative meaning, depending on the 
construction and, sometimes, on the context. 

It should be noted that elative forms sometimes convey only 
an intensive meaning 'very . . . ' , etc. Thus al-hajju al-akbaru [9:3] 
means 'the great pilgrimage'. This is particularly common with 
aclamu, which normally means 'well-aware'. 

THE CONSTRUCTIONS 

a) Comparative 

The form does not change for number or gender, but it does for 
case. 
'Than' is expressed by min. 

\*jmh't \* j t ^ l Li^oj] their sin is greater than their benefit 

(ace.) tAih ^JA y±J>\ smaller than that 

j - ^ l ^ A it is better 
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« • — £ * 

4lo iilliilj (3^^ {j£ we are more deserving of sovereignty 
than him 

' - #• : >V 
(C^!i -*'lc*' ^ God is better and more enduring 

*4) JJ-J jjb it is worse for them 

If comparison is made to a word that has already occurred in the 
sentence, there are two possible ways of referring to it, either by 
the appropriate pronominal suffix after min or by a clause after 
rnimma ('than that which'). There is very little trace of this in the 
Qur'an. The nearest to the first way has anfusi-him in the place of 
a simple suffix: 

r r ^ 1 Cr? Oiif j ^ j i 1 Cs^ [33:6] 

the Prophet is closer to the believers than they are themselves 

An example of the second way is: 

\k3$f> \*t jf\ U j j ^ [30:9] 

they built it up more than they had already built it up 

b) Superlat ive 

The two main constructions are: 
1. the elative plus an indefinite genitive singular (this is much 

less common in the Qur'an than elsewhere): 

• „ 
r yaJ . y ^ l <i in the finest form 

(ace.) M .Ac* s/jw _jt5"l the most contentious thing 

2. the elative plus a definite genitive plural, collective, suffix, 
etc.: 

most of the people 
«• 

O ^ i l l /r^jl the frailest house 
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it— * t> 

Ufj^ L J ^ ^ e n e a r e s t P a r t of the earth 

( 3 o ^ -^*" ->* ^ e *s *ke best helper 

In these two constructions, the elative form again does not change 
for number or gender. (It acts like a noun rather than an adjective.) 

*> p 

(ace.) 5^i Jjjl the first time 

i jCjJ i l l J J I the first of the beHevers 

OR the first believers 

The elative can also be used adjectivally to express the superlative: 

a £«-* - t* 

Jif^t l cl;ljLiJl the greatest punishment 

i p S I (3*MI the highest horizon 

This construction, which gives no problems when translating 
from Arabic, gives rise to problems when one is translating into 
Arabic, as it can properly be used only with masculine words 
[though present-day usage will eventually destroy this rule]. There 
is a special form for the feminine superlative adjective: \Jiifucld; 

and this feminine form is found with only a very limited number 
of adjectives. The Qur'an has a greater proportion of these fem
inine elative forms than one would expect from their incidence 
elsewhere in Arabic. Even so there are only nine of them, and one, 

LlJjUl al-dunya, has a specialised usage (&JJI j l JJI al-dar al-du-
nya 'the lowest world', i.e. 'this world') in the majority of its 
occurrences. 

, « * - . j 

J£p\ Sj^iJl the firmest handle 
•— * - ^ + 

laJjJl 5>Ua)t the middle prayer 

^J&\ Cj o l M the greatest signs of his Lord 
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V O C A B U L A R Y T W E N T Y - F I V E 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

yf- ^Ju *jf- to build, build up 

iy^i 

SINGULAR 

> 
*** 

5 
M 

_• 

Jde» 

Jbb 

3AC 

O3 JU-

2 , 

*^L^MC4 

* -

> * -

PLURAL 

1* ^ . 

s.p. 

P Ul-l] to listen to 

horizon 

pious, god-fearing 

might 

contention 

eternity 

provider of sustenance 

dissension 

number 

enmity 

side of a valley 

handle 

abode 

hardness 

form 

noon resting-place 

more lasting 
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[from J^f=*] 

[from j IS] 

[from J i i j ] 

[from *fj] 
1* 

[from J iLi] 

[from y j \ 

[from £i5] 

SINGULAR 

l?5(f.)/jst 

j ^ 
j j ' 

JLSI 

^ 3 ^ j (f.) / jj^sl 

1 5 * ' 

Ji' 
^ 

51 

more deserving 

lowest, nearest 

worst 

purer 

lower 

further, furthest 

nobler 

firmest 

more pious 

nearer 

frailest 

good, better, best 

bad, worse, worst 

EXERCISE T W E N T Y - F I V E 

I 

i . 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

J}}> lfijS'\ ^y> t^JL- [4:153] 

i s ^ ^ i H ^ / [34:35] 

ioT >\ *&] mx\\ [2:140] 

j£H s ^ T j ^ l [16:41] 

5jJJ jui l j l S j U ^ ^ / ^ A [2:74] 
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6. 

7-

8. 

9-

10. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

H-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25-

liiJT & 5DT ix-3 J U J T ijj^r ^jjf u r 
lAi : ! 5DI Ale- i^o^TI u] 

j^J j j^ l 4U2J 

<& '^J\ $\ 
* r 

<i)ToL;l o ^ C # 'J^Cr* 

J J I T Slx̂ T SJ 

^\JLo ,>**•»•U Ki£Li-o -J^* A-»*v *-»f*' «*i>l^^ 1 

j l ^^ j ; U jiM .&. U3 
* - I - I7 ' • * * * 

•XiJ be ^ f&j 

r? J J ' <*> 

[9:40] 

[49:13] 

[26:111] 

;n:7] 

25:15] 

20:73] 

41:52] 

[4:135] 

[5:103] 

[5:82] 

[8:42] 

6:157] 

[5:60] 

17:110] 

11:31] 

25:24] 

[3:198] 

23:72] 

[18:19] 

24:30] 
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26. ^l!)T ^ & J&\ j*fi\ oljUiJT J U [40:57] 

** £ - r ' i— -
27. 4,1, a •»•1 J ^ i J b j J ^ ^ ( J j ) " ^ " ] [39:i8] 

28. j ^ L d ] ^jj\ ^ [56:85] 
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Lesson Twenty-Six 
Doubled Verbs 

Doubled verbs are those in which the second and third radicals 
are the same. The presence of the same two letters leads to some 
variations from the sound verbs. Two rules cover these changes: 

1. When both the first and the third radicals have vowels, the 
short vowel on the second radical drops out and the second 

and third radicals combine, e.g. Sj radda, j L o massa, J - ^ 
dalla, etc. 

2. When the third radical has a vowel and the first does not, 
the vowel of the second radical moves back to the first, e.g. 

i * l 
^C- yamurrUy XT numiddu, JLij yasuddu, etc. 

The crucial point is that for contraction to take place the 
third radical must have a vowel. If the third radical has sukun no 
contraction can take place. Thus the vowel of the second radical 
will reappear if the vowel of the third radical disappears through 
conjugation: O - ^ J radadtu, c*-*^*.« masistu, o i L ^ dalaltu, etc. 
Nor can there be contraction if the second radical has a long vowel, 
e.g. mardudun. 

JUSSIVE FORMS OF DOUBLE VERBS 

In the seventh century there were two forms of Jussive for those 
persons of the doubled verb that take sukun on the final consonant, 
i.e. forms analogous to yaktub, etc. The first is the same form 
that one finds with a sound verb, {1*Z£C- yamsas (from massa), 

,35Lij yushdqiq (from the 3 form shaqqa), C***i yuhbib (from 

ahabba), JlJ>J yudlil (from adalla), 3JJJJ yartadid (from irtadda), 

etc. Alternatively, contraction of the kind mentioned above can 

take place, with the doubled letter taking a final kasra (e.g. JJ^J 
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yartaddi, also from irtadda). The forms without contraction are 
more common in the Qur'an, as seems to have been the case in 
the Hijaz in general. 

VOCABULARY TWENTY-SIX 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

4 ^ i | 

3£U 
^ 2 

> 

8 sjiij 

^ 

& 

4 5ii 
s i 

> 

C^ 

dJ 

& 
J 

J * 
35 

JUaJ 

^ 

j**i 

li: 

J 2 ^ 

> -

M 
JKJLU 

2 ' 

jbV^l 

j>U 

SIJLil 

> 

0 

to love 

to argue about (Ji) 

to make lawful, permit 

to return, restore 

to block 

to harm 

to force, compel 

to stray, err 

to cause to stray 

to think 

to count 

to prepare, make ready 

to tell 

to pass 

to touch 

to benefit 
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Exercise Twenty-Six 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

**J trading 

(with article [v Jp ) l?j usury 

evil men (pi.) 

news 

'*Jl painful 

EXERCISE TWENTY-SIX 

Vy/j\ f > 3 ^JT ill! j i t [2:275] 

[9^7] 

[2:217] 

[28:13] 

[17:83] 

[lO:I2] 

[18:13] 

[4^64] 

[23:106] 

[38^6] 

[14:27] 

[l6:25] 

[l7:lOl] 

2 . 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

1 0 . 

1 1 . 

1 2 . 

1 3 -

uu- 4 J J ^ * ; _ J UU- <>y*m 
f ' f £ f ^ * * 

"%*J 1 4,fc*>0 

(JiC (Lil^ dLIJLc- ^^ai; J J * 

J l i ^JA ^ll ip ĴbLJaJaS Jti 

ojJLi U35 & 

5s' ^r if 03^-
OilUiiT <i)T J ^ J J 

|;^iuii ^ ^ t i&^i J] i i o * 5J j l i i 
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14. 

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25. 

26. 

0_£A: & K& 'l* V iilT ol '£& 

t*S* S3 Hill: ^ ^ 

ujj L:I1E ̂ .JKJJ lit 

Ollsf l£) 2)1 1*1 

j j l i ; \zt £L; c-iHT^j Ait ll^i L)] 

'}* <i ft J$^> J h£<*. f 

^ 6jj* ^j^i 0I3ILDT j$&$jr 

[41:22] 

[6:71] 

[n:57] 

[2:126] 

[33-8] 

[9:89] 

[38:62] 

[22:47] 

[28:77] 

[3:66] 

[2:139] 

[43:37] 

[12:105] 
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Lesson Twenty-Seven 
Exceptive Sentences with ilia 

The main exceptive particle ilia was mentioned briefly in Les
son 10, and occasional examples have been given since then. 
However, ilia is a pervasive word (it occurs over 600 times in the 
Qur'an), and the rules for its use need to be understood. 

When ilia follows a positive sentence, the exception is put in 
the accusative case: 

1^4 MjlS V] 4l« \y.j£ they drank from it—except a few of 
them 

^jixlj] S] IJ-AJ^" they prostrated themselves, except 
""5 ' ' Iblis 

,. * * - * 
<4>3 *̂ i ^ ^ * *L$* J ^ everything will perish except His 

face 

However, exceptions to positive sentences are a small proportion 
of the total. More often, ilia is used to introduce exceptions 
to negative sentences, particularly where the negative and the 
exceptive combine to give the meaning 'only'. 

In all normal cirsumstances the exception to a negative goes 
into the logical case. The same applies to interrogative sentences 
that imply negation. Before turning to Qur'anic examples, let us 
look at six non-Qur'anic examples, three of which show what or 
who it is to which the exception is made, and three of which do 
not: 

Ju j M̂ Jk<>-I ( j j i i to no one left, except Zayd 

1-0 J S] IJ^I c*iT" to I didn't hear anyone, except Zayd 

Juy *il] Jkci-L Ojj^o to I didn't pass by anyone, except Zayd 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE Q U R ' A N 

With ahad omitted the sentences run: 

J u j V] o i i to only Zayd left 

I Ju j S] oJLf" to I heard only Zayd 

JuJ^ M I ^ j _ / ° °̂ I passed only Zayd 
** ** »* 

When the exception is of a totally different kind from the term to 
which the exception is made, only the accusative can be used for 
the exception: 

' . c r -IjtP' M̂ fjD\ Cjji to none of the people drank, but a 
donkey did 

It is also possible for the exception to take the form of a clause 
(with or without wa- or qad or an to introduce it) or a prepositional 
phrase. 

Before giving some Qur'anic examples, it is necessary to 

introduce the archaic negative particle j l m, 'not' . The negative 

in is relatively common in the Qur'an: there are well over ioo 
examples. All but a handful of these are in exceptive sentences 
with ilia introducing the exception: 

(jĵ -o *j£" VI iJub j l this is simply manifest magic 

A^Jb l V] (j^xLJ^ j ] they destroy only themselves 

4j3 V] joXit j ] judgement belongs to God alone 

OTHER EXAMPLES 

J>jj VI ^ > ^T ^ J T u [5:75] 
the Anointed One, the son of Mary, was only a prophet 

iI)T i i i i ; V] d j j j^o J i L i i U [6:59] 

no leaf falls withoiot God knowing it 
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Lesson Twenty-Seven 

** * ^ 

<Jil S/l JJc 'JSC"A S [11:105] 

no soul shall speak except with His permission 

j j j j j - o 1$) MJ 55^5 A^ L^Jiil Uj [26:208] 

We have not destroyed any setdement without it 
having had warners 

I3JI5 j l Ml jl£*w> j I T U [45:25] 

their only argument is to say, . . . 

h j i i i l i t f Ml J i l l ! lli^r" j J [2:80] 

The fire will touch us only for a few days 

V O C A B U L A R Y T W E N T Y - S E V E N 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

" " * * • " * * * i r 

A ^ A^^qj ^ J ^ t o P r o s t r a t e oneself 

jatf* y^J ^ to bewitch 

fea^ J a U J JSyLJ to fall 

Xi- JkiiJ 5 S L P to serve, worship 
: : , . . . * . . . r 

^ i p j i i j oyiiu» to torgive 
• i ^ 

5 J ^ J-^-5 <J-^ t o descend 
* ^ 

oi l i <ill^ i)>U to perish 
*« ^ 

iLtfj jLaJ A ^ J t 0 §^Ve b ^ t h t 0 

(sentence 21) 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Ai\ lie 

(f.) J u l ^ b l female 

For the dropping of the prefix see Lesson 16. 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

J±5J bringer of good 
tidings 

* -

ob 
i* 

<jjj 
*• 

& 

jLJ 

K+.un 'J 1 

& * • 

s.p. 

v!3^ 

s.p. 

proof 

beast 

sustenance 

measure 

tongue 

the Anointed One 

leaf 

sinner 

EXERCISE T W E N T Y - S E V E N 

iDI Ml o _ y J J I > i i J^ [3:135] 

>U5 MI dtf 6 j y ^ : ^ [4:142] 

0 ^ jji^3 1̂] j i j j [7:184] 

£& S] i i jO I iJu U [10:36] 

6*' •** Cr* ^! 4? i* Cr? Ofii Cr1 tII:36] 

lUU l^. ^J ^ J^ i U [12:81] 
+ £ ^t «• 

4^^5 (J *̂*4i ^ ' Jj-**j Lf? ULijl U [14:4] 

M] U^L; U / ^ j % 0I3UJJT liiU U [15:85] 

- ^ ,JdL _# M'I 3* J,] [14:11] 
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Exercise Twenty-Seven 

i i . Oi*f^' Jr? ^ o * ^] ojiyLi [34:20] 

12. IJ^JLJO I A J *^] * 2 ^ /o-A>rl o ? 3 i ^* [12:106] 

13. <**5 '̂ **4*i ^ ^ ^] Oj-^*i ^ [11:109] 

14. * j i i i jJuL J] * |5^ ^ [z5:21] 

15. ^Ufj Sj iliii j 5 liLjt 1; [16:43] 
*» * 

16. l j jA * l i > ^ j M] 0 ^ ^ j ] 6 > 4 ^ ' J_y*i [J7:47] 

17. *il5j J©L M] J j - ^ \* [19:64] 

18. *UJM^ M] jli 0] [25:44] 

19. Uli- Ol-̂ P" N] «L*i ^xll f-pi"? <i*J [29:14] 

20. Oj4UJT *5] l^ii; u [29:43] 

21. <JL»J V] JLA» > J ^£1 ^0 J ^ " ^ [41:47] 

22. titlM ^3; J 3 U^<£. J^' Ml ~c_'j ̂  j l [17:58] 

23. i A 1 ^ ^1 ^ ^ t69;37] 

24. <ilij M] iJub U [34:43] 

25. J_5-ij M] . u i U [3:144] 

26. tfjj «ft J * * u>jft j gis ^ u [n:6] 
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Lesson Twenty-Eight 
Hollow Verbs 

Hollow verbs are those with waw or ya} as their middle radical. 
There are three distinct types: 

i . those whose middle radical is waw and whose original vowel 
pattern was that of kataba; 

2. those whose middle radical is yd* and whose original vowel 
pattern was that of kataba; 

3. those whose original vowel pattern was that of shariba. (It is 
immaterial what the middle radical is. The only place where 
it may show up is the masdar.) 

FIRST FORM 

Because of the importance of qdla and kana, the two most common 
verbs in Arabic, you have already been introduced to the first form 
of type 1. 

For type 2 a kasra takes the place of the damrna that comes 
between the first and third radicals in contracted forms; and an F 
replaces the u in the long vowel that comes between the first and 
third radicals in the imperfect tenses. 

Learning a table is, however, more effective than applying 
substitution rules: 

Perfect 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

1 

SINGULAR 

jL*i 

O j L i i 

J ° > 

> 

DUAL 

IjU 
IJJU 

* 

— 

PLURAL 

_5_J 

oy? 

& 

tf> 
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Imperfect 

SINGULAR D U A L PLURAL 

' . t' : •» ' 

3 f. JLJJ o l ^ H OJrri 
' ; ' l - - : ' -

r - ; • I * " - « -

Subjunctive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. î-**4 l-'i**i '5^**i 

3 f. J^MJ UJ^J 0 3 ^ 

2 m. J^^ L ' i -^ 'JJS***-* 

2 f. Lf^i"*^ ^ * j ^ OJT^ 

i 

Jussive 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2f. 

i 

SINGULAR 

>i 
>HS 

>H: 

>J-£~> 

> ' 

DUAL 

l^i--j 

IJ\-AJ 

— 

PLURAL 

t ' 

6 > J 

t^JtwJ 

6>J 

> * 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR'AN 

Type 3 is identical with type 2 in the Perfect: O J L > khiftu, LU .̂ 

khifna, etc. from L 3 » khafa (for an original khawifd). However, in 

the Imperfect type 3 has a instead of the u of type 1 and the T of 

type 2: c 3 l ^ yakhafu, etc.; and when this long vowel is shortened, 

• - " 
one gets zfatha: syt£m yakhafna, r££ takhafna. Once again tables 

are a clearer guide: 

Perfect 

3 m. 

3 f 

2 m. 

2 f 

I 

SINGULAR 

ciLi 

Oile* 

J t 

DUAL 

liU 

ISU 

PLURAL 

lyU 

Hi* 

Imperfect 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2f. 

1 

«->&( 

^ - " 

* * • * 

LJW 

Cfj& 

gi»iK 
+ + * 

o r " 

* * ' 

_̂ 

6y^L 

Of-
bj& 

9 * ' 
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Subjunctive 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

I 

SINGULAR 

Jik; 
' * * 

" * " 

Jtf 

DUAL 

uikc 

lilk" 

u&r 

PLURAL 

ly&f 

6*-
lylk" 

0^' 
Ja& 

Jussive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f . J& 
• * 

liU< 

u&r 
uik; 

*> * * 

jy&f 

0 * * 

0^ 

DERIVED FORMS 

Four of the derived forms (2nd, 3 r d , 5 th and 6 th forms) act like 
sound verbs with the waw or ya} appearing as an ordinary radical 
{zawwaja, baycfa, rawada, tabayyana, tafawata, etc.). The other four 
derived forms that we deal with (4th, 7 th , 8 th and 10th forms) have 
hollow forms which are the same for all three types of hollow 
verbs. 
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Perfect 

In the Perfect the same shortening is found for all four forms, 4 th, 

7 th, 8 th and 10 th: the vowel before the third radical is afatha: °<ojl 

aradtum from Sljl arada, LjJal-lj from 9 Ifcl.lj, etc. 

Imperfect etc. 

In the imperfect tenses, in the masdars and in the participles, the 
forms fall into pairs. The 4 th and 10th forms undergo one set of 
changes, and the 7 th and 8 th forms another: 

4 t h and 10 t h forms The Imperfects are similar to that of j L i sa-

ra, j±+*± yastru: JU^J yundu from Sljl ardda; i J a L i j yastatVu from 

*\&Lt.l\istataca. 

The masdars show no real sign of the weak radical and have a 
»» * 

compensatory tdy marbuta instead: oSljl irddatun and itlliLJLJ istita-
catun. The Qur'an also has the form *15] iqamun instead of the 

normal «uli] iqamatun as the masdar of >lil aqama. 

The participles are clearly differentiated: 

active: <!*+£ mujibun, *#ALXA mustaqimun; 

passive: mutdcun, jULl^o mustanarun. 

7th and 8th forms These forms are very rare in the Qur'an. 
(The 7 th form is rare in general). 

The Imperfects are similar to that of L J U ^ khafa, u 3 l ^ yakhd-

^w: j ^ yanharu from j l ^ j inhara; J l l & yaktalu from Ju5^j ife /̂fl 

(ip. Jussive ^JlxJ naktal). 

The masdars show the weak radical as y<T, regardless of what 

the middle radical is: j l l ^ j inhiydrun; Jl**0 iktiyalun. 

There is only one form for both the active and passive partici

ples: jfy* munhdrun, J l l ^o muktalun. 
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Lesson Twenty-Eight 

There are a number of important hollow verbs in addition to 
kana and qala. They include some doubly defective verbs, which 
have hamza as the final radical. The three you will come across 
most frequendy are i\a» ja'a, tLi sha'a and *Li sa'a. These are 
given in the vocabulary. You should note that s^\iCJ\ istajaba is 

used more frequendy than CJ\^-\ ajaba for 'to answer'. In later 
Arabic ajaba is the more common. 

VOCABULARY TWENTY-EIGHT 

PERFECT 

JLU« 

«*4 

*!5 
i\l 

cLi 

4siji 

4^i 
A 10 ^ u ^ : ] 

f6 

4f-iii 
B 6 U 

JI3 

IMPERFECT 

LJIJ< 

*>• 

i\£3 

V-
<y* 

• 

/ ^ 

VERBAL NOUN 

*« 
_J\^JI 

a f 

5SI5I 

$ ' 

>L5 r" 
(u6j) 

to journey 

to fear 

to come 

to increase 

to wish 

to be bad 

to want 

to obey 

to be able 

to stand, rise 

to perform, uphold 

to die 

to taste 

This verb—exceptionally—sometimes drops the ta' of the 10th form prefix, 
producing istitu, yasti:, and tasti* 
Though mata has a waw as its middle radical, the contracted forms of the Perfect 
normally have a kasra: mittu etc. 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

4£u.i 

4 u U 

10 oULij 

4ul>t 

4 J ^ 

J"*-

^f-

>s 
**2 

cfe 

^ , 

• * 

cold (noun) 

clear proof 

to surround, com
prehend 

to smite, befall 

to answer 
***—' W A & U v T ^ ^ A. 

to answer 

to turn, turn away 
(trans.) 

to give in exchange 

plotting, wiles 

mischief 

weight 

yesterday 

EXERCISE TWENTY-EIGHT 

Jj*'t$J&'i 1*8=7] 
f-m 

2. ^jjMI J IjJuJ y»l [40:82] 

3. I^iili O^U [25:66] 

4. / 6 3 ^ ly'^" I* *Ls [58:I5] 

5. ii)I Jlij ol VI OjJLiJ U [76:30] 
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Exercise Twenty-Eight 

6. sLij jji \+£^y. v ^ ^ [i2;56] 

7. -^i 4, lip ^ ijj^lr ^.^JT ^ o ^ i i [9:90] 

8. OUAJL AAJJU* [10:74] 
i.T . . ^ ,-^S f 

«I)I j&tf Usui [7:70] 

10. ^-JCMIJ L i i 0J1S Û  ^JuiJ J I -O^JI [28:19] 

11. i ^ i iTs jdW] y -J [53:29] 

12. <Ua L£>- U ^ J U^JJUJ <J1 l o j l [l8:8l] 

13. *\ Mill j j J L l a L l j l y 6" U [11:20] 

14. Uitlj Uif1 Î Jli [2:285] 

15. jS\ jklu J {SJJalJ, [47:26] 

16. tU-iJI »̂ -oJ j l oUt J ^ J [30:25] 

17. tiU-o (O^; A-OJLU *julLi [4:102] 

18. IJJ3 iiVlSjT *y_ $ V2: M [18:105] 
^ ^ ' * 

19. IJlji M3 IS£ l^J u y j ^ M [78:24] 

20. li^il JLj c**li [65:9] 

21. O&LJall l^l^j !>**' 0 * ^ ' *4*t:N-*i [42:26] 

22. Jr* - *** L-tj**3 *ij ^ 0 « I ^ w [12:34] 

• - . * ^ * .» 
23. e ^ ^ T ' i u l k U J j i ; [28:65] 

24. <J Jk^T •] Ur. cJS^ I [27:22] 
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Lesson Twenty-Nine 
The Vocative 

In the Qur'an the vocative is normally introduced by the simple 
particle yd or the compound one yd ayyuha. The constructions 
taken by the two particles are somewhat different. 

IJ yd 

yd must be followed by a noun that does not have the article. The 
noun may have a pronominal suffix or a following genitive. 

If yd is followed by a simple noun, the noun is in the 
nominative, without tanwtn: 

J>jt 
i\& i; 

£JU l; 

O earth 

O heaven 

OSalih 

Forms such as yd cTsd, yd tnusd, yd bushrd are regarded as falling 
within this rule, though there is of course no visible change. 

If yd is followed by a noun with a pronominal suffix or with a 
following genitive, the noun is in the accusative. The use of tanunn 
is of course impossible. 

.- c 

^_>ll£)l Jjbl \J O people of the book 

men of understanding 
* ^^ 

*£/ \J O my sons 

When the yd is followed by a noun with the first person singular 
pronominal suffix, it is usual for the long vowel of the suffix to be 
shortened, ^Miough this does not always occur. 

O j \J My Lord! 
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*ji \J My people! 

^UP lJ My servants! 

\^\ IJ yd ayyuha 

yd ayyuha is followed either by a noun or an adjective with the 
article: 

J&\ 1̂ 1 l; O people 

J i l l ! \£\\j O ants 

•— .«• 
j ^ i j T 1̂ 1 l; O Mighty One 

^!)T l ^ l t O prophet 

or by a definite clause: 

lyil rji^\ those who beHeve 

which becomes: 

you who believe 

There are a handful of other phrases such as alladhtna hadu 'those 
who are Jews' and alladhtna kajaru 'those who disbelieve', but they 
are rarely found. The only singular phrase is in 15:6: 

they said, 'You to whom the reminder has been sent 
down, you are possessed by the Jinn 

OMISSION OF THE VOCATIVE PARTICLE 

It is quite common for there to be no particle before rabbi and 
rabba-nd: 

l l i j Our Lord! 
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Otherwise omission is relatively rare. There are, however, some 
good examples in Sura 12. The first two are with the name Yusuf. 
Verse 29 simply has the name in the nominative and then the rest 
of the sentence: 

lAA J* J>JA <J^yi [12:29] 

O Joseph, turn away from this 

In verse 46 the name is followed by an adjective preceded by ay-
yuhd: 

* * 
^jjJuiJI LJXI L-4-5^J [12:46] 

O Joseph, you man of truth! 

Verse 101 has a compound phrase, with an accusative vocative: 

jf J^Hj o J5* -*^ j l f li O Creator of the heavens and the earth 

i 

A Ĵlll allahumma 

Allahumma as the vocative of alldh occurs five times: 3:26; 5:114; 
8:32; 10:10; and 39:46. 

An anomalous vocative yd abati, from ab, is found eight times: 
12:4; 12:100; 19:42; 19:43; 19:44; 19:45; 28:26 and 37:102. [The 
corresponding form from umm does not occur.] 

VOCABULARY TWENTY-NINE 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

3 9jLi 9jLiJ 9\j** to vie in; 

4
 AIJI i i l j 9>Uj to convey 

' • t-
4 j tTI JA<J JjUT] to multiply, make 

much of 
8 J-J^j j^**i J^-^] t o m a k e excuses 

^pai ^OJU Jjloi to create 
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Exercise Twenty-Nine 

SINGULAR 

&kj 

Of 

* -

^ 

SJuU 

ii-t 

kin; person 

truthful 

word 

clothing; garment 

ants (collective) 

message, letter 

table 

ever 

EXERCISE T W E N T Y - N I N E 

I. ' ^ l i t £&\ ^p \J <*$*} ^ y JlS [2:54] 

2. 4lo <AJ£J ^ v ^ * i <w' o ] V / « ^L [3:45] 

3. IA;I I ^ J J ^ b] jjwj-o b [5:24] 
•» ^ * ftp ^ * -

4. LstJ , ^ U U33I J3 *SI ̂ J lJ [7:26] 

5. diil J^ ^ £] £_y' I: JlS [IK46] 

6. *i)T O I J I 6 j > ^ f-| V ^ ^ J* ' *i [3;7°] 

7. j * j S l j i L u i)di=f i:] ^ j i s b [38:26] 
1* * £ s *- * — 

9. sjji JLt *£jj vli<iT JAI l; [5:68] 

OJUU 
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i i . i)>L^ j j ^ »^5 I; [7:61] 

12. J j iJLij iXlilJl JLU >^5 b Jl5 [7:79] 

13. J^l fr Jill J a - i AP O J ^ » f-J V ^ J*1 ^ [3;99] 

14. }#i jdi. (Jdu s ^ i; [11:51] 

15. A*-"*̂  ^ ^ *^"^ &A. <^} x [J9:42] 

16. jDI j ^ J K I P _5£l J j i j l £_$» I; [11:92] 

17- J & ^ j * ̂ 55 I: [11:78] 

18. ouliJI o j j * J ^ j J ] j j i ^ i b ^y> JL» [7:104] 

19. UJlJfcfl* OjtTli UjSli JJ f ŷ U Î JlS [11:32] 

20. f - ^ J J ^ O^j? &^°? ^* L T ^ ' ̂ ' t [4:174] 

21. ><iT j O ^ L J -,_JJT i3>: ^ J^JJIT 1$ b [5:41] 

22. -«i)T j l si^iJT S j&\ \g\ l; [35:15] 

23. (j^l*iJ N U o ^ ^ ^ (*-j !>~^ O i ^ ' ^ ^ f6l:2] 

24. ^ J l I j j j i i ; S l j>^o iJJ I 1̂ 1 b [66:7] 
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Lesson Thirty 
Defective Verbs 

There are three types of defective verbs: 
i. verbs of the kataba pattern with wdw as their final radical, e.g. 

raja; 
2. verbs of the kataba pattern with yd* as their final radical, e.g. 

rama; 
3. verbs of the shariba pattern with either wdw or yd* as their 

final radical, e.g radiya, baqiya and nasiya. 
As there are no defective verbs that are as common as kana or qdla, 
it is not possible to introduce them gradually. However, they are 
easier to deal with than hollow verbs. Many of the forms of the 
Perfect, Imperfect and Subjunctive do not differ from those of the 
sound verb, but care is needed with the Jussive, where the final 
radical often appears only as a short vowel. 

VERBS OF THE kataba PATTERN WITH WOW AS FINAL 

RADICAL 

Perfect 

3 m. 

3 f 

2 m. 

2 f 

I 

SINGULAR 

*j 
t " 

- • ' ^ 

^ > f j 
i • - , 

DUAL 

fe 
e*j 

^>fj 

^>fj 
— 

PLURAL 

t • - -

6>fj 
* 

*&J 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

Imperfect 

SINGULAR 

^ > : 

^ 

*j 

* .1 

DUAL PLURAL 

o_^>: 

o^4>; 

J ^ J 1 - ¥*:J 

Subjunctive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. _j>.^ I ^ ^ J I ^ ^ J 

3 f - ^ T > ! > » > O ^ ^ i 

2 m. 

2f. 
y^j b^j ^ J 

Jussive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m - £ > - l5»jd y r j d 

i * * " * " 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

CJ' " C^ 
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Lesson Thirty 

VERBS OF THE kataba PATTERN WITH yd9
 AS FINAL 

RADICAL 

Perfect 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. ^jj Uij l^ i j 

r i ' - I - ' - • • ' ^ 
3 *• i-I^«j VLoj U i * J 

2 m. 

I 

2 m. 

'•oT>fl'j * " '" rr-
2 I . ;" - ! - A 1 L A I L O " 

- ' ' - liii 

Imperfect 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3f- jjrj? j k ? 6v?_>I 
J " 

^y o^y oyy 
2f. ouj? jUj_y ô _>" 

Subjunctive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3f- i>;_>: t»y o^y. 

2 m . ^ i ^ - \^y 
2f- ^ ^ 6i*>" 

<yy - c*y 

i 8 7 



ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

Jussive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f-

2 m. 

2f. 

I 

VERBS OF THE shariba 

a 
& 

& 

^y 

cJ 

fe: 
%2 
±*y 
\i»j 

— 

PATTERN 

\y& 

ZftijL 
1 * * 

o±*y 

tf 

Perfect 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2f. 

1 

3 m. 

3f. 

2 m. 

2f. 

•> 

^ ^ f l > 

^ - ^ f l l 

l . q i 

lllij 

\QT. f l? 

— 

Imperfect 

SINGULAR 

** ^ 

^ 

D U A L 

ijUSIJ 

^ ju iy 

jL iy 

lyu 

£f 
LLIJ 

PLURAL 

• I — v • 
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Subjunctive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m. is^ti ^hi ' V^y 

3 i- 1 5 ^ v*y ^ J i ^ 

2 m. (JLJ u i y iLa!" 

2 t. ^Lu Uft*j L ^ y 

1 C 5 ^ ' " L 5 ^ 

Jussive 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

3 m . ^^*J U ftij I a-O-J 

- ;
 UAS '•"•-2 m. ^^y UA«J 'V^y 

r . - . ; i . - . : : • : . ; 
2 1 . A A - J Ljiy u i ^ y 

1 c^ 1 ~ L*y 

DERIVED FORMS 

In the Perfect all the derived forms conjugate like rama, regardless 
of which type the verb is in the first form. In the imperfect tenses 
they also conjugate like rama, apart from the 5 th and 6 th forms, 
which conjugate like the imperfect tenses ofbaqiya. 

The basic forms are: 
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c& 
3* 

J&. 
L^>l5C 

^ 0 

^ : 

JL: 
JMd 

f-
3& 

jAjj 

a 

ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

Form Perfect Imperfect Subjunctive Jussive 
*>• « * • » * « • * 
^ > > « , *» ^ «• , * . * 

5 ^iL" ^ 

7 ^>a^j t J ^ ^ 

8 ^ 1 ^ 

Note that the masdar of the 2nd form of defective verbs, like that 
of the 2nd form of third radical hamza verbs, is based on the form 

tafcilatun. Thus the masdar of ^T" sammdis <u° '«'' tasmiyatun. 

As with hollow verbs, some of the most important defective 

verbs have two weak radicals. They include J ) I <z*5 and its 4th form 

.11 dtii, j i j u>d/a and its 4 th form ^j J i du^2, / J j waliya and its 2 

and 5 th forms J j tc<z27d and J y tawalld, and .Jij] ittaqd, the 8 

form of ^ j waqd. 

Verbs with two final weak radicals are treated as though the 
middle radical is sound. They conjugate like ramd or baqiya. On 

this basis the triply weak ^ j l awa is no different from atd. 
„ Special attention should be paid to the very common verb 

fjij ra'd, 'to see'. The Perfect is regular and conjugates like rama. 
However, in the Imperfect the hamza disappears: ^ J J yard, 
J j J i yrtrcwwMi ijy nard, etc. The same loss of hamza occurs in 
both the Perfect and the Imperfect of the 4 th form. 
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VOCABULARY THIRTY 

PERFECT 

3 
*3 
Jj 

<JJ> 
US 

* j 

J* 

^JJM 

{£ 

*• * 

& 

^ 

2 > 

2j^ 
3^51; 

4 ^ | 

4 ^ 1 

4Ji ' 
5JV 

IMPERFECT 

Jii 
L ^ l 

*Z 

^ : 

^ -

J*. 
** 

* * 
0 

\j-& 

JL 

J& 
Jy. 

VERBAL NOUN 

oi?i 
£lii 

0 

&h 
•!34 

ruj 
cLiJ 

6 

ria 
»• * *i 

4 « o <** t 

JlLl 

j>; 

to come 

to give 

to see 

to requite 

to call, pray 

to hope 

to determine 

to walk 

to guide 

to remain 

to fear 

to meet 

to forget 

to name 

to pray 

to call out to 

to throw 

to give 

to fulfil, give in full 

to turn away; to 
take on oneself 
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IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

6 

NGULAR 

(f.) i_^ 

PLURAL 

•SIS5I to protect oneself, 
to be god-fearing 

j j J L i to feel, perceive 

« 

to rescue 
• * 

clay 

terror 

market 

then 

suddenly 

EXERCISE THIRTY 

> 
4j O ^ l [19:27] 

« 

(JJ^JUUIJ > A A J <J*J <PU^J1 ( * y ^ ^ [ l2 : i07j 

A^U 4JI J ^ f 0 - ^ ' (°^ [2I2IIJ 

°>C* o_yj i i 5^LA)I J ^ A J J [5:55] 

Oir* J > ^ j ^3*3 ^b ' J ] I6:74] 

O^ ' j i i (jJJT sUT '/jl^ii [56:68] 

jiiT 'XJP-J 6^> j i ^ iX j l [2:218] 

|ji^3 >UJ ^ 3 5 o ^ s j ] [71:5] 

^j^TLiJT 2)1 ^ j r ^ i [3:144] 
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>^" * 
y*>-\ ĵ UaS V* (JILU ^ IXilfli. [6:2] 

ofS^ J* ^y^- [25:63] 

j\yj%\ j ^iic-j ;u&T j a [25:7] 

IAA A-f^^i * ~ t j ^ J UT joJhL^Ju j>_v '̂ [7:5T] 

<l)T ^1 l l i l O i ^ k ^ [33:39l 

Q^LvJ I lAr* j i [22:78] 

L i VLi 3*3 ^ i ^ ' <jSUi [3:39] 

tyy* J ] (••*£•** [6:87] 

j j l iTiiolTy* J^ ^A^; M Jill j ] [39:3] 

oLif- j-iJI [7:107] 
- ^.* £ - J j O j 

cJ-j)l I j jJiT^.JJl y_ji5 J J ^ , [3:151] 

j j i u [ylSj l̂ -oI 0^*^' I'̂ lJtf I [27:53] 

^15 ojtfu j y [3:76] 
£ * ft — ^ «*— ft ^.ft 

>U5 ^k f r ' i J_y ^JJI 0J I7 I [53:34] 
J ft ** 

s u , j^iiiii jij ^ L: J153 ^ jj? [7:93] 

Qy+j^A j^Aj f ^U (J jy J ^ * J V [3:23] 
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Lesson Thir ty-One 

Ordinal and Other Numbers 

In addition to the cardinal numbers set out in Lesson 14, the 
Qur 'an has examples of three other kinds of numerals: ordinals, 
fractions and distributives. The use of distributives is very limited, 
but there is a fair scattering of the ordinals [first to sixth, and 
eighth] and fractions [a half, a third, a quarter, a fifth, a sixth, an 
eighth, a tenth]. General tables for the ordinals up to 'tenth', the 
fractions up to 'one tenth' and the distributives up to 'four each' 
are set out below.A 

ORDINALS 

You have already been fully introduced to the only ordinal that 
needs care: auwalu, ulaf., 'first', normally with the definite article. 
This operates effectively as an elative. The other ordinals from 
'second' to 'tenth' are adjectives of the pattern jcfilun. In the case 
of 'second' the final weak radical produces thdnin, which declines 
like watin; with 'sixth' the basic radicals s-d-s, not apparent in the 
cardinal forms, appear in full; and with 'eighth' there is no sign of 
the -in ending of the cardinal. Ordinal numbers between ' two' and 
'ten' agree in number, gender and case with the noun to which 
they are attached: 

masc. fern. 

first JjMI JjMI 

second <jU <&U 

third JL)IJ £)IJ 

A For ordinals above 'tenth* and for other rare numerical forms see Wright, Arabic 
Grammar, 1, pp. 262-264. 
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Lesson Thirty-One 

fourth LJ\J **i\j 

fifth . ^olc* A^olf* 
1* 

sixth ifi*^ <-^Li 

seventh ZJ Li iiu Li 

eighth j^oU iLoU 

ninth *_ /̂U <i**u 

tenth J}iU S îU-

FRACTIONS 

Apart from cJuai nisfun, 'half', which is not linked to any other 
part of the numerical system, the basic form for fractions is 

J i i fu'ulun / j i i >c/ww. 

In addition, there is a form mifalun, which is found with a 
quarter and a tenth only, the form mfshdrun '1/10' occurring in 
34:45. All the other fractions that occur in the Qur'an are of the 

fofulun form. (In later Arabic fiflun is much the more common 
form.) 

1/2 

1/3 

1/4 

1/5 

1/6 

1/7 

1/8 

1/9 

1/10 

i Oifo 

J> 
*1> 

& 

& : 
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DISTRIBUTIVES 

The two distributive forms are fu'alu and mafalu. Both are to 

be found in the phrase ^ j j L ^ M J J ^J^* mathna wa-thulatha wa-

rubcta 'two, three or four each' that occurs in 4:3 and 35:1. mathna 
also occurs with furada, 'singly', in 34:46. 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-ONE 

In addition to the numerals in the lesson you will need the 
following words: 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

/ j \ > j L$*Oi SL*^« / U' j-^j t o be pleased with 

' ( + '<*") 

-Jw i<f^d *d^? t o be sufficient 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

* 1- M 
r - j j /7l3J' spouse 

<-jflj^^ sheets 

»JJŜ  V ^ f dog 

{$$£ secret conference 

1 — 

Idioms Note the construction Itu*--* ADL ^^ii" fed/a bi-llahi 

hastban 'there is sufficiency in God as a reckoner* i.e. 'God is 
sufficient as a reckoner'. There are further examples in sentences 
22 and 23 below. 
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Exercise Thirty-One 

EXERCISE THIRTY-ONE 

^ ; , 7 i o ! " *• 
I . . J I j ^ J l lft-A-0 J^ l f t ( J ^ 

£ • — C J ' 

3- j l ^ X ^ l j 
— . J -

4. 6C? ̂  £3 " r5? 

5. vuai o^ 
6. i)>" U UL4 $ 

7. w Jji3 a ! 0] I3J15 &&#' & 

9. 4j ̂ ilT JJI l y ^ j ^ 

10. iJ-3^" ^-ii-iil ^ l l i o] 

" *" > ** 

12. U A M J I JLPJ tlcf 

13. f-t™^ (^Y^^J *-«*•»* ( j j J j i J j 

16. ^JSjt jsl f ^ i!t 4~ < j oj 
' A I A „ * • • • * 
4 j j a <JLuaJ a 

^ T csT 

if* 

oljLi 
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• Ai*i\ A T *• ^» *> 
(l^Jl^l JIM j i ^ J \iUJLT [2:167] 

06OT iuU HijiS bl j^iJC; -hi [29:51] 

lf)j ji)L j i ^ [4:45] 

AXIOJJ ULXJ Iju^i 4i)L jcij [10:29] 

J ^ ^Lk* l^iliJ (jl ^ ^ ( ° ^ ^ iJ*±J [2:198] 
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Lesson Thirty-Two 
The Imperative 

The Imperative occurs in the second person only. It is used for 
commands, and only for commands—it cannot be used with 
a negative. As you have already been shown in Lesson 20, 
prohibitions (negative commands) are expressed by la and the 
Jussive. 

The Imperative is formed directly from the second person of 
the Jussive, by dropping the prefix ta- or tu-. 

a) If the letter that follows that prefix has its own vowel, that is 
all there is to process: 

Imperative 

jy-

! ^ 

if 

IJAAU. 

2 Jussive 

\ 3 ^ 

$ 

\31M\J 

$}p 

The only exception to this rule is with the 4 form doubled and 
hollow verbs. This is dealt with in the section on the 4 th form 
below. 
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b) If the letter that follows the prefix does not have its own 
vowel, a vowel must be added. In most cases this will be a 
temporary hamzat al-wasl (in the 1st, 7 th, 8 th and 10th forms), but 
the 4 th form takes the permanent hamzat al-qaf. 

1st Form 

If the vowel of the second radical is damma, the added vowel is 
damma; if it isfatha or kasra, the added vowel is kasra: 

Imperative 2 Jussive 

<» * 

4 th Form 

The prefix tu- is replaced by a- (hamzat al-qaf and fatha), regardless 
of the presence or absence of a vowel on the first radical: 

Imperative 2 Jussive 

la iJu I U j A U 

• - I « „£ 

^ p 5 > 
I j j L t l I J - U J 
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8 th and 10th Forms 

With these forms ta- is replaced by a temporary kasra: 

Imperative 2 Jussive 

1 • ^ 

. • ' " 

. fl • > i rlj 

t_** • fl" 1 1 f 

I * ft . fl • r ^ I 

t 1 • - « 

•. 1" • 

SPECIAL FORMS 

Three verbs that have hamza as their initial radical—akhadha, akala, 
amara—lose the hamza in the imperative: 

Imperative 2 Jussive 
• 9 

J 
*> 

y c 
* 

1 " f e 
* j 

j * 
yet 

6 

By a quirk of Qur'anic orthography, y* mur, which occurs with 

wa- in wa-mur is written with a redundant alif, hamza, sukun before 

the mtm: y*\y Tradition is the only justification for this. The verb 
A. ft 

J Li sa'ala has both forms that retain the hamza (IjJLij is'alii and 
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ARABIC THROUGH THE QUR AN 

a£ — ^ 

JLlLi fa-s'al etc.) and one that drops the hatnza ( J ^ sal). The 

latter is what one would expect in the Hijaz. 

The 4th form verb dta has some imperative forms that have 
an initial hdy instead of hamza. In the Qur'an only the masculine 
plural form \y\k hdtu is to be found. 

V O C A B U L A R Y T H I R T Y - T W O 

PERFECT 

ta 
4JJ 
iJjC 

IMPERFECT 

\J& 

Mi 
t 

<jj^. 
*» 

VERBAL NOUN 

^ 

(3/w 
*J* 

to begin 

to give sustenance to 

to steal 

to forsake, leave 

5 ZuZC f+^i f^T t o enj°y> e nj°y oneself 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

I . 

2. 

5j5 
* *-

& 

J' 

^ 

5wra 

direction, îWa 

power, force 

measure 

family 

E X E R C I S E T H I R T Y - T W O 

$JiJy3&J'JA [4:81] 
<J U I j J ^ l j 5_̂ L l5ui j l LO \jja> [2:63] 

3. l £ >«3 & T <AL»jj3 o i l j £ - : i [2:35] 
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Exercise Thirty-Two 

4. IjAi _/vJaJ>lj Ô L̂ JL <diil ^ij [20:132] 

5. *ky"jh *^\ l>~?' [57:7] 

6. UJl IJIJLP I4) j L O ^ ^ l l ^r4 [4:138] 

7. <4J.AJ ^^i^- l ] [12:29] 
" ' , •* * ** * + * 

8. 5>Ua)l ly^lj ^rf (*̂ Ofi? 1^*4) [IO:87] 

9. IjAP O J J ^ L J J A P A ) olhtAll j ] [35:6] 

10. *JJ 4,11*. ^oh $ j$ j * i i i p j j j i [71:1] 

11. OwUaM «Jo |y j5j <BI lyi?] [9:119] 

12. oJ>i)T ^ ^ ^JJ!3 ^ ' ^ ^ J ^ v O [2:I26J 

13. J j -^I? ^ j ] °35J 14=59] 

14. jjjMI J^ IjiLsi. IS U J j j l [46:4] 

15. JXls *3 [74:2] 

16. jl!)T *J&*\ Ĵ  ilij >Li I)Ji$C i!sr" J5 [39:8] 

17. J^j^uiill ^_jiJl JLP J > ^ J 1 6 j J15 [29:30] 

18. UlU ( J IJJJJ J150T l3 L J J ! [12:88] 

19. J^\ o^oJJ bo 4j] •/!*£ U l^i^J [41:40] 

21. A^l-x^i l^eolj AAÎ  /r? ^Jy^i |y^ i [2:23] 

22. j j i i i J *AJ br. C i l ly^SI f ^ l i £ f>Li u ^ ^ i [16:32] 

23. A * ^ 4i)T I^Llfl j i [3:3
2] 

24. ^W*" !r>* f-^Jr^li 0^y*i ^ i j ^ -4**] [73:IOI 

25. <3&l '̂ ? C-JV Ij^JiiLi j i j^ll ^ Jj-i-* J i [29:20] 
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Lesson Thirty-Three 
The Passive 

The Passive is much less common than the Active. Early Arabic, 
in particular, does not allow the Passive to be used with the agent. 
Thus one will always find the equivalent of 'the thunderbolt took 
them' rather than 'they were taken by the thunderbolt'. O n the 
other hand, the use of impersonal passive verbs produces a series 
of third person masculine singular passive forms from intransitive 
verbs or those, like ahata hi- or ghadiba cala, whose object is 
governed by a preposition. The Passive is formed by using a 
different set of vowels from those used in the Active. Conjugation 
is precisely the same as that of the Active. The basic forms for the 
Passive of qabila are: 

Form 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

Perfect 

Js* 
# 

^J 
f 

tf 
& 

i --

j& 
j& 

Imperfect 
' 0 

j?*i 

j?& 
* » 

J& 
Ji&i 

ffi. 

* 1* * 

Subjunctive 

J** 
J?i=i 

" 0 

J& 
J ? ^ 

J& 

V . 6 . . . i 1 

Jussive 
« a 

j?& 
e « 

J**̂  
• -

Jt«5 

Note that there is no variation in the vowel of the second radical 
of the first form in the Passive. 
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DOUBLED VERBS 

There are no special problems. Contraction takes place as in the 
Active. Thus from the verb S j radda there are such passive forms as 

C O j ruddat, C O ^ J rudidtu, IjSj ruddu, Sj7 turaddu, Oj^Ji yurad-

duna, sjt nuraddu, etc. 

There area handful of examples of the 8 th form Passive ^la-^1 

udturra, which, as elsewhere in Arabic, is more common in the 
Passive than the Active. 

ASSIMILATED VERBS 

Note that first radical waw is retained in the imperfect passive of 
the first form, unlike the active where the waw normally disappears 
in the imperfect tenses. 

.Ac*, j wajada 
imperfect active: JL^_ yajidu imperfect passive: ^ym yujadu 

HOLLOW VERBS 

Hollow verb passives are generally rare in Arabic, and the only 
examples in the Qur'an are the 1st and 4 t h form passives. (7 th, 8 th 

and 10th form examples are to be found in other texts.) 

Form Perfect Imperfect Subjunctive Jussive 

4 JwJ JJG< JJU< JiJ 

As mentioned above, the forms uhtta and yuhata are impersonal, as 
are ^^-jT'a (from i\a»ja'a) and, probably, i^j* sVa (from iLzsa'a). 

In the Perfect of these forms, the long vowel F remains in 
those persons in which a is found in the active. When contraction 

takes place, F becomes i. Thus the 2 m.s. of qtla is o l S qilta. The 

imperfect tenses conjugate like the imperfect tenses of khafa. 
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DEFECTIVE VERBS 

Form Perfect Imperfect Subjunctive Jussive 

3 &y \j'^ <J^. *Q 

4
 JJ' jy Jy. ^y-

All these forms conjugate like nasiya. 
The Qur'an has a greater incidence of passives of defective 

verbs than of hollow verbs, but only three are relatively common: 
the 4 th form aid; the 4 th form awhd; and the 1st form jazd. 
Otherwise there is a scattering of 1st, 3 r d , 4 th and 5 th form passives, 
and the occasional 8th form passive participle (e.g. the plural of 

j-ila*ko). Other derived form passives, though found elsewhere in 

Arabic, need not detain us here. It is worth noting that there are a 
couple of examples of yurd, the imperfect passive of ra'd, and one 
of yuraw, which is the 3 m.p. subjunctive of ard. 

T H E IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 

The impersonal passive is expressed by the 3 m.s. It is usually easy 
to spot: 

A ^ - 1 J /j^a5 there was judgement between them 

4j {$yfij\ there was mockery of him 

ijL* \£> 1 OAXJ there is uncovering of a leg 

(metaphorical for fighting taking place) 

It should be noted that the impersonal use extends to the passive 
participle. First, two non-Quranic examples: 

d\ the man against whom there is anger 
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Exercise Thirty-Three 

LjXLt &yJjJtrl I the woman against whom there is anger 

Hence we get in the Fdtiha the genitive phrase: 

XySs- <->yhi'S\ those against whom there is anger 

V O C A B U L A R Y T H I R T Y - T H R E E 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

C~it 

2 J i 
5 J>: 

4 ^ 

2iL; 

10 U ' -M 

' fri-; 

<j-y-
* * * ̂  

£ 
£ • : . -

SINGULAR 

* ^ 

£>*? 

* * c. 

!P 

£»> 

j_>jj 

»• 0 

pi; 
AJUJ 

to be angry with 
(+ <ala) 

to pay, repay 

to take 

to inspire 

to blow 

to convey 

to mock (+ hi-) 

message, conveyance 

trumpet 

E X E R C I S E T H I R T Y - T H R E E 

i. f*Ji* Cr? l^V^1 k:l95] 

2. v o * o^> Jr? b - ^ [34:51] 
& *> & 

3 . >U5 % j j J T ^ ^ 3 i u [17:85] 
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4- $\ J45 3) u & Jy • > cay o1 

V > *- ' - ^ *, £ -

6. ^r j - i jjjU J3\ »}* J\ J ^ P A U ; 

9. J 3 ^ l l ; I j j t l j ^ r
 L'APJ JLSJ 

10. Oj^^i u JjJ/d 
- J 

12. 4 3 ^ J J > ^j^sT jiJ 

14. ul)] Jjpl ^JJlj &l IjJy 

15. iJjjsAU V joJb 

16. j j J l i aJ Slj (Jj^iiaJ S 

17. V ^ ^ -£*i ^£ O^jji 

18. HUl o3*f Ul tL^j oJUb 

19. Os- 5BI VTJ*jJ 'J 15< \y<\5 S 

21. 4J I j j J ^ J j ^ Q j f >\J l i t* 

22. Ju*J (jlxJo ^« U j ^ ^ i ^ i \ j ' 

23. o U J L ) I l^sUf dlilS ^ * J^iJ O j j " J J 

24. 4j CJLU»JI U I X i i j I 
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Exercise Thirty-Three 

fcj&i ol*f J\ jllll l̂ jj [3:131] 

I f . Ja*^l f t * ' ' j i t [10:22] 

^1>! * i ^ ̂  0] [38:6] 
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Lesson Thirty-Four 
More about Nouns 

Idafa CLAUSES 

In Lesson 7 attention was drawn in passing to the fact that the 
second element of an idafa may sometimes be a clause rather than 
the normal noun or pronoun. N o w that the full range of verbs 
has been introduced, it is appropriate to look at these idafa clauses, 
the most common usages of which are temporal. The majority of 
Qur'anic examples in which a verb provides the second element 
of an idafa involve yawm or htn: 

A ^ J - ^ (jl»^U-aJl MJLJ > ^ J \JJb [5:119] 

this is the day when the truthful will benefit 

from their truthfulness 

j ] [15:36] 

till the day when they are raised 

the day he was born 

i jLi ji- i, a.»».Q *ym [68:42] 

on the day when [the] leg shall be bared 

when they see the torment 

jl^jDI J j o {j» [5:101] 

when the Recitation is being sent down 
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* : 
)i dhu, K1>\ ab, r\ akh, psfatn 

The noun dhu (accusative dhd, genitive dhT- found only with a 
following genitive) was mentioned briefly in Lesson 7. 

A few other nouns have long final vowels when they are the 
first element in an iddfa construction. The most important of these 
words are common in the Qur'an, and have already been partially 
introduced: ab and akh. Both originally had a wdw as the third 
radical. When these words are the first element in an idafa they 
have the following forms: 

nom. ace. gen. 

^\J\ jJiili;! jJ$5Tjt 
* * * 

* * * * 
oJI oljt <J\ 

oo- * j P • 0— ^ £ eft-* £ 

U ^ l UU-t l̂ %>t 
^* 

In the Qur'an ab and dfe/i normally occur only with suffixes: 
abu-humd, abd-nd, abt-kum; akhu-ka, akhd-hum, akht-hi 

There are three exceptions: aba ahadin [33:40], abi lahabin [111:1] 
and akhd cddin [46:21]. The rarity of such examples does not reflect 
usage outside the Qur'an, where the use of abu in proper names, 
for example, is widespread. 

The dual of ab is \j\y\ abawani / rZy} abawayni (with the sense 
<* 

of'parents'); and that ofakh is akhawani / akhawayni. 
The most awkward noun in this litde group is ifam, 'mouth' , 

which has the following forms as the first element of an iddfa (here 
with the suffix ~hu as the second element): 
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nom. ace. gen. 
«* *» «* 

(regular) & C? <J 

O R 

(irregular) o^i o U <** 

The only one of these forms found in the Qur 'an is ja-hu [13:14], 

though the plural, which is o y I afwahun, occurs a dozen times. 

T H E IMPROPER GENITIVE 

The improper genitive occurs in two types of phrases: 
1. Where an adjective is followed by a genitive that restricts its 

meaning: 

S j i i a l i - J j [53:321 wide in forgiveness 
• _ 

^ L i i l kimj^ [3:19] swift to the reckoning 

^jlJLiJl X X i [2:165] severe in punishment 

JU*JI J u x i [13:13] mighty in wrath 

c-JliJI J L l i [3:159] hard-hearted 

2. Where the genitive comes after the participle of a transitive 
verb and takes the place of an object in the accusative: 

?T *' 

O ^ l l <ZJ\* ,J+JU J f [3:185] every soul will taste death 

(ace.) fy^J l AJl? IJAA [5:95] an offering getting to the Ka'ba 

(ace.) S^UaJl *eJL* [14:40] performing prayer 

1* ' \ * • 5 ' 
(gen.) ( j i J^I ^J j i i lo [5:5] taking'companions' 

Such genitives are termed 'improper' because they have 
no grammatical influence on the governing word, other 
than causing it to drop tanwtn, even though they modify 
its meaning. The governing word many therefore take the 
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definite article. This is rare in early Arabic but has gradually 
become more common. In the Qur 'an we find: 

.» - » * . » 

(ace.) SjiiaJl ^^AJLUI [22:35] those performing prayer 
* •> -* *— 

(in contrast to SjJJaJl Qwj . ' J l j [4:162], with the same meaning) 

Ghayr AND ITS DERIVATIVES 

Ghayrun is in the first instance a noun, used with a following 
genitive, to mean 'something different from' or 'other t h a n . . . ' 
or ' another . . . ' : 

>>Lî M j£ [3:85] other than Islam 

ijX I JU- [5:77] anything but the truth 
0 _ 

( jCjJi l l J^A-J' J*£ [4*115] [a way] other than that of the 
believers 

If the second element of the iddfa is indefinite, the iddfa phrase will 
have the sense of an indefinite adjectival phrase, and be treated as 
such grammatically: 

C)yX J<s* y>\ [41:8] an unbroken reward 

*JL* j& Xf* [11:46] an unrighteous deed 

In such cases it is the second term in the iddfa that will link back 
in gender and number either to the noun to which the phrase as 
appended or to the subject: 

o O^fj^Js*- [22:31] not associating anything 
with him 

[links back to the imperative ijtanibu in the previous verse] 

ijyyui jd- [9:2] not frustrating God 

[refers back to anna-kum that immediately precedes it] 
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jv*3 o l - i j j j i i ou=f [6:141] gardens [both] trellised 

O Lij^ii and untrellised 
* * * 

ij±*j& JLz l £ j [23:6] they are not blameworthy 

In the Qur'an it is extremely rare for the second term to be 
definite, though there is a well-known example from the Fdtiha: 

l^LP ^jy^A\ J<£> [1:7] 

[the suffix -him refers back to alladhina; see also Lesson 33] 
If repetition of the negative idea occurs, ghayr is not repeated 

but wa-la is used instead: 

^U- ^lj £ U _ A P [2:173] not outraging nor transgressing 

The accusative ghayra is also used as a preposition, meaning 
'without'. The compound forms bi-ghayri (see Lesson 21) and min 
ghayri are also common. With these prepositions, too, repetition is 
by use of wa-la: 

_£* y £T % yjl V5 £* JLL [22:8] 

without knowledge or guidance or an 
illuminating scripture 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-FOUR 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

JoJj to spread, extend 

"Aai- to seal 

,3*-^ to precede 

t l * to tempt, afflict, stir up 

j l)5 to flee 

Ji^J 

'r 
<£** 

5 
±l£ 

Ui«)2 

f:-
/ * 

K. hJu£j <-kJJ> to uncover, remove, re
lieve 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

JJ J JU^J [passive] to be born 

c^J to wither, perish 

j j j icfti /**? t o outrage; to seek 
' . . 

iJlt j * * ^ j - ^ t o t r a n sg r e s s> t u r n away, 
run 

4 iu>i F^^i r^**l to put r ^ t 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

jji) 

^ 
(f.) J u 

• *• 

1* 

& 

J& 
y** 

* * 

** * ' a ' 
[from ^S, ^ J J J ] j>^U 

ol$il 

man 

arbiter 

leg 

punishment, requital 

columns, supports 

mouth 

wrath, anger 

offering 

companions 

quick, swift 

thick, rough, hard 

in trellises 

blamed, blameworthy 

broken, cut 
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j\i- other than 

J I P without 

EXERCISE THIRTY-FOUR 

I . 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-

IO. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

14. 

15-

16. 

17-

^^-LuaJI ^j ik«a HI ̂  j * V 

(J^-JL» j U I AP joJb >^jj 
• 

Js3*' Crf ^ jft f >-

>• 

j j j i w li to <*3*5 ?̂ !̂ J^ 

. A* &̂o tJLrf jl f 

5^1 J i (oicLl UT ̂  <ip (i&ol jjb [ 

[24:24] 

[10:28] 

[9:36] 

50:42] 

J i : i 3 ] 

[6:73] 

[80:34] 

28:23] 

111:1] 

12:81] 

[37:85] 

19:28] 

18:80] 

7:27] 

26:106] 

23:45] 

12:64] 
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18. 

19-

20. 

2 1 . 

22. 

23-

24. 

25. 

26. 

27-

? ^ T £?!3 #J Sj 
^_>lijl JU JLJ ^^5 iDI j ] 

ji^T j jL ; j i T Nj 

1-^. Jul jjfl-w*lj <x5>bll 

UsC> ̂ 1 jiiTjuii 

_̂3-°' f5i3 ^"^J f3i ( j ^ p̂ **-*' 

[49:10] 

[53:32] 

[8:52] 

[36:40] 

[6:93] 

[36:65] 

[24:27] 

[6:114] 

[68:3] 

[19:33] 
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More on the Accusative 

T H E PARTICLE iyya-

iyya- is a particle which is normally found only with a pronominal 
suffix attached to it. The particle and suffix indicate the accusative 
(though the particle and the I s. suffix produce iyyd-ya). 

It tends to be used in the Qur'an to enable the object to be 
placed in front of the verb for emphasis. The best known example 
of this is in the Fdtiha: 

O i - l l i J$\$ i l i i IN?) [1:5] 

You we worship, You we turn to for help 

In that verse the accusative is not repeated. It is more common for 
the suffix to be repeated with the verb for further emphasis: 

J - * ^ d$ [l6=5i] 
Me, be in awe of Me 

Otherwise it is used for a second pronominal object: 

We provide sustenance for them and for you 

fi®3 &**$ Z>y*X t6M 
they drive out the messenger and you 

otf] U i i j [9:114] 

he promised it to him 

When it follows inna it indicates the subject, as in: 
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* .5 . 
^i* j i J jsw j i bj3 [34:24] 

we or you are rightly guided 

It is also used after ilia: 

OIJI M̂ IjJilij ^ [12:40] serve Him only 

There is no Qur'anic example of the usage found elsewhere in 
Arabic, in which iyya-... wa-iyya has the sense of'beware'. 

THE ACCUSATIVE OF ABSOLUTE NEGATION 

In this usage, known in Arabic as ,j*JU*- \ ^J^i 1̂ la li-nafyi l-jinsi, 
« * ««• 

the negative la is followed immediately by a noun in the accusative 
without tanwn. The most famous example occurs at the beginning 
of the shahada: 

AD! >i\ OVI S there is no god but God 

There are examples throughout the Qur'an, e.g.: 
*> 

*U5 c J 1 1̂ [2:21 there is no doubt about it 

<d 5^o M [13:11] there is no turning it back 

<J LJLJIT' H [6:17] there is no one to remove it 

THE COGNATE ACCUSATIVE 

In this usage, known in Arabic as the maf^ul mutlaq9,z verb may 
take its own masdar (or sometimes the masdar of a verb with the 
same or a similar meaning) to add greater force to the verb or to 
extend its meaning. In its simplest form we find: 

IJLC- A A A P [19:94] he has numbered them [exactly] 

lfi>j j j ^ j^ l ^ ^ j ^ ] [56:4] when the earth shall be shaken 

Sometimes the masdar is repeated for greater emphasis: 
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h fe J $ \ o h IS] [89:21] 

when the earth shall be pounded to bits 

More commonly the verb is followed by an adjective, with the 
masdar and adjective usually translating most easily into English as 
an adverb: 

UJoi >£o IjJLr J I o l _ 3 ^ ' Oj*?-4 O d ^ ' **iji [4-27] 
those who follow their own desires wish you to deviate 
greatly 

But such translations are not always possible: 

IJU*J ^^L* Aj> [4:116] he wandered far astray 

UJaP S^S jj^^yil) (oXj] [17:40] you are saying something truly 
shocking 

THE ACCUSATIVE OF SPECIFICATION 

The main uses of the accusative of specification (Arabic J \ ^ l l l 

tamytz) have already been dealt with: the accusative used with the 
cardinal numbers from eleven to ninety-nine (and with kam); and 
in the compound elative. It always takes the form of an indefinite 
noun placed immediately after the phrase it limits or defines. 
Typical of other, wide uses are: 

A 
*• — ** „ 6 

l lui ifty J-*-^] [ J 9 : 4]
 m y head is aflame with 

hoariness 

\Sy [19:26] be consoled 

\Juu ijije j ] [4:4] if they are pleased 

THE ACCUSATIVE OF CAUSE 

The accusative is also used to indicate cause or motive, in Arabic 
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4J J^JLiil I al-mafciil lahu: 
• • • ? 

*** 
*~f»Ju\ AlP ^jf IJL.^J> [2:109] through envy on their part 

O j ^ l l J J ^ [2:19] for fear of death 

4l)l o[Sy» *^5] [2:207] in seeking God s approval 

THE ACCUSATIVE OF CIRCUMSTANCE 

This usage, known in Arabic as the JlSL I hal, is common and used 
in a highly idiomatic way. The general rules devised by the Arab 
grammarians are complex and frequendy broken. The framework 
that follows is slightly loose, but it should enable you to understand 
what is taking place. 

1. The hal must be additional to a complete sentence and must 
answer the question *—ilT kayfa, 'how?' 

2. The hal must refer back to something definite, a noun or 
a pronoun. It cannot normally refer to an indefinite word 
such as rajulun, 

3. The hal accusative must itself be indefinite, and normally 
either a participle or a noun/adjective equivalent to a 
participle. 

Examples 

0 ^ 

LttJU- t j - ^ l l ^J ?*~*\ [28:18] in the morning he was in 
the city, fearing 

Url5 j l IJLPU ... UU-S [10:12] he called to us. . .sitting or 
standing 

This hal also occurs in the plural, with broken plural forms: 

iSjiSj ^ ^ ? iBI J J J T I A J [3:191] 

they remember God, standing or sitting 

Other participial equivalents are: 
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o t u J luoi ... XJ [45:25] our signs are recited as clear 
proof 

y^jj J-UJ iujuji [4:79] we sent you as a messenger 
for the people 

It appears in exceptions, sometimes as a variation on a simple 
sentence: 

O O ^ i 6i-rt* ^) O i ^ ' J-ij1 ^ [6:48] 
we only send the messengers as bearers of good 
tidings and warners 

•* ' - - \~* •* V 'l>r -
as a variation of 

0ij^-~°3 Oi^r^r0 *^ i^ ' *"' ^ ^ [2:213] 
God sent the prophets as bringers of good tidings 
and as warners 

It will normally be linked to its object through li- and the genitive: 

±X d& H &^ j ^ oScir iuU j j j [3:3] 
he has sent down to you the Scripture in truth, 
confirming what came before it 

With a phrase attached it may be a compressed relative: 

i^ j ijjui. \fi iLi-j j [4:14] 

he will cause him to enter a fire in which he will 
remain for ever 

Note also such uses of the hal as: 

lL» ' ^ 1 51. £JI [3:95] 
follow the religion of Abraham, a man of pure faith 

u > ^ > AT j i [5:48] 
you will all return to God 

Occasionally a hal accusative is found with no previous phrase to 
which it can obviously be attached: 
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(jjLlilo l̂ Lf- Oi*^« [56:16] 

reclining on them, facing one another 

In addition to hal accusatives, there are hal clauses. The simplest 
example is the continuation of 28:18, the first example above. In 
full the sentence runs: 

*-. 
ci^ijC \JU\^ ^i-J^ll J 7^r*\ 

in the morning he was in the city, fearing, watching 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-FIVE 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

MJ J J C *3^i to recite 

lA iK J^ to fall 

<LJ*% V*j to fear, be in awe of 

sir x& jdr to strive, plot, outwit 

J U A^C. J l i to incline, lean, devi
ate 

^J»\ 7V-^i f^"*] t o become; be in the 
morning 

o u l to come back to; re-
pent 

fjf]^ to agree with one 
another 

^U^Jj to increase, grow 

<J Ul^ j to ask for help 
(+ ace.) 

4 

4ol5l 

6 ^ b : 

8 5ISJI 

IOJULII 

i_^.U 

c^&d 

^ / O ^ W A J 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

* 
O***^ 

-* 

6 

i&l 
-a 

> * 

jk^>-Li 

_^J»lVo 

r ^ 

m s 

eLil^ 

»»5 * 

S4P 

^ 

.UP 

of pure faith 

cry 

might, power 

refuge 

plot, trickery 

community 

poverty 

all 

much 

humble, lowly 

prostrating oneself 

angry 

undoubtedly, cer
tainly 

to be consoled 

to be pleased 
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EXERCISE THIRTY-FIVE 

•— * *- * * - £ — ^* C* 

.- ' . s t 

,, ^ J . X . 

i^ri^isjlv 
i£; £>ii iiil j i 

ul; 1st Jiilj 
C- .P 

- i . * " 

4iUi J j ^ M> (J^ilij 

* • ' 

• -
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2 1 . <lll 4 j i j * ^ ^ ^ j U ^ f ^ ^ [ 2 : 2 7 2 ] 

22. U ~ P - <D 55—Jl j l [4:139] 

23. «l)l tol© <UJ IPS [39:8] 

24. 1 1 ^ \JLA i^Jbb [21:87] 

25. S ^ > V f l j ^ J J I ^ j j [89:28] 

26. U i* ^ l l i ^ . [18:99] 

27. jll)l ^ ,jl Iji- V [16:62] 

28. U-j^l {&>J£. [71:18] 
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Conditional Sentences 

Conditional sentences consist of two halves: a clause containing 

a condition (Arabic J P ^ J I ) al-shart, and a main clause, which is a 

response (Arabic t^ l^ jJ l al-jawab) to the condition. In many gram

mars terminology going back to ancient Greek is used: the shart is 

called the protasis and the jawab the apodosis. 
The general rules for conditionals worked out by the Arab 

grammarians apply by and large to the Qur'an; but they do focus 
on a somewhat later period when the pattern of tense usage was 
slightly different. Also the words meaning ' i f are used in a slightly 
more distinctive way in the Qur'an. 

The explanations that follow are aimed at helping the reader to 
understand the numerous conditionals that occur in the Qur'an. 
As should be expected from what has been said above, they 
do not cover some conditional expressions that occur in later 
Arabic, and thus these explanations do not provide the reader with 
the complete framework needed to cover medieval and modern 
Arabic. 

As Arabic has a simple tense system, it cannot operate as many 
languages do and express shades of conditional meeting by using a 
wide range of tenses. However, this is not a problem, as many of 
the shades of meaning are expressed by the use of three words for 
'if: law, in and idha: 

i. law indicates that the conditional proposition (whether 
positive or negative) has not happened or will not happen: 
an unreal or hypothetical condition. It can be translated into 
English as 'if [he] had [done]', 'if [he] were to [do]', or, 'had 
[he done]', 'were [he] to [do]'. 

2. in indicates that the conditional proposition is expected to 
happen or has happened: a future or past real condition. 
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3. idhd, which has been partly dealt with in Lesson 21, indicates 
that the proposition has happened or is felt certain to 
happen. In the Qur'an the original sense of 'when' applies, 
but conditional force is indicated both by the tense usage 
and by the use of fa- to introduce the jawab [see B below]. 

The differentiation between in and idhd is a feature of early Arabic 
that has been steadily eroded with the passing of time. In modern 
Arabic it scarcely exists. However, the clear differentiation of all 
three particles is crucial to conditional expressions in the Qur'an, 
as the Qur'an does not make full use of the full range of tenses 
allowable under the general rules for conditional sentences. 

These rules are that the Arabic perfect or jussive are the equiv
alent of the English present or future and the Arabic pluperfect 
represents the English past. This is not so in the Qur'an, as the 
pluperfect occurs only a handful of times. It is also the case that 
tense usage varies somewhat with each of the three particles, and 
a separate explanation for each is required. 

There are two other rules that should be known before the 
Qur'anic conditionals are examined in detail: 

1. If the short is a negative proposition, the negative is normally 
expressed by lam with the jussive [but see C lb]. This is 
in contrast to the jawab, in which a range of negatives 
appropriate to the accompanying tense is used. 

2. With in and idhd the particle ja- is used to introduce the 
jawdb if a perfect or a jussive verb is not the first element in 
the jawab [see B below]. This rule does not apply fully in the 
Qur'an. 

A. THE USE OF ^J law 

1. a) The short is most frequently expressed by law with the 
perfect, though law anna (with an accusative) and law 
with the imperfect are also found. There is no example 
of law followed by the jussive. 
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b) Unlike its use in other Arabic, law is not used with a 
negative proposition, i.e. there is no example of law lam, 
Negative propositions are expressed by law-la an/anna.A 

2. If the jawab to law begins with a verb, it will be a perfect, 
most frequently introduced by la-. However, la- is not used 
if the perfect is preceded by the negative ma. 

3. It is uncommon for the shart to follow the jawab, unless the 
shart is used to round off a verse with assonance in -un, as in: 

the most fragile house is that of the spider, did they 
know [it] 

4. The use oiwa-law as the final clause of a sentence (normally 
coinciding with the end of a verse) needs special notice. 
It means 'if only' or 'even i f or 'although'. Note that wa-
law is the only way in which 'although' is expressed in the 
Qur'an—wa-in is not used in this way—and in this sense the 
clause may well not be hypothetical: 

<J15£ui UJ iJi U L A ? _ } ^ 0*31 WJ [12:17] 

you will not believe us although we are telling the 
truth 

Examples of the use of law 

OJ^IJ &i jxS\ jii<4jj JU^J [urns] 
had your Lord wished, He would have made men 
one community , ^ £ 

l^kS to UjiUil ^ [3:168] 
had they obeyed us, they would not have been 
killed 

^ ^ J l i i j J [47:30] 
if we wished, we would show them to you 

For law-la meaning either 'why not* or 'but for' see Lesson 37. 
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OiiiilT JM 6& j U i iBl ol JJ [39:57] 
if only God had guided me, I should have been one 
of those who protected themselves 

^ * j ^ ^ 0 i * 4 - ^ ' Jr? ^ ^ ' X ^ [37:143-4] 
had he not been one of those who glorify God, he 
would have lingered in its belly 

5DL \yU\ $ ^ i 13 U [4:39] 

what harm would it do them if they were to believe 
in God? 

t ^ j u i l 5 j tT<iLi i l _^)j < i4^!3 * ^ b ^ L$y^i ^ [5:100] 
evil and good are not equal, though the abundance 
of the evil may amaze you 

tis'JA* p J j J* ^J f r . ^ u ] [26:113] 

their account rests only with my Lord, if you did 
but know it 

B. THE USE OF fa- IN REAL CONDITIONS 

Before dealing with in and idha in detail, it is necessary to look 
more fully at the way ja- is used in conditionals introduced by 
either of these words. As already mentioned, Ja- is normally used to 
introduce the jawab if a conditional verb (i.e. a perfect or a jussive) 
is not used to start the jawab. Most grammars do not state this rule 
exphcidy They simply list the non-standard jawdbs [NSJs]: those 
beginning with an imperfect, an imperative, an indirect command, 
an interrogative, a negative or any other particle (qad, inna, etc.). 

There are sentences in the Qur'an that do not obey this rule 
and lack the fa-: 

l^ \y*ym M Cl J f l$j£ j j [6:25] 

if they see a sign, they do not believe in it 

Î JlS j l H\ fr^* «jlTU oul ; \Z\J\ JL^LP Jo lij [45:25] 
wrhen Our signs are recited to them as clear proof their 
only argument is to say . . . 
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However, such sentences are rare and they do not follow any 
pattern. More rarely fa- appears at the beginning of the jawab when 
one would not expect it: 

^ j l i i U r - L i i U i I ^ L J t]y IS] [37:177] 

when it descends into their courtyard, how terrible 
will be the morning of those who have been 
warned 

There are a few examples where fa- is found, though the jawab 
begins with a with a normal conditional perfect verb, to indicate 
that the perfect tense has a past meaning, despite the conditional 
structure. The clearest examples of this are in sura 12:26 and 27. 

C. THE USE OF j l in 

1. a) In the shart the verb may be either a perfect or a jussive. 
There is also a handful of occurrences of the pluperfect. 

b) A negative condition is expressed by in lam or, very rarely, 
by ilia. Both are followed by the jussive. 

2. In the jawab the jussive is much more commonly used than 
the perfect. In fact, the four most common types of NSJ 
(imperatives, nominal sentences, negatives and inna) are all 
more common than the perfect. 

3. The only common negative in the jawab is la. Otherwise 
there are three occurrences of ma and two of Ian. Note that 
with conditionals introduced by in there is no example of 
lam being used in the jawab. 

4. Reversed sentences, i.e. where the shart forms the second 
half of the sentence, are relatively frequent with in. 

5. Even more frequent are the reversed conditionals in which 
the shart introduced by in rounds off a verse in assonance 
with -in, un: 

(jijoL^ °il5^ j j JLt^Jl ljub (Xo [36:48] 

when is this promise, if you are telling the truth? 
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Examples of the use of in 

l^ Qjl JSj^ ^ mC± J&L* o^ d\ [21:47] 
If it is the weight of a grain of mustard-seed, We 
will bring it. _^ 9 ^ 

I j i ^ j L i l ^ j T 150 j j J,] [24:28] 
if you are told, 'return', return 

ULiji jl^ii- iJUJLyl \J \y#y-\ j ] [42:48] 

if they turn away, We have not sent you to be a 
guardian over them , , £ -

jjf >ym C j l j i ( ^ ^ (-3U-I ^JU IjJy j j [11:3] 

if you turn your backs, I fear for you the punish
ment of a great day 4 

Cl tlLiJI J^ (LJAP Jjro LiJ o] [26:4] 
if We wish, We can send down a sign from the sky 

to them ^ , £ 

U ^ U J J >U IJUI l^i I3.L* °1 j j [24:28] 
if you find no one inside, still do not enter it 

£ y ^ t$* C^A5 AA5 ^ A 5 ^ J I [ 2 2 . 4 2 ] 

If they deny the truth of your message, so too did 
the people of Nuh before them 

jlxJ gJU >li 2)1 ffjtaZ o] [3:160] 
if God helps you, none can overcome you 

<Lo oaJjLU-Jlj J LL*£ cfUkXJI A ^ i A t ^jl [22:73] 

if a fly robs them of anything, they will not rescue 
it from it 

* * * * * * * * - £ 

Of?! 4~*' C r * ^ ^ ^ V * ^! tI2:33] 
if you do not turn their wiles from me, I shall 
incline to them in youthful folly 
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D. THE USE OF \}>\ idhd 

1. (a) In the shart the perfect predominates, though there are 
a dozen or so occurrences of the imperfect. 

(b) There is a single occurrence of idhd lam and the jussive. 
2. If the jawdb begins with a verb, the perfect predominates, 

though there are some examples of the imperfect. 
3. Most of the examples of a negative jawdb involve la, but two 

examples begin with the negative in (with no fa-) and one 
with fa-laysa. Unlike conditionals introduced by in, there is 
a handful of examples of lam (without^?-) in the jawdb of a 
sentence introduced by idhd. 

4. Reversed sentences, i.e. where the shart forms the second 
half of the sentence, are relatively frequent with idhd. 
However, idhd is not used in reversed conditionals to provide 
assonance at the end of a verse, in marked contrast to in. 
It should be noted that in the majority of occurrences 
idhd is almost always best translated as 'when'. However, 
the information given above and the fact that it conforms 
to conditional tense usage indicate that idhd is a genuine 
conditional particle. 

Examples of the use of idhd 

their hearts are filled with awe when God is mentioned 

id] O J J A #5ij J#LT «u \l\ [33:19] 
when fear comes, you see them looking at you 

« 

*£\$ i i U &\y IS] [75:18] 

when we recite it, follow its recitation 

H >y> >U \lyi . 3 ! 5i)T Sljl \l\ [13:11] 

when God wills ill on a people, there is no turning it back 
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ULi OJ^T °J o£U. li] [24:39] 

when he gets to it he finds it to be nothing 

Oj^fJu (1A \y~*i> Ul3] [42:37] 

they forgive when they are angry 

E. Oy la-in 

There are close on sixty examples in the Qur 'an where in is 
preceded by the particle la-, indicating that the jawdb will be an 
oath or a strong statement. Most of these have a jawdb beginning 
with la-, usually with the Energetic, but occasionally without it. 
In a few cases the jawdb begins with inna... la-, or with idhan, or 
with a negative. For examples see Lesson 39, which deals with the 
Energetic. 

F. Ul immd 

Immd (but not immd... wa-immd, which means 'whether . . . or') 
appears always to mean 'if, though some of the commentators 
dispute this. It is always followed by the Energetic, and the jawdb 
then being introduced by fa- (without a conditional verb). For 
examples see Lesson 39. 

G. IMPERATIVE shart, JUSSIVE jawdb 
A further form of conditional, in which the shart is introduced by 
an imperative and the jawdb by a jussive, is reasonably prominent 
in the Qur'an: 

* • * * 

fulfil [your] covenant with me and I will fulfil [my] 
covenant with you • £ £ 

!**? ^ J 1 ^3 J* 'yft [12:93] 
throw it over my father's face, and he will see again 

j i i - S l i j j i [48:15] 
let us follow you 
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This is normally the construction used with the imperative of 
yadharu. 

H. QUASI-CONDITIONALS 

There are a number of words that have the force of a conditional 
particle when they have a general sense, in which case they are 
followed by conditional sentence structures. You have already 
become familiar with the two most important words: ya man 
(Lesson 17) and U ma (Lesson 10). When man and ma mean 
'whoever' and 'whatever* respectively, and they appear at the 
beginning of a sentence, conditional tenses come into play. 

Other words used in the Qur'an in this way are A\ anna, 

'wherever', UIJI aynama, 'wherever', ^1^ haythu and UlL* haythu-
i > 

ma, 'wherever', U44 mahma, 'whatever', U15*kullama, 'whenever', 

and \zc\ ayyuma (which declines), 'whichever'. All are rare. 

Examples of quasi-condi t ionals 

i L i J SDT l i j j i [6:39] 

God sends astray those whpm He wishes 

ibT uiitt v y j j 151- ijj^l ulr [5:64] 
whenever they light a fire for war, God will 

extinguish it . , „ „ M % „ . * u~ s 

whichever of the two terms I fulfil, it will be no 
injustice to me _ , - ^ 1 

O j ^ i r . & yd Kf... Cl j * <J. Ibl: U ^ [7:132] 
whatever sign you bring us . . . we will not put our 
faith in you 8 „ 

•/Li <L~£ ty* Iji^ [7:161] 
eat of it wherever you will , , 

o^lk-i ^ X i j j i j I^Jji 'iia UJii [2:144] 

wherever you may be, turn your faces towards it 
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° ^ 4 J 1 f ^ > l r u [2:223] 
go to your tillage however you wish 

O ^ ' ( ° ^ J ^ \yj£j UJul [4:78] 

wherever you are, death will overtake you 

I. THE USE OF ij\j YCl'a IN CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 

The verb ra'a is used in two completely different, highly idiomatic 
ways in conditional sentences. The first is its use in the imperfect 
after law to mean 'if only': 

if you could see [them] when they are set before their Lord 

The second is when the second person of the perfect follows the 
interrogative a- and precedes in: 

l i j L i j I j i X i i ^ 4DI J&\ j ] yCljl [6:46] 

have you considered [what will happen] if God takes away 
your hearing and your sight? 

In such sentences a-m'aytum in/a-ra'ayta in translates most convinc
ingly as 'have you considered the position if, or 'what will happen 
if . 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-SIX 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

ijj to enjoy oneself 

*-L£ to strive, move, run 

(jULi to rob 

(JU») to play 

J ^ to forbid 

yt> to shake 

CP 
^ 

vJlAi^ 

v-J 

y 

ct 
t^Al 

' - 0 ' » • - . 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT 

3 JaSL^ u i l ."L t 

3 i OClJa 

4 ^ 1 

4 i ) j ^ 

4SUI 

4 J U 

5 J? 
8 JiSlJ] 

0 

10 ̂  lii] 

io r'iiLii 

io jilLii 

v_ic-Lk) 

J# 

X>JU 

> > 

i* 
Jaillu 

« 

JULU.tL.1 

Lesson Thirty-Six 

VERBAL NOUN 

0 ^ 

^ y^ B i, ^i. a 

4jLC-LJa^o 

.<;! 
£ 

5SUI 

^ 

JHitil 

»IJuil*l] 

to be in awe of 

to forgive, redeem 

to cause to fall, bring 
down 

to multiply 

to deny, disapprove; 
not to know 

to overtake 

to repeat, return 
(trans.) 

to do wrong 

to be purified 

to pick up 

to postpone 

to bring forward 

to rescue 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

,L'J £J\JS 

pit, well 

trunk of a palm-tree 

place to enter 

fly 

chins 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

v^j 
* > 

"l w ll" 

s.p. 

î  

turning back 

fresh, ripe dates 

help 

cave 

bottom; recess 

enormity 

towards 

EXERCISE THIRTY-SIX 

I. 5J j -^ |y^ ^^** (J1^ ̂ !> ^ v O L/ *f& O\ t2:23] 

5 ^ Cr? 

2. (ill)] oSjJ M j lL AJ <U*l? vj] [3:75] 
• •** m * 

3. *iU^ Of J - j oAf Aii ilyJo j ] [3:184] 

4. A^jlldLi A X I P ^ ix3 Cfr Oyifi ^ J i ^ ! ^ H ^ uj [4:3T] 

5. & i ^ 5 ^ i Jrii f 4^ J O 4 7 Oli [5:42] 

6. o^UJJ Uc 'i*l <o)l J i i ^SL> j ] [22:68] 

7. 6 > 4 ^ uli l ; j i 0] [23:107] 

8. ^ ^ i J U J J ] [36:43] 

9. ojlliJl JAJU <Joill5 J ^ i l o i^ l l t i ojill [12:10] 

10. u t j <idp Jisuj iu!)T * 1* <idi ^ j i [19:25] 

1 1 . ^ ^ i i / " j d ' ^ ^ * ^ j ' [12:12] 
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28. 

» — & ••* & 
12. 5DI ^ j l J j T l : U j j i [7:73] 

13. ^j^oiiJ *A1> (jj A > J ^to- f°^l^ [6i :n] 

14. i j jS^Li 4 A J j l I X j l i ^ j l y l i [2:111] 

15. l^ i x * i 3 ^ j f j M I J ^ Jy t i l [2:205] 

16. iS^ i i j LaUS i l) l IjJjfSLi ojJLJall '£**£ l i j [4:103] 

17. j j ^ Jua lJ j S j i t L i j j ^ > l U j V 4-fl*>l * ^ ^ ] [16:61] 

18. \x& o&l$l OjjK fi4* J% '*! [ ^ ^ 

19. * | - * •»; cJbJJ 4i)1 t L i 3)3 [2:20] 

20. AIJJ I3J3) >UJU 3' o j j l i i 3' ^ * o ^ ^ , 3̂  [s>:57] 

21. 0 3 ^ *Ps* ffip y$ 1̂ °/v 6] [23:114] 

22. LJL5 Ua l y U U IjJlLfr [yO jJ [3:156] 

23. O j j f ^ P ' O I J I <jl [40:81] 

24. | y ^ ^**i' j 0 * * - 0 3 * [58-"7] 

25. l^ i IjJUf-l tj4« J ^ J K , j ! b^b' ^ * [32:20] 

26. ^ ^ * * ' ^ i>*3 ?-^4^ ^ ^ ^JJ^" jjJo [41:46] 

27. o>lT o ^ > j b^Mk\ ^i P [6:93] 

5i / > % ^ - ^ 0 * &l\ '^L'l [46:10] 

29. ^ J j j j i ^ l i l A5 [87.14] 

30. l^itUbj L i > iib j ] [4:40] 
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Lesson Thirty-Seven 
More about an; casa and Walla 

««» 

j l an 

The most important use of an, as a conjunction meaning 'that', 
was dealt with in Lesson 18. However, there are half a dozen other 
uses of an in the Qur'an that did not survive as important features 
in later Arabic, although occasional examples are to be found. It 
is usually possible to see how they developed from the central use 
of an. Three of these further uses are important enough to need 
explanation here. 

i . The most common of these uses is known by the Arab 
grammarians as an il-mufassira, the an that introduces direct 
speech. There are over fifty examples of it in the Qur'an. 
The function of an il-mufassira is to introduce direct speech 
after a verb other than qala (though in 5:117 it is used after 
qala itself). A dozen verbs, all with the general sense of 
'conveying a message' are involved, the most common being 

^ j l awha ' to inspire' and ^ S b nada ' to call out.' The an 

is normally followed by an imperative or the equivalent of 
an imperative (a prohibition, wish, salutation or a vocative). 
Other constructions are unusual. 

V A I ^ I \J JJI ol2S3li [37:104] 

We called out to him, ' O Ibrahim' 
*» ** ««• 

We inspired Musa, saying, 'Throw your staff.' 

dLop JJul ,jl <AJ9 J ] \£y Uu j l [71:1] 

We sent Nuh to his people, saying 'Warn your people.' 
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2. Secondly, an may mean 'because'. This is the least common 
of the three usages explained here. It would appear that 
it is used where bi-an (or bi-anna and the accusative) 
might normally have been expected; though in at least one 
verse [49:17] the difference between 'that' and 'because' is 
small and might indicate another way in which the usage 
developed. Clear examples are the second an in 26:51: 

we earnestly hope that our Lord will forgive us our 
sins because we were the first of the believers 

and the second an in 29:2: 

do the people think that they will be left alone because 
they say, 'We believe'? 

See also 40:28: 

would you kill a man because he says, 'My Lord is 
God'? 

3. Thirdly, there are over thirty examples when an is best 

understood as H\ alia or ytl li-alla 'that not'. There is 

some uncertainty about the basis of this usage, and some 
grammarians look to the ellipse of makhafata, with an 
standing for makhafata an 'for fear that' i.e. 'lest'. This is quite 
clearly so in 4:6, where there cannot be any other meaning: 

do not devour it in squandering and in haste lest they 
grow up (for fear that they will grow up) 

With a number of other examples, e.g. after the verb amina, 
one can understand the verse by assuming that a preposition 
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(in this case min) has been omitted. However there is a basic 
core of examples that can only be understood by taking an 
in the sense of alia or li-alld: 

O^AiU j l O I j ^ ^ b ^ P UU» [6:2S] 

we have placed veils on their hearts so that they do not 
understand i t , 9 

JJ4JT J) lyi' it jiuTi ^ jii i i jijl j5u s [24:22] 
let not those of you who possess bounty and abundance 
swear that they will not give to relations 

My own explanation is that from time to time negatives that one 
would expect to appear in the text simply do not do so, possibly 
due to some HijazI influence. There are also examples of this 
construction in seventh century poetry, but it soon dropped out 
of use. 

j i i casa 

The most common way of expressing 'perhaps', 'it may be that' in 
the Qur'an is by use of casa, a verb that occurs only in the perfect, 
with a following an clause. cAsa can be used either personally 
or impersonally. Eventually Arabic came to prefer the impersonal 
verb, but in the Qur'an, as elsewhere in early Arabic, the personal 
form is more common. In only two examples does it conjugate 
(casaytumy 2:246 and 47:22), but in most cases the verb is followed 
by a subject: 

(*r* 3*~i o 1 <ui ^ [4:99] 
it may be that God will pardon them 

j i i j j i isU^ j l ^ j ^ j i i - [7:129] 

perhaps your Lord will destroy your enemy 

\£A \$f> ViX2 j l U J J ^jCi- [68:32] 

perhaps our Lord will give us better than this in itsj)lace 

Hi-£ $*fc u ' ^s^- [4:19] 
perhaps you dislike a thing 
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^ 
iJ lacalla 

In later Arabic lacalla, which is a fossilized verb with the construc
tion of inna, means 'perhaps'. However, in early Arabic lacalla had 
two meanings: 'perhaps' and 'so that'. If it occurs near the end 
of the verse you can expect it to mean 'so that'. This covers over 
ninety percent of the instances where it appears. If it occurs else
where in the sentence, particularly at the beginning, it is likely to 
mean 'perhaps'. 

The translation 'that haply', often used in translations of the 
Qur'an, goes back to ingenious efforts by some Arab grammarians 
and commentators to combine the meaning 'perhaps', with which 
they were perfectly familiar, with 'so that', which was obsolete by 
the time they wrote. From time to time they would grasp the nettle 
and acknowledge that lacalla means 'so that', but more often they 
were reluctant to abandon the meaning they knew best. 

The frequent usage of lacalla in the sense of 'so that' is because 
let alia + a 3 m.p. or 2m.p. suffix allows a verb ending in -un(a) to 
complete the verse and thus maintain the appropriate assonance. 
This is most clearly shown in verses where li- plus the subjunctive 
is followed by wa-lacalla + a suffix + an imperfect verb. 

Examples of'so that5 

<jj^LoJ AX!*J o^*ilfliL» [5:90] 

avoid it, so that you may prosper 

j j j l ^ T A X L J yLJf l^J AXJ J^=f [43:10] 
He has put roads in it for you, that you may find 
the right way 

j y > > - JOXUJJ l^iZJj f i j A J [7:63] 

that he may warn you and that you may protect 
yourselves and that you may be given mercy 
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Examples of 'perhaps' 

OiFT J j f ^« i ,oiO <^5 4iJ [2l:ill] 

perhaps it is a trial for you, with enjoyment for a time 

%i} 63^" ^ ^ J iJ [33:63] 
perhaps the hour is something near 

When the 1 s. pronominal suffix is attached to la* alia, the resulting 
form is lacall-T: 

£ - * ? -

<J? LJ] /*^J^ L J ^ [I2:46l SO ^ a t I may return to the people 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-SEVEN 

PERFECT 

u4* 
lip 

su 
su 
IJ£ 

^ 

* > 
^ su 

- *• 
2 u±> 

ij^l 

4̂ 1 

Sjfci; 

IMPERFECT 

^ : 

j l £ j 

vQ 
JUT-

VERBAL NOUN 

• 

^lii 

JAP 

* > 

6 ^ 

jb 

to frown 

to pardon (+*<!«) 

to return; do again 

to seek refuge with 

to be /do in the 
morning 

to grow up 

to be reluctant, hate 

to shake 

to make clear 

to be prodigal 

to hold fast, withold 

to think, reflect 
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PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

LP £ iPliE ^UJ to call to one an-
other 

8 jy 
6 

J* 

SINGULAR 

fc j j (fo 

oiir 

JUb 

(>*-* 

PLURAL 

u;!3J 

& . 

t^Lfj to swear 

JjUlall to avoid 

accustomed to swear 

haste, anticipation 

tillage 

dream 

firm mountains 

coverings 

bees 

crash, destruction 

blind 

unfortunate, wretched 

contemptible 

; * — J «• 

Idioms ij*fl\ 3^3^ relations 

\£> \**JLU> j f j j l CJJ^ to neglect 
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EXERCISE THIRTY-SEVEN 

1. idll] Al)t Jjjl U ,JA£J \£> dy*j£ j l I J&JJ^IJ [5:49] 

2. Ijtfl jiil \£yO C)\ <i)I jl^ia-J [24:17] 

3. 0 l ^ & ' Jr? 0 ^ 1 JI 5UW ^ ' [2:67] 

4. jL& V j l ^ J j j j*jMI J ^i)l [16:15] 

5. ufj^ j ^ /** u ' *UJJI tiL^r- [22:65] 
. , P P 0 P > o - . f «• P ^ P 

6. LJl; ^ L ; j l ^yi\ Jk\ j*Lil [7:97] 

7. J 3 J J 4^35 jJul j l 0,35 J ] U y ULyl bj [71:1] 

yjl 4,11*. j ^ g b j l 

8. _ } ~ ' ^JLiij LPJV»I j l <&>y* iJ] ^ t^ j [26:63] 

9. !;,£ JUJ-T ^ ^ " T jl jiliT j l ifj ^ 1 [16:68] 

10. t J i* ' o 5 ^ ^ V^b?] t O' SUJSIJ [37:104-5] 

11. L&^>- ji- IJAPI j l Oi^Jto IjSllJ [68:21-2] 

12. *J>»*j A* j j - ^ ^ 3 5 ^ jj*fl o ' 5jj-*i oJj3l [9:86] 

13. O H ^ I 4 > J $ J L ^ ' 0 ' A A I ^ S jsit [10:10] 
« p«— — # p 5 ^ 

14. ^ M l o;Uf j l J i J j ^^4* [80:1-2] 

* • •' 1* - '** '̂ *t 1 * • *^ \\ ****** * '"f 

15. Oi£/** ^3^ ***> j ' L*JL£ JTJJI AXIP ^^Jalil [43:5] 

l6- Oi*?i J ^ k 0* o' «• uif« <-3>u. J T mki M [68:10, H] 

17. I^Jj O^^U 1^^ O' l^i J t i T JK [19:90-1] 
18. i L ^j^T i i i^ iifj ib •! j l ius [6:131] 
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> r 

+ * * * * * •* * 

20. ,Jjiiij AXLJ 4JIJ1 (^iji 

21. J^ t i i J IXliJ ^l^-i ^J IjJL̂ lfif 

22. (L '̂j j j ; u ^ Q J C ^ J jd iT id ] djjt 

25. (^3^ ^ ^ 0' f^?j ij^ 
* . * -

26. i * * ^ 1 ^ . ̂ 5b ,M mi 

27. llLi ^JJ tU-Jo j _ ^ l VI L5
1**' 
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Lesson Thirty-Eight 
Special verbs; law-la 

SPECIAL VERBS 

THE 'SISTERS OF kana9 

Arabic has over twenty verbs that behave similarly to kana. They 
are known as 'the sisters of kana . Over half of them occur in 

the Qur'an, but only five: jL\i laysa, J l j U ma zala, J J* zalla, 

»IS U ma dama, and p~*\ asbaha are important. 

The verb that is closest to kana in meaning is laysa; but, as was 
set out in Lesson 21, the two verbs are not particularly close in 
construction, because of the common use of hi- to introduce the 
predicate after laysa. 

The characteristic of the other four verbs is that they take 
the same construction as kana, i.e. an accusative predicate or an 
imperfect verb, though they differ markedly in meaning. 

J l j U ma zala 

J l j Lo ma zala, imperfect JljJ S la yazalu or J l j j U ma yazalu, 
means 'not to cease', i.e. 'to continue': 

t iLi J 6^)j U [40:34] 

you continued to be in doubt 

Z&jtyju j j J j j i ^ [2:217] 

they will continue to fight you 

6 i i l 2 * 0^!3 i ^ [11:118] 

they continue to differ 
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j £ zalla 

Uniquely, JJ* zalla, 'to continue', contracted from zalila, is found 
from time to time with only one lam. Two of these shorter forms 

occur in the Qur'an: cJLk za/fa [20:97] and *£*fe zaltum [56:65]. 

ij^i5^lp I4J J J i ) [26:71] we remain devoted to them 

j ^ x i J *Ait [56:65] you would continue to jest 

*1S U ma dama 

With >IS U ma dama the ma is not the negative that we find in 
ma zdla but a special use of ma that has not yet been introduced. 
It requires a perfect verb and means 'as long as', ma dama basically 
means 'as long as x remains' or 'as long as x is', and these are the 
meanings you will find in the Qur'an. Elsewhere, ma dama may 
mean nothing more than 'as long as'. 

* • p 

u i O-fl^ I* [19:31] as long as I remain alive 

UrlS £Ss> O - O U [3:75] as long as you stand over him 

?w>i asbaha 

Asbaha means 'to do in the morning' or 'to be in the morning', as 
mentioned in Lesson 34. To translate the verb and the following 
phrase into English, one normally has to say 'In the morning 
he ' etc. The verb may also mean, simply, 'to become'. 

in the morning they were crouching in their dwellings 

(jljJ^ l ^ i L i l [5:53] 

they became losers 

O n this form of the verb with ta- for lata- see Lesson 15. 
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Remember too the example quoted in the section on the hdl 
accusative: 

*— 
s^Jsj U J U ^ d ^ l ^J £V-*I [28:i8] 

In the morning he was in the city, afraid and vigilant 

2^ kdda 

The verb kdda, imperfect yakddu, is closely allied to 'the sisters 
of kdna. In the positive it means 'almost', with the tense of kdda 
determining the tense of the following verb in English: 

^ J ^ l l i j IJ^D [7:150] they almost killed me 

0 ^ "2 o t j U - U l 2^3 [42:5] the heavens are almost torn asui 

With a negative preceding it kdda means 'scarcely': 

V^3 j ^ l i j J J ^ K J M [18:93] they scarcely understand any sp 

l i r£ JIXJ
 6J [24:40] he scarcely saw it 

'VERBS OF BEGINNING5 

A further set of verbs connected with those mentioned above is 
that known as 'the verbs of beginning'. These verbs are used in 
the perfect, followed by another verb in the imperfect. With this 
construction the verbs mean 'he began t o . . . \ They fall into two 
groups: £^ ^ ^ 
a) those, such as \3u bada'a, 9 j i shared a and ^JfJ* tafiqa, whose 

basic meaning is 'to begin'. Only one of these verbs occurs in 
the Qur'an. It is tafiqa, which in general is not very common: 

- • -• -" - * -

i r ^ ' ^J3 O? ^ f ^ 0 ^ * f K ^ * [7:22] 
the two of them began to cover themselves with the 
leaves of paradise 

b) verbs, such as j£\ akhadha and A*£ jacala, whose basic 
meaning is not 'to begin' but something quite different. Again, 
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there is only one of these verbs that occurs in the Qur'an. It is 
asbaha, which has just been treated above: 

in the morning he began wringing his hands 

^fjj law-la 

law-la, mentioned briefly in Lesson 36, functions in two ways: 
1. it means 'why not?'. This is the more common usage in 

the Qur'an, with law-la being followed by a verb, sometimes 
with an intervening subordinate clause: 

£j Cr? *i' 5^* d > ' ^ [J3;7] 

why has not a sign from his Lord been sent down to him? 

l\3^k i i l j l <i^ 1JU SJ3J [24:13] 
why did they not produce four witnesses against it? 

A C)3^y5 vp [56:62] 

why are you not reminded? 

2. law-la also means 'but for'. In the Qur'an this usage requires 
a nominative [whereas in later Arabic nouns are put in the 
nominative, but the suffixed forms of pronouns are used]: 

J J ^ V [37:57] 
but for the blessing of my Lord 

0 ^ ^ J ^ J ^ [48:25] 
but for believing men 

On this form of the verb with ta- for tata- see Lesson 15. 
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•fity [34:31] 
but for you 

but for a word that had gone before from your Lord, 
there would have been judgement between them 

VOCABULARY THIRTY-EIGHT 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

<ii 

5 A C a7 

1 aU^ 

2gii 
46^ 
4£Lil 

•; - - : 

8 ^ | 

<XJLU 

1 ^.>»y 

i atV-tf 

d& 

££J 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

(f.) 

(Li 
* J ,, 

2 J £ 

^ 1 

4JL9 

4 „ 

• 

\ & \ 

to understand 

to jest 

to cover oneself 

to snatch 

to mount 

to turn over, wri 

to make clear 

to give light 

to be vigilant 

to study 

Hghtning 

oil 

doubt 

palm < of the hand, hand 
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GULAR 

& • 

" I-

> * 

J 0. i.ibfl 

PLURAL 

VcA 

doubt 

alive 

crouching 

devoted 

repentant 

brought forward 

black 

EXERCISE THIRTY-EIGHT 

ijbl^frS <iUj c J j j ^ [21:15] 

£ S J J135 V [5:13] 

l j £ i i i^f J J l i [16:58] 

Q^SJU '^UaJ [56:65] 

j j ^ i ; <J l^ii* [15:14] 

l^ i Ij-olS to [5:24] 

Lo^£ ° A ^ to [5:96] 

/o-<̂ ? O-o^ to i*A*̂ w (OY?^ (*-A*^3 [5 : I I7j 

O i * ^ Ij^L^I [26:157] 

^ 3 * 5*«JW *AP*l*il [3:103] 
*• — , i 

O O ^ ' ^ ' i ^ l ^ l [41:23] 
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13-

14-

15-

i6 . 

17-

18. 

19-

20 . 

2 1 . 

22 . 

23-

24. 

25-

[2:20] 

[24:35] 

[43:52] 

[4:78] 

[2:118] 

[6:8] 

[20:134] 

[56:70] 

[27:46] 

[2:64] 

[8:68] 

[29:53] 

[37:57] 
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Lesson Thirty-Nine 
The Energetic; Oaths and Exclamations 

THE ENERGETIC 

The Energetic is used in special circumstances to signify the future. 
Energetic forms are not common, but they occur often enough 
for it to be necessary to recognise them at sight. They are formed 
by adding the ending -anna or -an to the Jussive.A In addition, 
a final -u/T before the suffix will be shortened to u/i with the 

suffix losing the initial a. Thus the jussive 3 m.p. j^JjJij yaqulu has 

an energetic form of .VjJij yaqiilunna (as opposed to the 3 m.s. 

rjyij yaqulanna). Similarly, -ay + the energetic ending becomes 

-ayinna: hence /v j j tarayinna, 2 f.s. energetic of ^j\j ra'a. A third 

point is that final u/i followed by the energetic ending becomes 

uw/iy hence 0 ^ - 4 yunsiyanna, 3 m.s. Energetic of .<£J' ansa; 

j j j j tarawunna, 2 m.p. of ra'a [102:7]. 

Forms of the Energetic in -an are rare, and somewhat confus
ingly they are normally written with the -an accusative ending. 

The use of the Energetic is normally triggered in four ways. 
These are, in descending order of frequency: 

1. after J la-: 

ij^j^b /-^yJalJ [23:40] 

you will be repentant 

IJLA fi-*J*H ,o.yw-;-<..J [ l2 : i5 j 

you will tell them about this affair of theirs 

There are also Energetic forms of the Imperative, but these are very rare, and 
not found in the Qur'an. For a fuller treatment of the Energetic see Wright, 
Arabic Grammar, I, p. 61 and the tables in I, pp. 298—316. 
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. » — > _' 

4JU1 <Jy^aIII [22:40] 

God will help him 

2. in the jawab to a s/zdrt introduced by t^J /a-m: 

AXJLO UT \J\ {yyd tjiuj ^JA jta* tic* Oy [29:10] 

if a victory comes to you from your Lord, they will 
say, 'We were with you.' 

tL^ulb Ua.lU <iu °J Op [96:15] 

if he does not desist, We shall seize [him] by the 
forelock 

J^^PLAII tf byCiij c*=*A^ 0J4I U J*£[ •] op [12:32] 

if he does not do what I tell him to do, he will be 
imprisoned and be one of those brought low 

3. in the short after to I immd: 
•f _ P a 

if you see any man, say, 'I have vowed a fast to the 
Merciful.' 

j _ j A ^ o A^-U U15 lib (J'JJbJj loj [43:41] 

if We take you away, We shall take vengeance on them 

4. after the negative S la: 
z $ 

O ^ L l i %£\$ Si] j f y r ' ^ [2:132] 

die only as Muslims 

o^jAl & tfofj s [6:14] 
do not be among the polytheists 

Other categories may also trigger the use of the Energetic, but of 
these the only one found in the Qur'an is the interrogative: 

JLiJ U OJ^p {J\AJu Ajb [22:15] 

will his trick remove what is enraging [him]? 
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O A T H S 

In general, oaths are most commonly introduced by the preposi
tions wa-, hi- or the rare ta-t all with the sense of'by' and all taking 

the genitive. Thus JDIJ wa-llahi, <DL bi-llahi and AIJIJ ta-llahi 
all mean 'by God'. However, in the Qur'an bi-llahi never stands 
on its own in an oath. Also, though the waw al-qasam (wa- plus 
the genitive 'by') is quite common, particularly in early Meccan 
material, wa-llahi occurs only once [6:23]. 

The general rules for the introduction of the complement to 
a prepositional oath apply in the Qur'an, though the range of 
examples in it does not cover all possibilities that Arabic provides. 

1. In a nominal sentence using la- or inna. .. la-: 

Ofeil I Jr! A fP* o l ^ i [36:2-3] 
by the decisive recitation, you are one of those who 
have been sent! 

2. In a positive verbal sentence using la- and the energetic 
(present and future) or laqad (sometimes just qad) and the 
perfect (past), or by inna: 

J J J U ; yuf L^ JyliD <i)t [16:56] 

by God you will be asked about what you concocted! 

j L J ^ I UiJL> AlJ Oi*?l ^ 1 l<^i [95:3-4] 

by this secure territory, We have created man! 
I-&* • ' ''A \- "'•' 
1*6j JA £l»] As ... )JtJL3 [91:7-9] 

by a soul... the one who keeps it pure will prosper! 
%/J. lfl}S 0IIL4 lj] 0\AJ ^jl^dTj [43:2-3] 

by the clear Scripture, We have made it an Arabic 
recitation! 

3. In a negative sentence: 
a) with ma + the perfect or la + the imperfect or maA with 

a nominal sentence: 

The negative in is found in 86:4. 
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O i ^ i i L5" U ... <Qlj [6:23] 

by God we were not polytheists! 

<il?j iili-Sj U ... ^ fcJJI j [93:1,3] 

by the forenoon.. . your Lord has not said farewell to you! 

O^fcX. O J l U ... piiJIj [68:1-2] 

by the p e n . . . you are not possessed! 

b) With the absence of any particle, either positive or 
negative, as in: 

ULijj^fjj lioj 4i)l; [12:85] 

by God, you do n o t cease remembering Yusufl 

As oaths are prominent in rhetorical pieces, sometimes the rhetoric 
causes an interruption in the flow of the sentence, with words like 
bal and hal starting the main sentence, e.g.: 

\jls*£. JJ J u ^ l l u l ^ J l j [50:1-2] 

by the glorious Qur'an, no, they wondered! 

Other rhetorical modifications occasionally appear: 

j • * • — . *• ' j 

^ j j ^ M I d)fej9\ J 3 ^ ^ i i j ^ L - i j [85:3-4] 
by that which witnesses and that which is witnessed, 
slain were the men of the pit 

The commentators are agreed that this is not an example of 3(b), 
but of the oath being followed by a strongly positive statement. 

As indicated above, 9aths may also be introduced by verbs such 

as t-alfv halafa and ylSl aqsatna *to swear'. Even X^i shahida> 'to 
witness' can operate in the same way: 

they swear by God that they are of you 
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U^Sl^ i tjA ^J^i UjSl^iJ Ailb « J IL*2J [5:107] 

let the two of them swear by God, 'Our testimony is 
truer than theirs/ 

ABI J ^ J J ) iiLl A^ij [63:I] 

we bear witness that you are God's messenger 

There is one very problematical usage: the phrase *f»s\ ^ la uqsimu 

that occurs in 56:75; 69:38; 70:40; 75:1; 75:2; 81:15; 84:16; and 
90:1. The commentators are split on whether the phrase means 
'No! I swear' or simply 'I swear', the second possibility being the 
converse of oaths where no particle is involved. O n the basis of the 
other examples ofhalafa and aqsama, I am inclined to think that the 
phrase means 'No! I swear'. 

o l ) layta 
Layta, 'would that', acts like inna, anna, kfalla: it takes a noun in 
the accusative or a pronominal suffix. In the case of the 1st person 
singular this is -nt. In the Qur'an all the examples of layta but one 

are preceded by yd. The exception is 25:28, where u i j j waylatd 
(see below) is interposed. 

j ^ o i i j i<*3^ *~*̂  ^ [36:26] would that my people knew! 

<ill Hikl UllJ \J [33:66] would that we had obeyed God! 

I JUb J I5 c ^ ^ l i ) \J [19:23] would that I had died before this! 

J J j waylun, <& j waylatun 

Waylun, 'woe', is most commonly found in the Qur'an in the 
indefinite nominative, with li- to indicate those on whom the woe 
falls and min to indicate the cause of the woe: 
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• .•. 

Oifj&l J i i [4i:6] 
woe to the polytheists! 

^.jj vii* ^ j ^ i ^ jji [I4:2] 

woe to those who do not believe, because of a 
severe torment! 

There is a rare example of the definite: 

j ^ JL^J I*/ ^j^Jl AX) [21:18] 

woe to you for what you describe! 

The accusative and a suffix is also found: ^JL-ij wayla-ka, 

AXIJ j wayla-kumy uJJ j wayla-nd. 

There are also four examples of the feminine A}J J waylatun. 

Three have the pausal form , J & 3 wdy/ata after the ya of lamenta

tion (see below) [5:31; 11:72; 25:28], and one is in the accusative 

followed by a suffix, U1IJ3 tvaylata-nd [18:49]. 

REGRET 

The particle most used to express regret, wd, does not occur in the 
Qur'an. However, its alternative, yd, does. At first sight it looks 
indistinguishable from the vocative yd, and in some cases, as in the 
examples with layta and wayl above, one might perhaps view the 
yd either way. However, only the yd of regret is followed by the 
pausal form in -a mentioned under waylatun above. It is also found 
in such phrases as: 

\UL*ym 1 P j Ju i l \J [12:84] Oh, how I grieve for Joseph 

\JJZJ> \J [39:56] Oh, woe is me! 

It is also found with the accusative in such phrases as yd hasratan 
[36:30] and yd hasrata-nd [6:31]. 
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to swear 

to stone 

to imprison 

to drag 

to witness 

to wonder 

to overcome 

to sit, lurk 

to vow 

to enrage 

to purify, keep pure 

to bid farewell to 

to swear 

to save 

to cause to forget 

to take revenge on 
(+ min) 

to cease, desist 

to make unstable 
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VOCABULARY THIRTY-NINE 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 
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I . 

2. 

3-

4-

5-

6. 

7-

8. 

9-
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[38:27] 

[52:11] 

[2:79] 

[41:6] 

[21:97] 

[18:42] 

[33:66] 

[36:26] 

[78:40] 

grief 

sorrow, anguish 

fast 

forenoon 

forelock 

all 

humbled 

old, ancient 

on that day 
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10. 

I I . 

12. 

13-

H-

16. 

17-

18. 

19. 

20. 

21 . 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25-

26. 

27. 

28. 

[90:1] 

[9:107] 

[12:95] 

[6:23] 

[15:92] 

[19:68] 

[34:3] 

[43:87] 

[58:21] 

[H:i3] 

[4:87] 

[43:62] 

[14:42] 

[19:46] 

[6:63] 

6:68] 

7:27] 

6:77] 

30:60] 

Exercise Thirty-Nine 
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Lesson Forty 
Special Uses oima kana; 

Verbs of Wonder, Praise and Blame 

SPECIAL USES OF ma kana 
There are two idiomatic uses oima kana that are common enough 
to need explanation. 

i. Ma kana followed by a subject and then by /*-. In this 
construction the subordinate clause introduced by //- is the 
equivalent of the predicate of kana. The literal meaning is 
'x [the nominative] is/was not one to' , but it is often more 
satisfactory to translate the phrase as (x would not', 'x should 
not* or even as 'x cannot' or 'x could not'. 

JIXJUC-I £ J I 3 <&\ o ^ ^ [2:143] 

God is not one to see your faith wasted 

(JUL ^jyS\ <ili}J 4 ? j j b U [11:117] 

your Lord was not one to destroy the settlements unjustly 

<io Ij^illJ ^y*yi\ j o lo [9:122] 

the believers should not go out to fight all in one body 

The only example without an explicit subject is: 

oU-l J ^ U <j6" U [12:76] 

'He was not one to take his brother' 

Here the subject Yusuf is implicit from the previous verses. 
2. Md kana li- [+ genitive] an: This is the more common 

construction. In meaning it is similar to 1, and again it is 
satisfactory to translate the phrase as 'x should not', etc. 
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Lr * «> 
4i)L i ^ i j ^I & j ls U [12:38] 

it was not for us to associate anything with God 

S^ j ' cj^i O ^ ^ [3:i6l] 

it is not for any prophet to deceive [the people] 

^ i Of **%. o ' 5*? o * ^ [19:35] 

God is not one to take to Himself any son 

V E R B S O F W O N D E R , P R A I S E A N D B L A M E 

The verbs classified by the Arab grammarians as Verbs of wonder' 
are rare in the Qur'an and barely deserve a mention. There are two 
forms. 

1. The 3 m.s. of the perfect of the 4 th form immediately after 
ma: 

*» 

syo\ U [80:17] how ungrateful he is 

2. The 2 m.s. imperative of the 4 th form, with the object 
attached by bi< 

A f !i ^ Irf^ [18:26] how well He sees and hears 
• 

^Jdu bi'sa and *Ju nicma are termed by the Arab grammarians 'the 
verbs of praise and blame', but they are fossilized verbs that do 
not conjugate. Both are relatively common in the Qur'an, with 
'the verb of blame' [bi'sa 'how bad'] being more than twice as 
frequent as 'the verb of praise' [nicma 'how good'], bi'sa and nfma 
are normally followed by a clause beginning with ma or a single 
noun in the nominative: 

A^CJU\ 4J l^jLil U ^jiju [2:93] 

evil is what they have sold themselves/ their souls for 

j^aA\ j&> [2:126] 

evil is the journeying [to Hell] 
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«-* 

03t~*^\ f~} [37:75] 

how excellent are those who answer 

Oi^ lT j l s jju [16:30] 

how excellent is the dwelling of the God-fearing 

Two verses, however, show different constructions. 

V J J OUUWJ <J^JU [18:50] 

that is an evil exchange for the wrongdoers 

Here an accusative takes the place of the nominative. 

jbr-^T JJu JjJLiJT (LlNl JAJ [49:11] 
evil is the term 'dissoluteness', after belief 

Here we have the full construction with two nominatives, analo
gous to the example quoted in Wright (2, 290): 

i^JuJ o\yX\ l i j how excellent a woman Zaynab is 

The perfect of the verb cLi sd'a, 'to be bad' has more or 

less the same force and constructions as bi'sa, with a similar 
predominance of the nominative over the accusative. However, sd'a 
does conjugate: 

1* ** * "\ " »*' * • ' \ A ' 
\J^AA t^ f tU- j A^a* ^eJbljLo [4:97] 

their abode in Jahannam, and it is an evil journey's end 

^ C ^ ^ [37:177] 
terrible will be the morning of those who have been 
warned 
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VOCABULARY FORTY 

PERFECT IMPERFECT VERBAL NOUN 

to make, work 

to go forth 

to deceive 

to visit 

to acquaint 

to cause to be wasted 

to hurt, vex 

to buy 

shelter 

exchange 

price, gain 

choice 

resting-place 

mosque, place of prayer 

authority, power 

drink 

course, journey's end 

dissoluteness 

inspiration 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
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EXERCISE FORTY 

I. Afiilta*] *£)! j& Li [29:4o] 

2. Alii- *p\ U JL£ 0 i * 5 ^ l j - ^ 2M j l f U [3:179] 

3. I A I A A i ] JJu U p J-f*J <IM jlS" U [9:115] 

4. ^ 4 * ^ J1*' ( ^ * ^ m ^ j 6 " Li [3:179] 

5. li^lci-ju j l A-̂ J j o to [2:114] 

6. 5DI j i L Ml O j ^ f j l o ? ^ 0^" ^ [3:145] 

7. AI)T <jii Ml c l 3L; j l j j j ^ j 0 ^ l i [13:38] 

8. LjJ-o J l i ; j l jf^ii j& Li [4:92] 

9. AIM J S * L ^ ' j ^ * d O' Oizj^+^l j o Li [9:17] 
6 -

10. j U i L i j AXIJIJ j l LJ j o Li [14:11] 

11. l ^ i j Ml AUI AAJ^J j l ^ i J j fc" Li [42:51] 

12. SJ^LI J^J j y i j l iif3^ M3 ^ J 4 o ^ u [33:36] 

13. ADI J j - i j I j i y o ' ( ^ O ^ U [33:53] 

14. J ^ A J I A-iJ [8:40] 

15. OiLoUiTjJsfl (U : [29:58] 

16. AJ AxJkflJ Li AJU [4:58] 

17. j^JuJu lyO Li t L i [58:15] 

18. M f̂-* *^* [4:22] 

19. \juuy* o i L i j vilydJl i * i j j [18:29] 

20. j ^ - A - i j U iT^t* H^* ^ * £ |>A**j [3 : l87] 
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2 1 . 

22. 

23-

24-

25-

[5:63] 

[62:5] 

[3:i5i] 

[3:162] 

[38:30] 

Exercise Forty 
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Key to the Exercises 

Exercise O n e 

i. The clear book. 2. A clear book. 3. A noble book. 4. A clear recitation. 
5. The glorious recitation. 6. A noble recitation. 7. A glorious recitation. 
8. The mighty recitation. 9. An ample mercy. 10. Another sign. 11. The 
last day. 12. A great day. 13. The severe punishment. 14. A mighty day. 
15. A severe punishment. 16. A great reward. 17. A noble reward. 18. A 
mighty punishment. 19. A great reward. 20. A faithful messenger. 21. A 
noble messenger. 22. The secure town. 23. Another god. 24. A clear 
messenger. 25. The first and the last. 26. The first and the last. 27. God is 
mighty. 28. God is strong. 29. God is strong and mighty. 30. The strong 
and faithful one. 

Exercise T w o 

1. Other gods. 2. Many benefits. 3. Many fruits. 4. The first (previous) 
generations. 5. The setdements are doing wrong. 6. A wrongdoing 
setdement. 7. The Jews and the Christians. 8. The heavens and the earth. 
9. Non-Arab and Arab. 10. The people who do wrong. 11. Unbelieving 
people. 12. A believer and an unbeliever. 13. Believing men. 14. The 
believing men and the believing women. 15. Believing men and believing 
women. 16. The first and the last. 17. God is relenting. 18. Honoured 
servants. 19. A believing man. 20. Other days. 21. Heaven and earth (the 
heaven and the earth). 22. The Muslim men and the Muslim women. 

Exerc ise T h r e e A 

1. You are Muslims. 2. They are Muslims. 3. We are a temptation. 4. I 
am a warner. 5. A lofty garden. 6. You are the Relenting One. 7. You 
are wrongdoers. 8. You are the poor. 9. She is a wrongdoer. 10. He is a 
believer. 11. He is the gende one. 12. You are believers. 13. I am God, 
the Mighty (the mighty God). 14. It is white. 15. He/ i t is strong. 16. You 
are the Mighty One. 17. It is a trial. 18. You are a warner. 19. You are 
ignorant ones. 20. I am the Relenting One. 
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Exercise Four 

i. In the alms. 2. In manifest error. 3. Over the fire. 4. Between heaven 
and earth. 5. Among the believers. 6. Among the people. 7. With the 
people who do wrong. 8. With the believers. 9. With the messenger. 
10. O n a guidance. 11. On the messenger. 12. Against the unbelievers. 
13. From a way. 14. To a town. 15. To a great punishment. 16. From the 
messengers. 17. From other days. 18. From a god. 19. By God. 20. In 
the next world. 21. In a valley. 22. Good news for the believers. 23. For 
the people who do wrong. 24. For the believing women. 25. To God 
belongs this world (the first world) and the next. 

Exercise Five 

1. My punishment is severe. 2. My Lord is merciful. 3. My Lord is near. 
4. My protector is God. 5. God is my Lord. 6. My son is [one] of my 
family. 7. My punishment is the severe one. 8. My Lord is with me. 
9. Between me and my brothers. 10. God is my reckoning, n . God is 
guidance. 12. God is truth. 13. My Lord is gende. 14. He is God, my 
Lord. 15. It is my stick. 16. God is the one who hears. 17. God is my 
Lord. 18. My messengers and I. 19. It is from the Book. 20. He is in 
manifest error. 21. My punishment is severe. 22. He remains for ever in 
the Fire. 23. He is the First and the Last. 24. I am [one] of the Muslims. 
25. My reward is with God. 

Exercise Six 

1. That is the great bounty. 2. This is permissible and this is forbidden. 
3. This (man) is a warner from the warners of old (first). 4. This is an 
Arabic tongue. 5. This is a mercy from my Lord. 6. That bounty is from 
God. 7. This is a straight path. 8. This life. 9. That is the next abode 
(world). 10. This is a strange thing. 11. Those have a guidance. 12. That is 
far-reaching error. 13. This is my way. 14. That is a difficult day. 15. Those 
men are the believers. 16. This is my Lord. 17. This is manifest magic. 
18. That is easy for God. 19. Those men are of the righteous. 20. These 
are a sinful people. 21. Those men are honoured in gardens. 22. These 
are few. 23. That is in a book. 24. That is my path. 25. Those are God's 
signs. 26. My Lord is on a straight path. 27. The unbelievers will have a 
humiliating punishment. 

\ 
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Exercise Seven 

i. In God's way. 2. The nieces (the daughters of the brother). 3. A few 
from the rest. 4. The way of the sinners. 5. Bounty is in Gods hand. 
6. The hands of the people. 7. The signs of the Merciful. 8. Gods land 
is wide. 9. This is God's she-camel. 10. Before the day of reckoning. 
11. Those are the party of the Devil. 12. God is possessed of great bounty. 
13. Many of the people. 14. Those are the inhabitants (companions) of 
the Fire. 15. God is an enemy for the unbelievers. 16. The effect of God's 
mercy. 17. I am the first of the believers. 18. Lord of the heavens and the 
earth. 19. A party of the People of the Book. 20. A party of the Children 
of Israel. 21. God is the protector of the faithful. 22. The outcome of 
affairs is with God. 23. Mischief and great corruption on earth. 24. On 
the edge of a pit of the Fire. 25. Praise belongs to God, the Lord of all 
created beings. 

Exercise Eight 

1. He entered the city. 2. They entered a settlement. 3. He made the 
sun an illumination and the moon a light. 4. God has sent a messenger. 
5. She carried a light load. 6. He created the heavens and the earth. 7. God 
created that. 8. We created man. 9. They remembered/mentioned God, 
10. We returned to.the city. 11. You returned. 12. God has coined a 
likeness. 13. You have journeyed in the way of God. 14. They lingered 
in humiliating punishment. 15. You have lingered in God's book until 
the Day of Resurrection. 16. We have written in the Psalms after the 
Reminder. 17. He found a people. 18. I found a woman. 19. They found 
God relenting. 20. God promised the believing men and women gardens. 
21. He reached the place where the sun rises. 22. Gods command was 
made manifest (appeared). 23. Corruption has appeared on land and sea. 
24. We have sent a messenger to (into) each community. 

Exercise Nine 

1. From God and His Prophet. 2. They are their mothers. 3. You did 
your deed. 4. He put rivers between them. 5. They left their homes. 
6. We went out with you. 7. The matter is between me and you. 8. My 
curse is on you. 9. We made the son of Mary and his mother a sign. 
10. God helped you at Badr. 11. They returned to them. 12. The matter 
rests with you. 13. They lied against themselves. 14. He followed my 
guidance. 15. You asked them (f.p.). 16. By the permission of their Lord. 
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17. My blessing is on you. 18. You entered it. 19. By permission of their 
family/folk. 20. A people before you asked her. 21. My servants asked 
you about me. 22. He followed you. 23. He followed me. 24. God raised 
it to him. 25. Peace be upon you. Your Lord has prescribed mercy for 
Himself. 26. He entered his garden. 27. God seized them for their sins. 

Exercise Ten 

1. God did not wrong them. 2. God has not made any way for you against 
them. 3. That is not a great matter for God. 4. There is not a witness 
among us. 5. They have no helpers. 6. They did not do it. 7. They did 
not linger in the humiliating punishment. 8. Whatever reward I have 
asked you for. 9. There is no way against them. 10. I am merely a clear 
warner. 11. They have no knowledge of it. 12. We did not prescribe 
it for them. 13. We are not dead. 14. We found what he promised us. 
15. Whatever proper thing (what of that which is recognised/regarded as 
proper) they did (f.p.) concerning themselves. 16. Concerning what you 
have taken. 17. This is what you hoarded for yourselves. 18. What God 
has ordered. 19. What is in front of us and what is behind us. 20. We 
know what we have ordained for them. 21. What their right hands have 
laboured [on]. 22. To God belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and 
the earth and what is in them. 23. The Saying has fallen on them for 
the wrong that they have done. 24. They found all that they had done. 
25. Whatever is on land and in the sea. 26. Half of what you have settled 
on. 27. Corruption has appeared on land and sea because of what the 
hands of the people have gained. 

Exercise Eleven 

1. We have made some of you a test for others. 2. Each of you is an enemy 
of the other. 3. We have raised some of them above others. 4. Some 
suspicion is a sin. 5. Those are friends of one another. 6. We have left 
some of them. 7. They looked at one another. 8. The believers, male and 
female, are friends to one another. 9. God has power over everything. 
10. You are witness over everything. 11. We opened for them the gates 
of everything. 12. We have appointed an enemy from among the sinners 
for every prophet. 13. Every community has [its] term. 14. Death [comes 
on] him from every side. 15. Each god took what it had created. 16. We 
have raised a messenger in every community. 17. Your Lord is guardian 
over everything. 18. Every soul is a hostage for what it has earned. 
19. Everything little and great is recorded. 20. In it they will have some 
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of every kind of fruit and forgiveness from their Lord. 21. All you asked 
for. 22. We have tarried a day or part of a day. 23. They entered it the 
first time. 

Exercise Twelve 

1. They (f.p.) have children. 2. They were a sinful people. 3. They were 
like stubble. 4. We were Muslims. 5. You were in neglect of this. 6. God's 
command is done. 7. He was an enemy to God and His angels and 
His messengers. 8. It was with him. 9. He was aware of and saw His 
servants. 10. Your Lord was observant, n . They were witnesses against 
him. 12. The people were a community. 13. You were the watcher over 
them. 14. We were not thieves. 15. You were sinners. 16. You were on 
the lip of a pit of the Fire. 17. He was from the generations before you. 
18. They were an evil people. 19. That was easy for God. 20. She was 
from an unbelieving people. 21. There was no difficulty for the Prophet. 
22. In the Messenger of God you have a good example. 23. He was 
in manifest error. 24. When the anger abated in Moses, he took the 
tablets. 25. When they opened their belongings they discovered their 
goods. 26. We were unaware of this. 

Exercise Thirteen 

1. From that which parents have left. 2. Two men said. 3. His hands are 
spread out. 4. Two other people. 5. Two young men entered the prison 
with him. 6. These two men are sorcerers. 7. He found two men in it. 
8. These are two proofs from your Lord. 9. Two parties of the believers. 
10. In the two of them are two springs. 11. These two daughters of mine 
(gen.). 12. He found, apart from them, two women. 13. They reached 
their confluence. 14. There is much sin in the two of them. 15. Between 
the two groups is a veil. 16. They assigned associates to Him. 17. We do 
not believe the two of you. 18. He created the heavens and the earth and 
what is between them. 19. He set cultivated land between them. 20. We 
only created them in truth. 21. In the two of them are fruits and palms 
and pomegranates. 22. We have appointed the night and the day as two 
signs. 

Exercise Fifteen 

1. He taught the recitation. 2. I taught you the book. 3. That is because 
of what your hands have forwarded. 4. What he has sent forward and 
left behind. 5. They denied the truth of Our signs. 6. He denied the 
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truth of the Hour. 7. They have striven in God's way. 8. The two have 
striven with you. 9. You have disputed with us. 10. God confound them! 
11. They have fought you over religion. 12. We have sent it down as a 
recitation in Arabic. 13. God has sent down water from the sky. 14. God 
has not sent down anything to any mortal. 15. We destroyed them for 
their sins. 16. We have not destroyed any setdement without it having a 
known decree. 17. He has sent His Messenger with the guidance. 18. We 
sent Noah to his people. 19. You sent a messenger to us. 20. I have put 
my trust in God, my Lord and your Lord. 21. He has turned on his face. 
22. They went back to their own people. 23. They have helped him and 
followed the light. 24. They have followed the truth from their Lord. 
25. They have differed about the scripture. 26. The parties among them 
differed. 27. The Messenger sought forgiveness for them. 28. They have 
sought forgiveness for their sins. 29. You were haughty and were one of 
the unbelievers. 30. They were haughty and were a sinful people. 

Exercise Sixteen 

1. We shall raise up in every community a witness. 2. I will reach the 
confluence of the two seas. 3. We will place the two beneath our feet. 
4. He eats what you eat and drinks what you drink. 5. She carries him. 
6. They will not return. 7. They will go in through every gate to see 
them. 8. They will remember them. 9. God coins comparisons for men. 
10. They write the document with their hands. 11. A punishment that is 
near will seize you. 12. He used to tell his people to pray and give alms. 
13. They are not going out with them. 14. They ask you about the sacred 
month. 15. He hears the words of God. 16. He knows what each soul 
earns. 17. God will not speak to them nor look at them. 18. They will 
help you. 19. God witnesses what you do. 20. They put their trust in their 
Lord. 21. They will seek His forgiveness. God is forgiving and merciful. 
22. He will teach you the Scripture and the Wisdom. 23. They are not 
proud. 24. We do not deny the truth of the signs of our Lord. 25. You 
strive in Gods way with your possessions and your persons. 26. Those 
possessed of understanding are reminded. 27. I will send down the like 
of what God has sent down. 28. They destroy themselves. 29. They will 
not fight you. 30. They will see/observe. 

Exercise Seventeen 

1. Will you not be reminded? 2. We shall see whether you have spoken 
the truth or are one of the liars. 3. Shall We treat those who submit like 
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those who sin? 4. When will this promise [happen]? 5. How will they 
have the reminder? 6. What are the companions of the right? 7. What 
will give you knowledge of what the Day of Judgement is? 8. Have you 
found that which your Lord promised you? 9. Have you any knowledge? 
10. Do they not know? 11. Has God sent a mortal as His messenger? 
12. Truly, His is the judgement. 13. We see how you act. 14. Do you not 
understand? 15. Have you brought me good tidings? 16. Did you deny 
the truth of My signs? 17. Do they divide out your Lord's mercy? 18. Did 
you know what you had done? 19. Have you hastened the command of 
your Lord? 20. Do they seek to hasten Our punishment? 21. Do they 
hear you? 22. It was made clear to you how We dealt with them. 23. Do 
we not die? 24. Are you Muslims? 25. Truly that will be the clear loss. 
26. What will give you knowledge of what the calamity is? 27. Can you 
make the deaf hear? 28. How can you take it? 29. Is it a wonder for 
mankind? 30. Do they not consider (look at) camels? 

Exercise Eighteen 

1. The People of the Scripture ask you to bring down a scripture for 
them from heaven. 2. We have made you a moderate community that 
you may be witnesses to the people. 3. They were averse to striving with 
their possessions and their persons in God's way. 4. Their recompense 
is that the curse of God will be upon them. 5. They offer allegiance to 
you on the basis that they will not associate anything with God. 6. Am 
I unable to be like this crow? 7. That will be because they have followed 
that which angers God. 8. Your sign will be that you cannot speak to 
people for three nights. 9. He has brought it down upon your heart, 
that you may be one of the warners. 10. We desire our Lord to cause 
us to enter with the people who are righteous. 11. God will not grant 
deferment to any soul. 12. God commands you to sacrifice a cow. 13. It 
is the truth from your Lord, that you may warn a people. 14. It gives 
good tidings to the believers that they shall have a great reward. 15. We 
made the night for them to rest in. 16. He is able to send a punishment 
against you. 17. It has become clear to them that they are companions of 
the Fire. 18. It has become clear to him that he was an enemy of God. 
19. We prescribed in it: a soul for a soul, and an eye for an eye. 20. He has 
subjected the sea, so that you may eat [fresh fish] flesh from it. 21. That 
is their recompense because they did not believe in our signs. 22. We are 
eager for our Lord to forgive us our sins. 23. Does man not remember 
that We created him? 24. He sent down with them the Scripture with 
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the truth, that He might decide between the people. 25. May I follow 
you on condition that you teach me? 

Exercise Nineteen 

1. We shall return to him. 2. You are the gatherer of the people. 3. Thus 
we deal with the sinners. 4. They said, 'We are moving to our Lord.* 
5. God enjoins justice and doing good. 6. We have made you a viceroy in 
the earth. 7. Hell will be your recompense. 8. You are possessed. 9. God 
is forgiving and merciful. 10. The unbelievers say, 'This man is a clear 
sorcerer.' 11. We will not enter it. 12. God is an enemy to the unbelievers. 
13. We have sent down to you the Scripture with the truth. 14. He has 
a father who is a very old man indeed. 15. He was one of Our devoted 
servants. 16. This is a very strange thing. 17. Satan is a very clear enemy 
to man. 18. He is one of the righteous. 19. He sees what you do. 20. The 
earthquake of the Hour is a tremendous thing. 21. She is a yellow cow. 
22. God has power over everything. 23. I have put my trust in God. 
24. Many of the people are heedless of Our signs. 25. In the livestock 
there is a lesson for you. 26. Truly, to God belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and the earth. 27. The hypocrites try to deceive God. 28. We 
have sent you with the truth, as a bearer of good tidings and a warner. 
29. They said, 'We bear witness against ourselves.' 30. They said, 'We 
found our fathers serving them.' 

Exercise TWenty 

1. You did not warn them. 2. He will teach you what you did not know. 
3.1 did not associate anyone with my Lord. 4. He has no protector. 5. Did 
you not know that God knows all that is in heaven and earth? 6. He has 
no partner in sovereignty. 7. They have not reached puberty. 8. God has 
not made a light for him. 9. Did I not say to you . . . ? 10. Do not seek to 
hasten. 11. He knew what you did not know. 12. Have they not looked 
at the heaven above them? 13. He has taught man that which he did not 
know. 14. They found no helpers apart from God. 15. Did We not assign 
to him two eyes? 16. Did We not destroy the ancients? 17. You were not 
believers. 18. He did not hear it. 19. Did your Lord not make you a fair 
promise? 20. Do not approach (dual) this tree. 21. There is no equal to 
Him. 22. Do not be sad. 23. Do not serve Satan. 24. Do not ask me 
about anything. 25. Do not be with the unbelievers. 26. Do not kill your 
children. 27. Do not break your oaths. 28. Do not enter by one gate. 
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Exercise Twenty-One 

i . Is not this the truth? 2. There is nothing like Him. 3. They say with 
their tongues what is not in their hearts. 4. They shall not have any 
food. 5. He is not one of your family. 6. Is there not a lodging for the 
unbelievers in Hell? 7. There is no sin for you in any mistakes you have 
made. 8. He cannot emerge from it. 9. Do I not possess the kingdom of 
Egypt? 10. Lo, they sit on it. 11. Those who surrender their faces to God 
will have their reward with their Lord. 12. Amongst them were those 
whom We drowned. 13. Is there any of those you associate [with God] 
who can do any of that? 14. From the jinn there were those who worked 
before him by permission of his Lord. 15. You cannot make those in 
the graves hear. 16. Among them there are those who made a covenant 
with God. 17. Among the parties there are those who deny some of 
it. 18. Among the people are those who dispute about God without 
knowledge. 19. See them running from it! 20. Lo, they are two parties. 
21. Behold, you are mortals. 22. Lo, a party of them associate others with 
their Lord. 23. [Recall] when Satan made their actions seem fair to them. 
24. [Recall] when We appointed for Moses forty nights. 

Exercise Twenty-Two 

1. They drew near to one another, asking each other questions. 2. Those 
recite their Scripture. 3. He recited it to them. 4. The Merciful has given 
permission to him. 5. I shall not leave the land until my father gives me 
permission. 6. My servants asked you about Me. 7. They ask, 'When is 
the Day of Resurrection?' 8. The people ask you about the Hour. 9. He 
has produced you from a single soul. 10. Are you the ones who made 
its tree grow, or are We the One who causes [it] to grow? n . After 
them We produced other generations. 12. He used to tell his people to 
pray and give alms. 13. He has believed in God and His angels and His 
scriptures and His messengers. 14. Shall we believe in two mortals like us? 

15. Do they then believe in vanity and disbelieve in the blessing of God? 
16. They prefer the life of this world. 17. God has preferred you over us. 
18. He told them their names. 19. He will tell them what they have been 
doing. 20. Will you tell God what He does not know. 21. Who told you 
this? 22. They sought your permission to go out. 23. I have perceived a 
fire. 24. I will tell you what you should eat. 
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Exercise TWenty-Three 

i. My blessing which I bestowed on you. 2. This is the fire which you 
used to deny. 3. The Fire, whose fuel is men and stones. 4. Do not kill 
the soul that God has made sacred [forbidden]. 5. My protector is God 
who has sent down the Scripture. 6. [It is] He who has subjected the 
sea, so that you may eat from it. 7. Is this the one whom God has sent 
as a messenger? 8. And whom I desire to forgive me my sins on the Day 
of Judgement. 9. Who is it that will lend God a fair loan? 10. Blessed is 
He in whose hand is sovereignty. 11. [It is] He who has driven out those 
who disbelieved. 12. He has made well everything that He has created. 

13. Those whose works have failed in this world and the next. 14. Do not 
be like those who have split up and disagreed. 15. It gives good tidings to 
the believers who do righteous deeds that they will have a great reward. 
16. He puts abomination on those who do not understand. 17. Those 
who do not believe say, 'You have not been sent as a messenger.' 18. It 
is a tree that comes out of the root of Hell. 19. We give you very good 
tidings of a son whose name shall be John. 20. Seven fat cows which 
were devoured by seven thin ones. 21. In that are signs for a people who 
understand. 22. They [were] youths who believed in their Lord. 23. A 
sura which We have sent down. 24. We have brought forth green shoots 
from which We bring forth grain. 25. On the heights are men who 
recognize each by their marks. 26. He is from a people with whom you 
have a covenant. 27. We sent down iron, in which there is great strength 
and [many] benefits for the people. 28. Communities to whom We shall 
give enjoyment. 

Exercise Tiventy-Four 

1. We shall inherit the earth and all who are on it. 2. It shall be inherited 
by My righteous servants. 3. Will you leave Moses and his people to 
make mischief in the land? 4. Do not leave me alone. 5. No laden soul 
bears the burden of another. 6. My Lord embraces everything in His 
knowledge. 7. Their tongues describe the lie. 8. From that which you 
describe. 9. They will not reach the two of you. 10. They will not reach 
you. 11. He has set the balance. 12. We shall set up the balances for 
the Day of Resurrection. 13. God has promised you a promise of truth. 

14. Did your Lord not make you a fair promise? 15. I exhort you to one 
thing. 16. God admonishes you. 17. The truth came to pass, and what 
they were doing was in vain. 18. We gave them some of Our mercy. 
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19. My Lord gave me judgement, 20. Those despaired of My mercy. 
21. They have despaired of the World to Come. 22. They are sure about 
the World to Come. 23. They were convinced by Our signs. 24. Do you 
take idols as gods? 25. He takes witnesses from among you. 26. They 
choose the unbelievers as their friends. 

ExerciseTWenty-Five 

1. They asked Moses for something greater than that. 2. We have more 
wealth and children [than you]. 3. Do you know better, or God? 4. The 
wage of the world to come is greater. 5. They are like stones or harder. 
6. The word of those who disbelieve is the lowest and the word of God 
is the highest. 7. The noblest of you in the sight of God are the most 
god-fearing. 8. The vilest men have followed you. 9. Which of you is 
fairer in conduct? 10. Is that better or the Garden of Eternity? 11. God 
is better and more enduring. 12. Who is further astray than the one who 
is in distant schism? 13. God is closer to the two of them. 14. Most of 
them do not understand. 15. The most hostile people. 16. You were 
on the nearest bank, and they were in the furthest part of the bank. 
17. Who does greater wrong than those who deny the truth of God's 
signs? 18. Shall I tell you of [someone] worse than that? 19. He has the 
fairest names. 20. God knows best what is in their hearts. 21. On that 
day the companions of the Garden will be better in the place they stay 
and the place they rest at midday. 22. What is with God is better for the 
pious. 23. He is the best of providers. 24. Your Lord knows best how 
long you have tarried. 25. That is purer for them. 26. The creation of the 
heavens and the earth is greater than the creation of mankind, but most 
people do not know [that]. 27. They listen to the declaration and follow 
the best of it. 28. We are nearer to him than you. 

Exerc ise T w e n t y - S i x 

1. God has made trading lawful, and He has forbidden usury. 2. They 
allow it one year and forbid it another year. 3. They will fight you until 
they turn you away from your religion. 4. We returned him to his mother. 
5. Evil has touched him. 6. Adversity has touched man. 7. We will tell you 
their tidings in truth. 8. We have told you about them before. 9. We were 
a people who strayed. 10. They stray from the way of God. n . God leads 
astray the wrongdoers. 12. They lead you astray without any knowledge. 
13. Pharaoh said to him, 'I think that you are bewitched, O Moses/ 
14. You thought that God would not know much of what you were 
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doing. 15. That which neither profits us nor harms us. 16. You cannot 
injure Him in any way. 17. Then I shall compel him to the torment 
of the Fire. 18. He has prepared a painful torment for the unbelievers. 
19. God has prepared for them gardens. 20. We counted them amongst 
the wicked. 21. A day with your Lord is like a thousand years of your 
counting. 22. God does not love those who work mischief. 23. Why do 
you argue with us about that of which you have no knowledge? 24. Do 
you argue with us about God? 25. They will indeed turn them aside from 
the way. 26. How many a sign is there in the heavens and the earth that 
they pass by! 

Exercise TVenty-Seven 

1. Who but God can forgive sins? 2. They remember God only a litde. 
3. He is simply a clear warner. 4. Most of them follow only conjecture. 
5. None of your people will believe unless they are already believers. 6.We 
shall postpone it only to a term that will be counted. 7. We testify only 
to that which we know. 8. We never sent any messenger except with the 
tongue of his people. 9. We did not create the heavens and the earth and 
all that is between them save with the truth. 10. We are only mortals like 
you. 11. They have followed him, save for a group of believers. 12. Most 
of them do not believe in God unless they associate others with Him. 
13. They serve only [what they serve] as did their fathers before. 14. We 
send it down only in a known measure. 15. We have sent before you as 
messengers only men. 16. The unbelievers say, 'You are only following a 
man who is bewitched.' 17. We come down only by command of your 
Lord. 18. They are only like animals. 19. He tarried amongst them for 
a thousand years all but fifty years. 20. Only those with knowledge will 
understand them. 21. No female becomes pregnant or gives birth except 
with His knowledge. 22. There is no settlement but We shall destroy it 
before the Day of Resurrection. 23. None but the sinners eat it. 24. This 
is simply a he. 25. Muhammad is only a messenger. 26. There is no beast 
on the earth but that its sustenance depends on God. 

Exercise Twenty-Eight 

1. Do not fear nor grieve. 2. Have they not travelled in the land? 3. It is 
evil as a resting place. 4. What they have been doing is evil. 5. You will 
wish [so] only if God wishes. 6. We make Our mercy reach those whom 
We wish. 7. A painful torment will befall those of them who disbelieve. 
8. They came to them with the clear proofs. 9. Have you come to us that 
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we should serve God alone? 10. Do you want to kill me as you killed a 
soul yesterday? n . He has desired only the present life. 12. He wanted 
their Lord to give the two of them [one] better than him in exchange. 
13. They could not hear a sound. 14. They said, 'We hear and obey/ 
15. We will obey you in some of the affair. 16. [One] of His signs is that 
heaven stands. 17. Let a party of them stand with you. 18. We shall not 
assign any weight to them on the Day of Resurrection. 19. They shall 
taste neither cool nor drink in it. 20. It tasted the mischief of its affair. 
21. He answers those who believe and do righteous deeds. 22. So his 
Lord answered him and turned their wiles from him. 23. He will say, 
'What answer did you give to the messengers?' 24. I have comprehended 
what you have not comprehended. 

Exercise Twenty-Nine 

1. Moses said to his people, 'O my people, you have done wrong.' 2. 'O 
Mary, God gives you good news of a word from Him. 3. O Moses, we 
will never enter it. 4. Children of Adam! We have sent down to you 
clothing. 5. 'O Noah, he is not one of your family.' 6. O people of the 
Scripture, why do you not believe in God's signs? 7. *0 David, We have 
made you a viceroy in the earth. 8. O My servants who believe, My 
land is wide. 9. 'O people of the book, you have no base.' 10. O Jesus, 
son of Mary, is your Lord able to send a table down to us? 1 r. O my 
people, there is no error in me. 12. He said, *0 my people, I conveyed to 
you a message of my Lord.' 13. O people of the Scripture, why do you 
turn those who believe from God's way? 14. My people, I am not asking 
you for any payment for this. 15. O my father, why do you worship 
something that cannot hear. 16, O my people, is my clan stronger against 
you than God? 17. O my people, these are my daughters. 18. Moses 
said, 'O Pharaoh, I am a messenger from the Lord of created beings.' 
19. They said, 'O Noah, you have disputed with us, and disputed much 
with us.' 20. O people, a proof has come to you from your Lord. 21. O 
Messenger, let not those who vie with one another in unbelief grieve 
you. 22. O men, you are the ones who are in need of God. 23. O you 
who believe why do you say what you do not do? 24. O you who have 
disbelieved, make no excuses for yourselves today 

Exercise Thirty 

1. She brought him to her own folk. 2. The hour will come upon them 
suddenly when they are unaware. 3. How many clear signs we gave them! 
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4. They perform prayer and pay the zakat. 5. I see you and your people in 
manifest error. 6. Have you considered the water that you drink? 7. Those 
[can] hope for God's mercy. 8. I have summoned my people night and 
day. 9. God will reward the thankful. 10. He created you from clay and 
then fixed a term. 11. They walk on the earth. 12. He eats food and 
walks round the markets. 13. Today We forget them as they forgot that 
they would meet this day of theirs. 14. They fear no one else apart from 
God. 15. He has named you 'those who surrender'. 16. The angels called 
out to him whilst he was standing praying. 17. We guided them to a 
straight path. 18. God does not guide those who are lying and ungrateful. 

19. He flung down his staff. 20. We will cast terror into the hearts of those 
who disbelieve. 21. We saved those who believed and were god-fearing. 
22. He has fulfilled his covenant and feared God. 23. Have you considered 
the person who turns his back and gives little? 24. He turned from them 
and said, 'O my people, I conveyed to you the messages of my Lord.' 
25. Then a group of them turns away and moves aside. 

Exercise Thir ty-One 

I. To each one of them a sixth. 2. There is no private meeting of three 
men but He is the fourth of them. 3. The fourth of them [was] their 
dog. 4. You [receive] a quarter of what they leave. 5. A third [goes] to his 
mother. 6. Theirs is two-thirds of what he leaves. 7. Unbelievers are those 
who say, 'God is the third of three.' 8.1 am first among the servants. 9. Do 
not be the first to disbelieve it. 10. This is in the ancient (first) scrolls. 

I I . Did not We destroy the first generations? 12. The promise of the first 
of the two came to pass. 13. They will say, 'Seven, and their dog the 
eighth of them.' 14. They receive one eighth of what you leave. 15. They 
have not attained a tenth of what we bestowed on them. 16. Your Lord 
knows that you stay up close to two-thirds of the night or a half or a 
third of it. 17. To you is half of what your wives leave. 18. God is pleased 
with them, and they with Him. 19. He showed him the greatest sign. 
20. Thus God will show them their works. 21. Is it not sufficient for 
them that We have sent down to you the Book? 22. God is sufficient as 
a friend/protector. 23. God is a sufficient witness between you and us. 
24. It is no sin for you to seek a bounty from your Lord. 

Exercise Thirty-Two 

1. Turn away from them and put your trust in God. 2. Take firm hold 
of what We have given you, and remember what is in it. 3. Dwell in 
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the Garden with your wife, and the two of you eat from it. 4. Order 
your people to pray and be steadfast in it. 5. Believe in God and His 
messenger. 6. Give the hypocrites the good tidings that they will have a 
painful doom. 7. Seek (f. s.) forgiveness for your sin. 8. Make your houses 
places to turn to, and perform prayer. 9. Satan is an enemy for you, so 
treat him as an enemy. 10. Warn your people before a painful punishment 
comes upon them. 11. Fear (pi.) God and be with the truthful. 12. O my 
Lord, make this a secure land and provide some of its fruits as sustenance 
for its people. 13. Refer it to God and the messenger. 14. Show me'what 
part of the earth they have created. 15. Arise and warn. 16. Say, 'Enjoy 
your ingratitude for a little. You are one of the companions of the Fire.' 

17. He said, 'My Lord, help me against the people who wreak mischief.' 
18. Give us full measure and be charitable to us. 19. Do what you will. 
He is the Observer of what you do. 20. Expel the family of Lot from 
your settlement. 21. Bring a sura like it, and call your witnesses. 22. They 
say, 'Peace be upon you. Enter the garden as a recompense for what you 
used to do.' 23. Say, 'Obey God and the Messenger.' 24. Endure patiendy 
what they say, and withdraw from them politely. 25. Say, 'Journey in the 
land and see how He originated creation.' 

Exercise Thirty-Three 

1. They have been expelled from their homes. 2. They were seized from 
a nearby place. 3. You have been given only Little knowledge. 4. We 
will not believe till we are given the same as God's messengers are 
given. 5. The prophets and witnesses are brought, and judgement will 
be decided between them. 6. You will be summoned against a people of 
great might. 7. Their faces were covered with pieces of night. 8. Then 
every soul will be paid in full what it has earned, and they will not 
be wronged. 9. We and our forefathers were promised this previously. 
10. They see what they are promised. 11. It has been revealed to us 
that torment will be for those who deny the truth and turn their backs. 
12. There was mockery of messengers before you. 13. Will any be 
destroyed apart from the people who do wrong? 14. Say, 'We believe 
in that which has been revealed to us.' 15. They will not be helped. 
16. You do not do wrong, and you are not wronged. 17. They will 
be given sustenance without reckoning in it. 18. These are our goods 
returned to us. 19. Do not eat of that over which God's name has not 
been mentioned. 20. Are you being recompensed except for what you 
used to earn? 21. This is a message for men, that they may be warned by 
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it. 22. Those are called to from afar. 23. Messengers before you were said 
to he, who came with the clear signs. 24.1 convey to you that with which 
I have been sent. 25. There will be a blast on the trumpet. 26. Protect 
yourselves from the Fire that has been prepared for the unbelievers. 
27. They thought that they are engulfed. 28. That is a thing to be desired. 

Exercise Thirty-Four 

1. On the day when their tongues testify against them. 2. On the day 
when We round them all up. 3. On the day that He created the heavens 
and the earth. 4. The day when they hear the Shout. 5. On a day when 
they are tormented over the fire. 6. On the day when there is a blast 
on the' trumpet. 7. On the day when a man shall flee from his brother. 
8. Our father is a very old man. 9. The hands of Abu Lahab will perish. 
10. Return to your father and say, 'O our father, your son stole.' 11. He 
said to his father and his people, 'What are you worshipping?' 12. Your 
father was not a wicked man. 13. His parents were believers. 14. He 
caused your parents to leave the Garden. 15. Their brother Noah said 
to them, 'Will you not protect yourselves?' 16. We sent Moses and his 
brother Aaron with Our signs. 17. Shall I entrust him to you in any other 
way than I entrusted his brother to you? 18. Set things right between 
your two brothers. 19. Your Lord is wide in His forgiveness. 20. God 
is strong and severe in punishment. 21. The night does not outstrip the 
day. 22. The angels are stretching out their hands. 23. Today We seal 
their mouths. 24. O you who believe, do not enter houses other than 
your own. 25. Shall I seek any judge other than God? 26. You shall have 
an unbroken reward. 27. Peace be upon me the day I was born and the 
day that I die. 

Exercise Thirty-Five 

1. Are those who are hurled into the Fire better or those who come 
in security on the Day of Resurrection? 2. The Shout took them in 
the morning. 3. They came to Him abject. 4. So serve God, devoting 
[your] religion solely to him 5. They fell down before him, prostrating 
themselves. 6. No one will overcome you today. 7. The only refuge 
from God is to turn to him. 8. The only knowledge we have is what 
You have taught us. 9. It is not a sin for you in what you may agree to 
with one another. 10. Let there be no wrangling during the Pilgrimage. 
11. They have increased in their unbelief. 12. Say, 'God is swifter in 
plotting.' 13. God is stronger in might. 14. Which of them is best (better) 
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in deed. 15. They devise trickery. 16. They did other work. 17. You love 
wealth greatly. 18. It was not us you served. 19. We shall make provision 
for you and them. 20. Do not slay your children through fear of poverty. 
21. You spend only to seek God's face. 22. [All] glory belongs to God. 
23. He called on his Lord, turning to Him in penitence. 24. He departed 
in anger. 25. Return to your Lord, pleased and pleasing. 26. We gathered 
them together. 27. There is no doubt that theirs will be the Fire. 28. He 
will bring you forth [again]. 

Exercise Thirty-Six 

1. If you are in doubt about what We have sent down to Our servant, 
then bring a sura like it. 2. If you entrust him with a dinar, he will not pay 
it back to you. 3. If they say that you he, messengers before you were said 
to He. 4. If you avoid the serious things that you are forbidden, We will 
remit your evil deeds from you. 5. If you turn from them, they will do 
you no harm. 6. If they argue with you, say, 'God is well aware of what 
you are doing.' 7. If we revert, we shall be wrongdoers. 8. If We wish, 
We drown them. 9. Throw him into the recesses of the pit, and some 
caravan will pick him out. 10. Shake the trunk of the palm-tree towards 
you, and it will cause ripe dates to fall down to you. 11. Send him with 
us tomorrow, and he can enjoy himself and play. 12. Let her eat in God's 
land. 13. That is better for you, did you but know it. 14. Bring your 
proof, if you tell the truth. 15. When he turns away, he strives to make 
mischief in the land. 16. When you have performed prayer, remember 
God, standing or sitting. 17. When their term comes, they shall not delay 
it an hour or advance it an hour. 18. They fall down on their chins in 
prostration when it is recited to them. 19. Had God wished, He could 
have taken their hearing. 20. If they could find a place to flee to, or caves 
or a hiding place, they would turn straight for it. 21. You remained but a 
little, if you only knew. 22. Had they been with us, they would not have 
died [or] been slain. 23. Which of God's signs will you deny? 24. He is 
with them, wherever they may be. 25. Whenever they desire to leave it, 
they will be returned into it. 26. He who does a righteous deed does so 
for himself and he who does wrong does so against himself. 27. If you 
could see when the wrongdoers are in the floods of death. 28. Have you 
considered if it is from God and you do not believe in it? 29. He who 
purifies himself will prosper. 30. If there is a good deed He will double 
it. 
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Exercise Thirty-Seven 

i. Beware of them lest they tempt you away from some of what God has 
sent down to you. 2. God admonishes you never to repeat the like of 
that. 3. I take refuge with God from being among the ignorant. 4. He 
has cast on to the earth firm mountains, lest it sway with you. 5. He 
holds back the heaven from falling on to the earth. 6. Do the people of 
the setdements feel secure that Our might will not come upon them? 
7. We sent Noah to his people, saying 'Warn your people before a painful 
punishment comes upon them.' 8. We suggested to Moses, 'Strike the 
sea with your staff.' 9. Your Lord gave a message to the bees, 'Take 
for yourselves houses in the mountains.' 10. We called out to him, 'O 
Abraham, you have made [your] vision come true. 11. They cried out 
to one another in the morning, 'Go early to your field.' 12. A sura has 
been sent down, saying, 'Believe in God and strive with His Messenger.' 
13. The conclusion of their call will be, 'Praise belongs to God, Lord 
of created beings.' 14. He frowned and turned away, because the blind 
man came to him. 15. Shall We ignore you because you have been a 
profligate people? 16. Do not obey every contempible swearer... because 
he has wealth and sons. 17. The mountains fall in ruins, because they have 
ascribed a son to the Merciful. 18. This is because your Lord would not 
destroy the setdements wrongfully. 19. Perhaps you are forsaking part 
of what is reiealed to you. . . because they say. 20. He shows you His 
signs, so that you may understand. 21. Strive in His way so that you may 
prosper. 22. We have sent down to you the reminder that you may make 
clear to men what has been sent down to them and that they may reflect. 

23. We have made it an Arabic recitation, so that you may understand. 
24. It may be that you love a thing which is bad for you. 25. Perhaps your 
Lord will destroy your enemy. 26. It may be that God will bring them all 
to me. 27. Perhaps I shall not be unfortunate in my prayer to my Lord. 

Exercise Thirty-Eight 

1. Those who do not believe will continue to be in doubt. 2. Their 
calls continued. 3. You will continue to observe. 4. His face stayed black. 
5. You will still jest. 6. They kept on mounting into it. 7. As long as 
they remained in them. 8. As long as you are in the sacred state. 9. I 
was a witness over them as long as I was among them. 10. They became 
repentant. 11. By His blessing you became brothers. 12. You are now 
among the losers. 13. The lightning almost snatches away their sight. 
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,14. Its oil almost glows, even though no fire has touched it. 15. He 
scarcely makes [things] clear. 16. They scarcely understand any tiding. 
17. Why does God not speak to us? 18. Why has an angel been not sent 
down to him? 19. O our Lord, why did You not send us a messenger? 
20. Why do you not give thanks? 21. Why do you not seek forgiveness 
from God? 22. But for the bounty of your Lord to you and His mercy, 
you would have been among the losers. 23. Had it not been for an 
ordinance from God that has gone before, a mighty torment would have 
touched you on account of what you took. 24. But for a stated term the 
torment would have come to them. 25. But for the blessing of my Lord 
I would have been one of those haled [into Hell]. 

Exercise T h i r t y - N i n e 

I. Woe to the ungrateful because of the fire. 2. Woe on that day to 
those who deny the truth. 3. Woe to those who write the book with 
their own hands and then say, 'This is from God'. 4. Woe to those who 
associate partners with God. 5. Woe on us. We have been heedless of this. 
6. Would that I had not associated anyone with my Lord. 7. Would that 
we had obeyed God! 8. Would that my people knew! 9. The unbeliever 
will say, 'Would that I were dust.' 10. No! I swear by this settlement. 
I I . God bears witness that they are liars. 12. They said, 'By God, you are 
in your ancient error.' 13. By God, our Lord, we did not associate others 
with God.' 14. By your Lord, We shall question them all. 15. By your 
Lord, We shall round them up. 16. By my Lord, it will certainly come to 
you. 17. If you ask them who created them, they will say, 'God'. 18. God 
has written, 'I shall conquer, along with My messengers.' 19. We will 
expel you from our land. 20. He will indeed gather you to the Day of 
Resurrection. 21. Let not Satan turn you aside. 22. Do not reckon that 
God is heedless of what the wrongdoers do. 23. If you do not desist, I 
shall surely stone you. 24. If He delivers us from this, we shall indeed be 
among the thankful. 25. If Satan causes you to forget, do not sit, after the 
reminder, with the people who do wrong. 26. Children of Adam! Let 
not Satan tempt you. 27. If my Lord does not guide me, I shall be one of 
the people who go astray. 28. Let not those who have no certainty make 
you unsteady. 

Exercise Forty 

1. God would not wrong them. 2. God is not one to leave the believers in 
the state in which you are. 3. God would never lead a people astray after 
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He had guided them. 4. God is not one to inform you of the unseen. 
5. They should not enter them. 6. No soul may die except by God's 
permission. 7. It is not for a messenger to bring a sign save with God's 
leave. 8. A believer should not kill a believer. 9. It is not for the polytheists 
to visit God's places of worship. 10. It is not for us to bring you any 
authority. 11. It [has not been granted] to any mortal to be spoken to by 
God except by revelation. 12. It is not for any believing man or woman 
to have any choice in the affair. 13. It is not for you to annoy God's 
Messenger. 14. How excellent a helper! 15. Excellent is the reward of 
those who labour. 16. Excellent is the admonition which He gives you. 
17. What they have been doing is truly evil. 18. It is an evil way. 19. How 
evil a drink; how evil a resting-place. 20. They bought a small gain with 
it. Evil is what they purchase. 21. What they have been doing is truly 
evil. 22. Evil is the likeness of the people who deny the truth of God's 
signs. 23. Their lodging will be the Fire. How evil is the lodging of the 
wrongdoers. 24. His abode is Hell—evil is [his] journey's end. 25. How 
excellent a servant! 
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It is assumed that the reader will know the names of the letters of 
the Arabic alphabet. 

ENGLISH 

ACCUSATIVE: the Arabic case that indicates the direct object (and 
has many other uses). 

ACTIVE: voice of the verb in which the subject performs the action 
of or is in the state of the verb. 

ADJECTIVE: a word that gives information about a noun. 
ADVERB: a word that gives information about a verb or adjective. 
ANTECEDENT: the noun to which a pronoun refers back—an 

important feature in RELATIVE SENTENCES, 

ASSONANCE: similarity of vowel and/or consonant at the end of a 
phrase. 

CASE: the ending which indicates the role of a noun or its 
equivalent. 

CLAUSE: a significant section of a sentence. 
COLLECTIVE: a noun that is singular in form but refers to a group. 
CONDITIONAL SENTENCES: sentences containing a clause intro

duced by ' i f or its equivalent. 
CONJUGATION: the way in which verb forms change to show 

person, number and tense. 
CONJUNCTION: a particle that joins sentences or clauses. 

CO-ORDINATING CONJUNCTION: a particle, such as 'and', that 
joins two sentences. 

SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTION: a particle, such as 'because' 
or 'when', that introduces a clause that would not 
normally be able to stand on its own. 

CONTRACTION: in a DOUBLED VERB the dropping of a short vowel 
to enable the final two radicals to be pronounced together. 
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DECLENSION: the way in which nouns change to show number and 
case. 

DEFINITE: an Arabic word is made definite by the prefixing of the 
definite article or by the attachment of a following genitive. 

DEMONSTRATIVE: pronoun or adjective such as 'this' and 'that'. 
DERIVED FORMS: forms of the verb other than the basic first form. 
DUAL: see NUMBER. 

ELATIVE: the form used in Arabic to express the English compara
tive and superlative. 

ELLIPSE: the omission of a word or phrase. 
ENERGETIC: special emphatic form of the verb, formed from the 

JUSSIVE, 

EXCEPTIVE: a sentence in which a phrase or clause is introduced by 
'except'. 

FEMININE: one of the two GENDERS in Arabic. 
GENDER: in this book GENDER refers to grammatical gender, which 

may or may not correspond to natural gender. 
GENITIVE: the case used in Arabic to denote possession or to follow 

a preposition. 
IDIOM: expression that is peculiar to a language and cannot be 

translated literally. 
IMPERATIVE: the form of the verb used to give commands. 
IMPERFECT: the Arabic tense that has the role of the English present 

or future. 
IMPERFECT INDICATIVE: the imperfect mood indicating fact. 

INDECLINABLE: a noun or pronoun that does not change for case. 
INDEFINITE: a noun or adjective that is not definite. 
INDIRECT QUESTION: a question that occurs after a verb, e.g. 'he 

asked where the book was'. 
INFLECTED: having case endings, as opposed to INDECLINABLE, 

INFIX: a syllable that is inserted into a root, in particular the td' of 
the 8th form. 

INTERROGATIVE: a particle or sentence of enquiry. 
INTRANSITIVE: a verb that cannot take a DIRECT OBJECT, 

JUSSIVE: the imperfect mood indicating indirect commands etc. 
MASCULINE: one of the two GENDERS in Arabic. 
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NEGATION: making a word, phrase or clause negative. 
NOMINAL SENTENCE: an Arabic sentence that does not have a verb. 
NOMINATIVE: the Arabic case that indicates the subject/predicate 

of a sentence. 
NOUN: words that name persons and things etc. 
NUMBER: indication of whether a n o u n etc. represents 'one ' 

(singular), ' two ' (dual), or 'more than two ' (plural). 
NUMERALS, NUMBERS: the counting system of a language. 

CARDINAL NUMBERS: numbers used for quantity. 
ORDINAL NUMBERS: numbers used for order. 

OBJECT: the noun or pronoun affected by the operation of the 
verb. 
DIRECT OBJECT: an object put in the Arabic ACCUSATIVE, 

OTIOSE: redundant, not having any obvious function. 
PARTICLE: an uninflected function word. 
PARTICIPLE: a verbal adjective. 
PASSIVE: voice of the verb in which the subject is the recipient of 

the action of the verb. 
PERFECT: verb tense that refers to a completed action or state in 

the past. T h e Arabic perfect covers various English tenses, 
e.g. 'she wrote ' , 'she did wri te ' , 'she has writ ten ' . 

PLUPERFECT: the past of the past tense, e.g. 'she had writ ten' . 
PLURAL: see NUMBER. 

PREDICATE: in Arabic the second half of a non-verbal sentence. 
PREFIX: a syllable or syllables placed at the beginning of a word. 
PREPOSITION: particle placed before a noun or pronoun to indicate 

position, time, direction etc. 
PRONOUN: word that stands in place of a noun, such as 'me ' , 'this', 

'who ' . 
PROSTHETIC: t e rm used to describe a temporary vowel placed at 

the beginning of a word. 
RADICALS: the root letters of Arabic words, other than particles, 

normally three or four in number. 
RELATIVE SENTENCE: sentence or clause giving information about 

the ANTECEDENT, 

SINGULAR: see NUMBER. 
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SUBJECT: the noun or pronoun that performs the action of the 
verb or is described by its state, or is followed by a non
verbal predicate. 

SUBJUNCTIVE: the imperfect mood suggesting possibility. 
SUFFIX: a syllable or syllables placed at the end of a word. 
TENSE: the time of action represented in a verb form. 
TRANSITIVE: a verb that takes a DIRECT OBJECT, 

VERB: word expressing the action performed or state experienced 
by the subject of a sentence. 
TRILITERAL VERB: a verb with three radicals. 
QUADRILITERAL VERB: a verb with four radicals. 
ASSIMILATED VERB: a verb with wdw or yd' as its first radical. 
DOUBLED VERB: a verb with the same letter as second and 

third radicals. 
HOLLOW VERB: a verb with wdw or yd' as its second radical. 
DEFECTIVE VERB: a verb with wdw or yd' as its second radical. 
AUXILIARY VERB: in Arabic an auxiliary verb combines with 

another verb to help form its TENSE or state. The basic 
auxiliary in Arabic is kdna. 

VOCATIVE: the form used to introduce direct address. 
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ARABIC 

O^ol j^ l [akhawdt kana]: 'the sisters of kana', verbs related to 

kana. 
• i 

ajj-iii t_aJl [alif maqsura]: alif written in the form of a ya' at the 
end of a word. 

ijlld\ j l [an il-mufassira\: the particle an when it introduces direct 
speech. 

iJu-3J [basmala]: the formula bi-smi lldhi l-rahmani 1-rahTmi. 
*&ymy» ti [ta' marbuta]: the form of fa' used at the end of a noun 

or adjective to show the feminine ending, written as a ha' 
with two dots. 

Ks-yju) ti [ta' maftuha]: ta' written normally. 

J^^ill [tamyiz]: the ACCUSATIVE of specification. 

jiyZ [tanwin]: the adding of an n sound to indicate that a noun or 

adjective is indefinite. 

L_>J$JU [al-jawab]: the main clause in a conditional sentence. 

if,»o.tH LJ>J_J3-I [al-huriif al-shamsiyya]: 'the sun letters', letters of 

the alphabet to which the definite article is assimilated. 

*JJJI}\ i-3jj3.l [al-huriif al-qamariyya]: 'the moon letters', letters of 

the alphabet to which the definite article is not assimilated. 

J l i l [al-hcd]: the ACCUSATIVE of circumstance. 

o ^ - i [sukiin]: the sign indicating that a consonant does not have 

a vowel. 
5Jui [shadda]: the sign for a doubled consonant. 

±>^£}\ [al-shart]: the conditional clause in a conditional sentence. 

J-iiJI _4f" [damn al-fasl\: the pronoun used to separate phrases. 

<?•* [damma]: the vowel sign for M. 

«LiJ [idafa]: annexation, the construct state, the attachment of a 

GENITIVE of possession. 
<p£i [fatha]: the vowel sign for a. 
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IjiS [kasra\: the vowel sign for i. 

ĵJU-l lJai\ *J [la li-nafyi l-jinsi\: the use of la to negate a category. 

iijb»J.I U [ma l-hijdziyya]: Hijazi ma, the negative ma that is fol

lowed by bi- and the GENITIVE or by the ACCUSATIVE. 

^̂ viUl I [al-madt]: the basic Arabic past TENSE. 

jjiJai [masdar]: the Arabic equivalent of the verbal noun. 

LS*i* j'xuu> [masdar mimi\: a masdar that begins with a prefixed mfm. 

fjUaill [al-mudaric\: the imperfect TENSE. 

f y_r^' f jLiill [al-muddric al-marjuc\: the indicative mood of the 

imperfect TENSE. 

jiiai J^ i i i [maf'ul mutlaq]: the cognate or absolute ACCUSATIVE. 

i) J^ i iJ I [maf'ul lahu]: the ACCUSATIVE of cause. 

Sj^i [hamza]: the glottal stop sound. 

JJ>3)I Sjii [hamzat al-was[\: the temporary vowel prefixed 
to words beginning with a consonant without a vowel, 
always displaced by the final consonant of a previous 
word. 

JiU! ej,ii [hamzat al-qaf\. the true glottal stop. 

~JUI j t j [waw al-qasam\: the particle tfa-followed by the GENITIVE 

to introduce an oath. 
iLij [tww/a]: the sign showing that a hamzat al-wasl vowel has been 

removed. 
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General Vocabulary 

jfe 
ifc 
ifi 

• ^ J^.L 

O*^J 

2l;t 

&?! 

je'l 
fBT 
1 

JV 

ilk"] 

6j>rl 
6 j > l 

ever 

she-camels 

son 

daughter 

father 

to come 

to give 

to prefer 

track; effect 

sin 

reward 

term 

to take, seize 

to take, adopt 

to defer 

to postpone 

last, [next] 

other 
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General Vocabulary 

* 

c1 

Oi« 
• 

^ 

* p 

* • 

Vj 

P 

illl 

b*l 

J*! 
J] 
? 
^ t;i 

> ! 

^ 

• 

0 

<s\y. 

Ji 

A 

'A 

° S 

Ol^i-Jj 

J i l l 
- p 

urb' 

JUI 

^ 

3»J 
J>*sd 

V1 

^ 
/ 

j ^ l 

other 

brother 

to permit, allow 

to seek permission 

permission 

to hurt, vex 

earth 

grief 

example 

root 

horizon 

lie 

painful 

a god 

God 

possessors of 

to swear 

to (motion) 

mother 

community 

to order 

affair, command 
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« -

^yolj ^ol to be secure; to trust in 

f- jV 

jui/ 

Obd 

s.p. 

JLl:] 

u^] 
u-^ 

6^1 

^ 

otf 

to believe 

faithful, secure 

believer 

female 

to see 

man; (p.) people 

people, family 

first, the ancient 

family 

possessors of 

shelter, refuge 

sign, verse 

j ^ : 

in, at, by 

Jfc 

^ : 

JK?j 

might 

sea 

to begin 

haste, anticipation 

to give in exchange 

exchange 

land 

jl^Jl pious, god-fearing 
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General 

JOJLAJ 

ji~ 

Vocabulary 

H 

**P 
'• I -

J L ^ J 

-rf* - f t 

jlijS 

^ L i j 

»^i 
s.p. 

to leave 

cold (noun) 

lightning 

to be blessed 

proof 

to spread, extend 

spread, extended 

to bring good news 

(s.) human being; (pi.) 
men, human beings 
bringer of good news 

(+bi-) to see, observe 

sight; eye 

observant, seeing 

merchandise 

might 

to be worthless 

false, worthless 

to send, raise 

distant 

after (preposition)^ 

after (conjunction) 

suddenly 

to outrage; to seek 

to seek 

cow 
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& 

& 

& 

[jig 
S>L 

y? 
^ ^ 

6*! 

f. "•'"'' 

Q-

•*5 ' 

jei 

0 

*9" 

i'bl 

Oi? 

s.p. 

o 

more lasting 

town, settlement 

to reach 

to convey 

to convey 

message, conveyance 

son 

door 

house 

white 

to sell 

to do allegiance to 

to make clear 

to make clear 

to become clear 

clear proof 

between, among 

clear 

to wither, perish 

ark, casket 

to follow 

to follow 

beneath 
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General Vocabulary 

&c 
ftJLu 

s.p. 

earth, dust 

to leave 

to recite 

s. relenting, p. repent-

c 

ing 

then 

s.p. fruit 

price, gain 

lodging 

SM 

*¥-

J*: 

s.p. 

s.p. 

M 
a 

pit 

crouching 

to dispute, contend 
with 

contention 

trunk of a palm-tree 

undoubtedly, certainly 

sinner 

ship (young woman) 

to requite 

recompense, reward 

to make, assign, ap
point 

lash, stripe 
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much 

& • 

W-

c 

cr. 

s.p. 

s.p. 

s.p. 

(JjuIs^J 

^ 

s.p. 

* 1- ' 

to gather, collect 

all 

all 

meeting, mec 
place 

Jinn 

garden 

possessed (by Jinn) 

to avoid 

sin 

to strive 

ignorant 

to answer 

to answer 

to come 

4* 

X£d 

& -

t » 

J0>&^»-

s.p. 

'> 

to love 

grain 

to be useless 

to argue about (Jt) 

proof 

year 

obstacle, partition 

stone 

iron 
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General Vocabulary 

& 

& . 
**J 

w< 
M 

$te 

{&. 

k 
J& 

^iA 
* • > 

^jLiil 

• 

s.p. 

| « f l - * . 

A \ > 

j&l 

tillage 

trouble, difficulty 

to forbid, prohibit 

forbidden, sacred, in 
the sacred state 

party 

to be sad 

to think, reckon 

reckoning 

reckoning 

sorrow, anguish 

to do good 

fine, good 

to round up 

brought forward 

pit 

to guard, preserve, 
keep 

guardian 

truth; true 

to judge 

arbiter 

wisdom 

judgement 

to make lawful, per
mit 

to swear 
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L3^^«>- wont to swear 

"Jo- puberty 

JJP" praise 

j l i * jiJ* donkey 

J** J?K S*~ tocarrY 
Jul» roast 

t a.j-» «loL> of pure faith 

.felei.1 J*t^!. ifcli] to surround (+ bi) 

o«I» / 5ll» O t^l» life 

L ^ 

'r 

6 ^ 

sll>l alive 

c 

5 " ? ^ 

'J. 
& 

J% 
i ft*/!*". 

» -

j l j ^ l 

> 

\i\3u. / s.p. 

s.p. 

bad 

aware 

to seal 

to try to deceive 

companions 

to fall 

to go out 

loss, ruin 

to fear 

to cover oneself 

green crop 

sin 

sinner 
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fj?£. tUoai] to make a mistake 

i_i)ajrf_ I^AJO»- to snatch 

' * : t 

(_iliJcL*ll to make unstable 

^ 

Jik; 

s.p. 

J.&1 

Jfe] 
cLaici-

3^ 
^ 

^ 

light (adj.) 

through 

eternity 

remaining in, everlast
ing 

to be sincere 

pure 

to vary, differ 

successor 

behind 

to create 

to fear 

good, better, best 

choice 

5& 

j * * 

AjX 

013S 

j ^ | 

JljSI 

beast 

to manage, arrange 

humble, lowly 

to enter 

to cause to enter 

place to enter 

to overtake 
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j * J J tlco to call, pray 

J j j abode 

as long as 

^jljil religion 

fly 

#_jj *_i to sacrifice 

seed, offspring, de
scendants 

j la j l chin 

^TJU JjTi to mention 

remembrance, re
minder 

* 
JTJCJ JjfjJ to remember, bear in 

mind 

•ZJ y's sin 

_U*JJ ( J j l i i to go away 

[^Jjt] possessor of 
' '. * ' 

(3JAJ (33^ to taste 

J 

i i j i 

sM 

Jf!3 

vLJ 

to see 

to show 

dream 

lord 
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General Vocabulary 

•& 

bi 

Rs 

*z 

h. 

Sis 

j~.l 

i^-.j 

JVJ 
* & 

J*J' 
* • 

^ j 

JL 

j ^ j | 

s.p. 

usury 

to enjoy oneself 

to return 

abomination 

man 

foot 

to stone 

accursed 

to hope 

mercy 

the Merciful 

compassionate 

to return, restore 

turning back 

to give sustenance to 

sustenance 

provider of sustenance 

to send 

messenger 

message 

fj^jj firm mountains 

1*vi> ĵ / o'y^j t o be pleased with ('an) 

& & 

fresh, ripe dates 

terror 

to raise 
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3*> 

&3 
v-o**j 

u*J 
O^j 

v*J 
JSij 

Oi* j 

sbi 

i i iJC 

Jfe 

4*i>: 

^ 

s4? 

Jfj 

55b] 

resting-place 

to be vigilant 

watcher 

to run 

pomegranates 

to fear 

kin; person 

hostage 

to want 

doubt 

S^j / 5lSj 

a-ij 

* • -

J 

5I5JJ 5I5J; 

J!3 & J!>: ^ 

to 
i? 

[cp 

ĉ J' 

55Uj 

^ j i 

CIO* 

the psalms 

cultivation; green 
crops 

to purify, keep pure 

to be purified 

purer 

alms 

earthquake 

spouse 

oil 

to increase 

to increase, grow 

to continue 

to cause to seem good 
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General Vocabulary 

<r 
JIAJ 

' * « -

0 * - i 
> ^ : 

j^>'»i 

fe^<i!»j 

ZJ4 

L J / J 

C5*-i 

«a.; j 

JI^S 

JJLJ 
* 
• • „ 

C * ^ fc 
* r f 

So\^j» 

ST 
^ 

* 

*\-A 

t\r. 

Jty 

s.p. 

* • -

jiLii 
* 

MQ tit 

to ask 

to ask one another 

to precede 

way 

to prostrate oneself 

prostrating oneself 

mosque, place 
prayer 
to imprison 

to bewitch 

magic 

magician 

to subject 

to vex 

secret 

to vie in; race 

quick, swift 

to be prodigal 

to steal 

thief 

inscribed 

to strive, move, run 

journey 

books 

to drag 
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kS.T. 

JaSLi 

jX- i 

^ M X M M « 

^/lN«-*fc4 

y _ "*• *" 

AA-t-MfJ 

J" 
Sir* 

;U 

cfe 

' i i j 

x w J 

J 

• 

f5bl 

s.p. 

Pi 

te 
it * 

Sir! 

ScLil 

lower, lowest 

to fall 

to cause to fall, bring 
down 
sick, ill 

to abate; (+ 'an) to 
leave 

to dwell, be at rest 

tranquility, reassurance 

poor, destitute 

to rob 

authority, power 

to submit 

peace 

Muslim 

to hear 

to make hear 

to listen to 

hearing (adj.) 

fat 

to name 

heaven, sky 

name 

to be bad, wrong 

to do wrong 

evil, wrong 

evil, corpse 
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General Vocabulary 

'. t b L ; 

s.p. 

s.p. 

s.p. 

1" 

evil, ill 

black 

black 

siira 

hour 

market 

leg 

to journey 

LT 

^ tree 

strong, severe 

bad, worse, worst 

"-* ' evil JIT' men 

<1>J^J iliyZ to drink 

drink 

&jt± ^Lrl t o a s c r i b e partners to 

partner 

^ j L i j i\ji to buy 

towards 

(Jilfu-<i devil 

j ^ i L i to feel, perceive 

Up, rim, edge 

dissension 

tllLil unfortunate, wretched 
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* + * * 9 

iiLi i l y C i doubt 

j < i J < i j ^JCi to thank, be thankful 

j lT* sun 
J l r ; left, left hand 
- - > ', t,, -
Xyi J y i j o j y t to witness 
* ' >\' ' 
Ju^£ *ljyi witness 

Jjj^t ^ i l month 

tLi »UJ to wish 

t/jw »U-il thing 

i l j 3*1 l i » / ir y*~ ° ^ m a n 

* i -tLil to become; to be in the 
morning 

JL# ^rt-«J J^» to be patient 

Jj/L* s.p. steadfast 

companion 
*, > 

O J > * sheets 

JLi to block, divert 
i > , * • 

(jJL^ i^-^-^i i3-*-f to tell the truth 

^JLiJ IJJLSCJ ( J JL^J to give alms 

OJLJ> ol*-*-» alms 

, J J J L * truthful 

3*Lj"i» help 

J » l ^ way, path 
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General Vocabulary 

to turn, turn away 
(trans.) 

to ascend 

small 

humbled 

yellow 

to put right 

righteous 

to pray 

prayer 

deaf 

to make, work 

idol 

to smite, befall 

trumpet 

form, picture 

fast 

cry 

course, journeying 

forenoon 

to harm 

to force, compel 

to strike, coin 

to neglect 

f..'b 

s.p. 

r 

J ^ * 

J * 

J • T * • • 
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9 to multiply 

> to stray, err 

I to cause to stray 

error 

I to give light 

light 

I to cause to be wasted 

guest; guests 

I food 

I to acquaint 

i to study 

i rising-place 

> to desire 

! to obey 

I to be able 

group, number 

clay 

to continue 

to do wrong 

wrong-doer 

to think 
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thought, supposition 

to appear 

to serve, worship 

servant, slave 

to frown 

lesson 

to wonder 

wonder 

amazing, wonderful 

to be unable 

to frustrate 

thin 

to hasten to 

to hasten 

calf 

foreign 

to count 

to prepare, make ready 

number 

justice 

to transgress, turn 
away, run 

enemy 

enmity 
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punishment 

I to make excuses 

Arabic, Arab 

i to mount 

throne 

in trellises 

t to turn away 

i to know, recognize 

I crest, ridge, height 

kindness 

handle 

might, power 

mighty 

difficulty 

difficult 

stick 

| to give 

great 

to pardon (+ 'an) 

punishment, requital 

end, consequence 

to understand 

devoted 

created beings 

to know 

known 
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to teach 

on, against 

high, lofty 

columns, supports 

to build, build up, visit 

to build 

to do, work 

blind 

away from; concerning 

with, in the possession 
of 

to make a covenant 
with 
to return; do again 

to repeat, return (trans.) 

to seek refuge with 

year 

to co-operate, help 
one another 

to ask for help 

spring; eye 

to be/do in the morn
ing 
settling-place 

to drown 
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to be angry with 

(+ 'ala) 

anger 

angry 

i to forgive 

I to seek forgiveness 

forgiving 

forgiveness 

to be heedless, forget 

heedlessness 

to deceive 

to overcome 

thick, rough, hard 

boy 

pang 

cave 

the unseen, the invisi
ble 

bottom; recess 

other than 

without 

to open 

to tempt, afflict, stir up 

affliction 

youth 
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to flee 

refuge 

to rejoice in 

individual 

singly 

to assign, prescribe 

to be divided 

party, company 

to cause mischief 

corruption 

dissoluteness 

bounty 

to create 

to be split 

to do 

done 

poor 

to understand 

to think, reflect 

to jest 

to jest 

to prosper 

mouth 

above, over 

in, concerning 
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grave 

to advance 

direction, qibla 

before 

to fight 

to measure carefully 

having power over 

to come, advance on 

to send forward, to 
bring forward 

to bring forward 

foot 

old, ancient 

abode 

to recite 

Qur'an, recitation 

to come near, ap
proach 
near 

calamity 

to lend, make a loan 

generation [horn] 

village 

to divide 
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to swear 

hardness 

to tell 

story 

to determine 

to sit, lurk 

seated 

few 

to turn over, wring 

to turn back, return, 
be overturned 

heart 

moon 

shirt 

saying, words 

to stand, rise 

to perform, uphold 

people 

station 

straight 

form 

power, force 

noon resting-place 
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like (preposition) 

like (conjunction) 

to grow up 

to be haughty, insolent 

big 

enormity 

to write 

scripture, document 

to multiply, make 
much of 

many 

to tell lies 

to deny, give the lie to 

nobler 

honoured 

to be reluctant, hate 

to acquire, earn 

to uncover, remove, 
relieve 

palm of the hand, hand 

to deny, not to believe 
in 

to forgive, redeem 

equal 

to be sufficient 
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unbeliever, ungrateful 

dog 

to speak to, address 

speech, words 

word 

coverings 

to store 

'almost'; with negative 
'scarcely' 

to envelop 

to strive, plot, outwit 

plotting, wiles 

measure 

to, for 

heart, intellect 

to tarry, linger 

to confound 

clothing; garment 

refuge 

flesh 

tongue 

gende, subde 

to play 
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curse 

to pick up 

to meet 

to throw 

tablet 

blamed, blameworthy 

night, night time 

r to let enjoy; make pro
vision for 

r to enjoy, enjoy oneself 

I goods, baggage 

I likeness, parallel 

like (preposition) 

glorious 

might 

» city 

> to pass 

time, occasion 

man 

| woman 

I illness, sickness 

> ill, sick 

doubt 
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to touch 

the Anointed One 

Egypt 

to hold fast; withhold 

yesterday 

to walk 

with 

Mecca 

plot 

place 

community, religion 

poverty 

angel 

possession, dominion 

from, of 

broken, cut 

to prevent 

water 

to die 

death 

dead 

property 

to shake 

table 
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"> to inform 

I to inform 

i 
\ news 
i 

I prophet 

l to save 

secret conference 

bees 

date-palms 

repentant 

I to call out to 

i to call out to one an
other 

I to vow 

I to warn 

i warner 

! to cause strife 

• to send down 

I to send down 

' to descend 

woman 

> to forget 

! to cause to forget 
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I to raise, create 

i to help 

i Christian 

I helper 

half 

i forelock 

i to look at (ila), into (Ji) 

I to bless, be gracious to 

blessing, bounty 
i 
\ animal, livestock 

i to blow 

i to be exhausted 

> to go forth 
t 
\ soul, self 

i to benefit 

> benefit 

I to spend 

hypocrite 

I chief 

I to save, rescue 

I to save, rescue 

i to break one's oath 

I to take revenge on 

(+ mm) 
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to deny, disapprove; 
not to know 

ants 

river 

day, daytime 

to forbid 

to cease, desist 

to come back to; re
pent 

light 

fire 

she-camel 

to forsake, leave 

crash, destruction 

to guide 

offering 

guidance 

to shake 

to mock (+ bi-) 

dry twigs 

to perish 

to destroy 

humiliating, 

contemptible 
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mischief 

firmest 

covenant, pledge 

to find 

to be in awe of 

to inspire, reveal 

inspiration 

to bid farewell to 

to let, allow 

to inherit 

leaf 

to carry a burden 

soul bearing a burden 

weight 

balance 

middle 

to be wide; encompass 

wide, ample 

wealth 

to describe 

to arrive 

to put down; give birth 
to 

to exhort, admonish 

to promise 
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to make an agreement 
with 

to pay, repay 

to fulfil, give in full 

to take 

fuel 

to fall, come to pass 

to protect oneself; to 
be god-fearing 

more pious 

to put one's trust in 
(<ala) 

to be born 

child 

father; (dual) parents 

to turn 

to turn away; to take 
on oneself 

friend, protector 

nearer 

to give 

forgiving 

frailest 
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to despair 

hand 

ease 

easy 

to be certain 

right, right hand; oath 

Jew 

day 

on that day 
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